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Lega9ies and Gifts
The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital has urgent need of
additional funds for the furtherance of itls Charitable work.
The legal name of the Corporation is the Massachusetts Homceo-
pathic Hospital. 1No precise words are necessary to a valid legacy
or gift・ The forms shown on the inside of rear cover may be used.
Legacies
The Hospital has been greatly aided by this form of generpsity.
Legacies ma.y be given∴unreStrictedly, When they will be applied
as the Trustees deem will best promote the welfare of the Corpora-
tion and its Beneficiaries, Or bestowed for the use or benefit of a
specific department’building or purpose.
Memorials
Enduring memorials have been established through the gifts to
the Corporatio楓of the John C. Haynes, Robert Dawson Evans and
Jennie M. Robinson Memorials. The proposed building to replace
the present ``Main Hospital’’now a節ords like opportunity・ Con-
tributions to this building fund may likewise be in the form of
memorial floors, Wards or rooms. A gift or bequest of Five Thou-
Sand Do11ars, Or uPWards, for the establishment and endowment of
a Permanent Free Bed also supplies a lasting and l appropriate
Memorial. This bed may bear the name of the donor or whom-
SOeVer he may designate.
Gifts
Each contribution, nO matter how small, Of組owers, books, maga-
Zines, tOyS for children, etC., Or mOney, brings added comfort and
happiness to our patients. A donation of se.00 to the Free Day
言　T唖d provides for the舟ee∴Care Of one patie調t for a day.
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Hospital Locatiohs
ll The Main Hospital is ori East Concord Street, between Harrison
Avenue ind Albany Street, Boston.
The Jemie M. Robinson Memorial, Matemity Department言s o種
Stoughton Street; Boston.
The Robert DawISOn Evans Memorial, for Clinical Research and
Preventive Medicine, is at No. 80 East Concord Stfeet, Boston.
The Outl Patient Department is at 750 Harrisqn Avenue, between
East Newtdn ,and East Concord Streets.
TelephQne-Private BrallCh Exchange (connecting all departme平s)
Back Bay 6400.i
謹鷲諾嵩蒜諾霊藍藻難詰豊
Sunnybank-the Conyalesceut Home for Women-is at 23 Everett
Street, Dorchester. Telephone, Columbia 6980.
l Meetings
a鳥豊霊a盤聖篭‡誓)辞書悪書語悪罵笥
January.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　/
′The Board of Trustees holds音音its An山lal Meeting two weeks after
the Annual Meeting olf the Corppratiep and thereafter on型,迫ird
TufSday o壬each m叩th.
1 , Speヰal mdetings are held by the direction of the President or on the
Call of any three Trustees.
Facts of Interest
1855. Act of Legislature estわlishing Hospital・
1871. Hospital opened, January 23rd.
First located at 14 Burroughs Place, Boston. ,
Number of beds when opened, 16.
1874. Hospital moved to East Concord St.’and one building erected.
Number of beds, 40.
1884. Surgical wing opened.
1885. Training School for Nurses established.
1891. Medical Wing and Surgical annex erected.
1897. Maternity Department at 40 West Newton St・, OPened, July 21st.
1897. Nurses’Home on Stoughton St., ereCted.
1906. Homccopathic Medical Dispensary’Which had been in existence
for sixty years, became the Out-Patient Departmeut of the
Hospital, February.
1908. John C. Haynes Memorial for contagious diseases erected at
Allston St., Brighton, COSting nearly?300,000.
1912. Evans Memorial for Clinical Research and Preventive Medi-
cine亘osting $1 75,00O.
1916. Jennie M. Robinson Memorial Matemity, COSting in excess of
$300,000.
in-Patients treated, 190.
in-Patients treated’683.
in-Patichts treated, 2,284.
in-Patients treated, 4,925.
in-Patieuts treated, 9,358.
in-Patieuts treated, 11,149.
1880. Number of
1890. N調mbe章of
1900. Number of
191O. Number of
1920. Number of
1925. Number of
1925. Days, care fumished in-patients, 155,617.
1925. Per ∝nt Of、 Pay’Part Pay and free iniratients: Pay’18.79;
Part Pay, 51.99; free, 29.22.
1925. Average days’stay of in-Patients, 13.96.
1925. Number of out二patients’visits, 44,578.
1925. Total expenditures, $650,127.58.
Nunber of beds (exclusive of nurseries), 544.
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A HALF CENTURY OF PUBLIC SERV工CE
A Brief Historical Review
Incorporated as a “Hospital for Sick Persons,, in i855 a繭thus
empowered by legislative enactment高to receive and hold donations and
bequests from all or any persons disposed to aid its ben読olent pur-
poses,,, the Massachusetts Hom(鷲OPathic Hospital opened its doors
for the reception of patients in 1870.
Sma11 indeed and seemingly insignificant was its origin-Sixteen
beds in a remodeled building at 14 Burrou如e Place, Boston-iret坤s
modesf begiming marked the fruition of the hopes and plaps of its
i軸corporators and the commencement of the development of a modem
departmental Hospital of more than five hundred beds.
From the day of its opening the building proved entirely inadequate
to meet the demands of those who sought the hospital’s service, and
within three years a new building with a capacity ofl forty beds had
been erected on East Concord Street and the hospital moved to a new
重ocation.
Ten years later a surgical wing was added and in 1891 a medical
wing狐d surgical amex built, thus bringing the buildings now com-
Pfising the group’designated as the Main Hospital’tO their present-
day form and capacity.
These enlargements were made possible through the devotion of the
trustees and medical sta任, Whose pers王stenをand untiring effo龍e hnd
re読lted in the receipt of a large number of individual gi’fts from the
ever widening circle of friends of the hospital and in the securing of an
apprapriation of $120,000 f完m the State of Massachusetts
¥ By this time the hospital had received from private sources gifts and
lbequests aggregating some $300,(ro, and in thdse, the丘rst nまnete印
yea,rS Of its operation, had cared for 4,311 patients・ In 1897,, by funds
received from the bequest of Anna White Vose’Vose Hall, the nurses’
home on stoughton Street, WaS built, and in 1906 the Homceopathic
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Medical l Dispensary’Which for sixty years had been operated as a
separate corporation’beca血e the Out Patient Department of the Hos-
pital.
Through the individual benevolence of John C. Haynes, Mrs. Robert
Dawson Evans and Wallace G. Robinson, the John C. Haynes Me-
morial for Contagious Diseases was built in 1908, the Robert Dawson
Evans ,Memorial for Clinical Research and Preventive Medicine in
1912, and the Jennie M. Robinson Memorial Matemity in 19116. These
magnificent buildings, eaCh carefu11y designed for the proper per-
formance of its own particular work, SerVe aS WOrthy and permanent
memorials of those whose name they bear ; COntinually hold silent wit-
ness to the wise philanthropy of their donors, and extend to the hospital
widened丘elds of usefulness and to its patients unsurpassed facilities
for care and treatment.
The absorption of the corporation known asバThe Sumyba,nk Home,,,
1ong established as a convalescent home for women, and the generosity
of Anna King Nash in presenting the hospital with her Dorchester
estate, have provided amid pleasant surroundings suitable places for the
convalescent care of those men and women whose home surroundings
are unsuited to rapid recovery from medical and surgical disease.
This in brief is the story of the buildings and expansion of the
Massachusetts Hom《鷲OPathic Hospital・ From a small and limited hos-
Pital in a remodeled house with a capacity for sixteen patients’it has
become a large departmental hospital of 544 beds・ This substantiaI
growth has been made possible through the gifts received from those
who became iuterested in the hospital and its work.
Among those whose donations and bequests have been p印icularly
helpful alre the fo11owing: H. L Pierce’Mrs・ Samuel B. Rindge・
Richard Perkins, Thomas T. Wyman, Augusta E. Corbin, Ama P.
Weld, Eliza T. Loring, John C. Haynes, Mrs. Robert Dawson Evans,
Wallace G. Robinson, Arthur F. Estabrook, Joseph B. GIover, J. H.
Henry, Cranmore N. Wallace, Ida F. E'Stabrook.
Through their generosity and that of the donors of free beds and
other cdntributors, the size and value of the hospital’s plant and funds
have shown a gradual but continued increase茸om year to year.
The passing of each year has also marked a steady and continued
increasel in the nun心er of in-Patients treated ; Steadily they have grow調
from the 37 in 1871 to ll,074 during the past year.
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In all during the more than half century in which its doors have
remained continuously open to the public, a thr叩g of 187,347山en,
women and children have entered to receive medilcal or surgical treat-
ment. Those who have comprised this number have come from prac-
tically every walk of life and have represented almost every variety of
social condition. For the hospital has imposed no restrictions because of
residehce, raCe, religious belief or financial cQndition. Those of wealth,
those of moderate means, those of limited resources ahd those without
funds have ever been accorded the same welcome and alike at the dis-
posal of each have been placed all the facilities that the hospital afforded.
Indeed, the sole determinants for admission have ever been a vacant
bed and possible benefit accruing from treatment.
Organization and Govemment
(a) OFFICERS AND TRUST関S
The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital’incorpora,ted under the
genera1 1aws of Massachusetts as a charitable institution, is under the
control of the members of its corporation. These meet annually to elect
o航cers, a PreSident, Vice-PreSident, SeCretaly and treasurer, and trustees・
The trustees chosen by the members of the corporation, tOgether with
five others appointed by the Govemor of Massachusetts’With the ad-
vice and consent of the coqncil, COnStitute a Board of Managers, meet-
ing monthly or oftener. At the annual meeting bf the trustees, Standing
committees from among their number are chosen and the executive
o鯖cers of the hospital and a medical and surgical 'Sta鱈, COmPrised of
such physicians and surgeons as are deemed necessary’are aPPOinted.
(b) MEDICAL AND SuRGICAL STAFF
Annually the trustees of the hospital appoint medical and surgical
executive committees respectively having the control and general direp-
tion of the medical and surgical services of the hospital. The physician-
in-Chief, a Physician, the surgeon葛in-Chief, a SurgeOn and the Superin-
tendent comprise the membership of these committees. These commit-
tees are combined to form the general executive committee charged by
the trustees with the general supervision of a11 work relating to the
treatment bf patients, the prescribing of house rules for the manage置
ment of the various medical and surgical departments and the placing
in nomination to the trustees of all appointees to the medical and sur-
産∽1 sta鱈s.
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Upon the nominati9n Of the g印eral executive committee, the trustees
露悪t書籍言霊黒岩謹書㌔誤認豊
service hold membersh封n the medical or surgical executive committees
when matters pertain王ng to their departments are being considered.
Under the general direction of the medical and surgical executive
committees and the immediate餌pervision of the Physician-i叶chief
Or S,urgeon輸in置Chief or a chief- Of service’the staff of the hospital are
entrusted with the medical and surgical treatment of all patients.
Except with the approval of the general executive committee, nO
Patient may be treated in any department of the hospital by one not
a member of the house sta任and no operation performed other than by
a member of the stlrgical house staff in his specialty.
Weckly meetings of the medical and surgical executive committee
霊謹
the several de車rtments and monthly meetings of the entire sta群serve
to cpordinate the work of the hospital a虹d to keep the trustees and the
individual members of the sta任fu11y informed of the progress made
dnd the resuits obtained in the tfeatment Of patients.
Educational
MEDICAI. SroDENTS
The hospital has continued tb serve as the teaching hospital of Bo§-
ton University SchooI of Medicine. In harmony with the trend of
modem medical education in the art of medicine which has been l aWay
from classroom lectures and large amphitheatre assemblages to instruc-
tionLgiven small groups in the clinic room or at the bedside of the
Patient’the upper classmen fron thel叩edical school daily visit the
Cl粗ics held in the Out Patients Department and wards 6f the hospital.
A pre置requisite to these clinical talks and lectures is a complete ac「
qualntanceship on the part of the professor or instructor (who is a
membqr of the hospita.l’s staff) with血e patient’s condition. This
fequ癌es precise knowledge of the family and personal history ; aCou-
rate information of the apparent cause of the illness, tOgether with its
OnSet and progress; Painstaking study of the case and of the many
laboratory findings leading to the establishment of an accurate diag-
I
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a錐ended by the Pre?ident and freque叫y by sta函ing co町
che Trustees and individual member,S, SeCtional meetings of
nosis, and a thorough knowledge of the disease?O that a careful deline-
ation of the d坤erential diagnosis and remedial treatment may be given.
Fu宣ly appreciative that the teaching of medical students, WOuld have a
decided influence in keepinalhe attending members of the sta節ever
¥abreast with the progress in medicine, and that the painstaking study
Of each case necessitated by this instruction could notl fail, tO be of
material a,dvantage to the patient, the standing orders df the, truSteeS
PrOVide that subject to the requirements of the executive committee
the students of Boston University School of Medicine shall receive
instruction in the several departments of the hospital fro耽the members
of the sta節on service.
NuRSES　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　′
When, in 1885, a SChool for nurses was established, the hospitall
a,SSumed the important fu中ion of instructing young women in the
nursi調g care of the sick. Since this date the school has been con-
tinuously and successfully maintained’and many of its graduates, Who
now number 900, are釧ing important positions in the community.
Through an a捌i缶ion just established with Boston University, Par-
ticularly its schooIs of Education and Medicine言he plan, long uflder
consideration, Of making it possible for a suitably qua雌ed young
WOmarl、 tO become a college gradua,te and to secure a recognized degree
while obtaining her education in nursing, has been壷rfected.
The course leading to graddation and a degree extends over a period
Of not less than four caIendar years. Approximately one-third of the,
cl;ssroom hours required for this degree are spent by the ca坤date i宣
the Scho9l of Education, Where she receives irlStruCtion in such cul-
tural subjects as are deemed best fitted to more fully qualify her for
the work of her chosen profession, and one一血ird in the lecture rooms
and laboratories lOf the SchooI of Medicine, u租der the tutelage of the
professors and instructors in the medlCal sciencies.
The remainder of her time is passed in the hospital,s dass rooms and
On the wards of its several departments・ Here she is given ins軸ctio調
in血edical and surgical diseases and in the art of nursing∴ During the
last〈six months of the course s蘭e is privileged to elect certain subjects,
thus giving her opportunity to acquire knowledge in one of the many
SPeCial lfields of endeavor now open to the graduate nurse.
咽
Throughout her training the nurse resides in the) SChool,s dormitories
a,nd e丈cept when in the classrooms of the University is under the
supeivision and control of the Superintendent of Nurses of the hos-
Pital.
Under-graduate nurses from a number of sma11er hospitals receive a
portion of their theoretical and practical instruction in one or more of
the special br劃Ches of nursing in the various departments of the
hospital, thus supplementing the training and experience gained in the
school in which they are enrolled.
For some years the medical school and hospital have jointly main-
tained a school for hospital technicians・ This course is of one year’s
duration and open only to those nurses who are graduates of an
approved school. Such instruction is given in the classrooms and」abora-
tories of the school and hospita,l, aS Will qualify the student to make
routine laboratory examinations and acceptably創the position of
technician in the smaller hospitals and in the physician’s o鯖ce.
Other courses open to physicians and graduate nurses ane o鮮ered
in the department of anesthesia, tO those who may desire to specialize
in this work・ The X-ray laboratories a節ord opportunities to graduate
nurses and others to obtain a 、thorough training as technicians and to
Physicians in both the technique of the work and in the iuterpretation
Of both plate andl fluoroscopic丘ndings.
・ Yearly recent graduates in medicine, aS house o鯖cers, take resideney
in the hospital for a period of not less than one yea,r. All are assigned
in tum to each of the medical and surgical §erVices, Where through
POSt-graduate experience and instruction they become proficient in the
arts of medicine before engaging in independent practice. Four of
these house o飽cers, aS reSidents, remain in the hospital an additional
year under circumstances fa.vorable to their further perfecting their
khowledge and skill in a chosen branch of medicine or surgery.
The hospital also conducts a continuous campaign in the education
Of the public in the laws of health and in the prevention of disease.
This is accomplished throu如out patients ahd fo11ow-uP Clinics;
through its social service department ; through its extems and nurses
On SerVice on the hospital,s district ; through the many interviews held
With patientsくand血eir relatives and friends ; through the published
articles of its medical and surgical sta鱈and resea-rCh workers, and
through occasional popular lectures upon health topics.
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Thus it may be §een that the Massachusetts Homccopathic Hospital
is truly a teaching hoSpital and that in the vast丘eld of edueation it is
Performing an important and significant work.
Relationship to Boston University SchooI of Medicine
One of the reasons for the establishment of the Massa,Chusetts
Homceopathic Hospital was that a suitable place might be provided for
the clinical instruction of medical students in homccopathic therapeu-
tics, and chief among the objects in removing the hospital from its
Original to its present site was that d0Ser prOXimity to the medical
SChool might thus be secured.
Although entirely independent corporations with the individual mem-
bers of their respective goveming boards lacking dual appointment,
the a触iation between the hospital and the school has grown ever
doser and each year the spirit of friendly co-OPeration has been aug-
mented. Now the members of the hospital’s visiting staff and the
WOrkers in its several laboratories, both routine and research, hold co叶
responding appointments upon the dinical and scientific faculties of
the lschool, With an age of retirement in all clinitall branches common to
both institutions.
Jointly the hospital and school maintain a medica=ibrary, mapy
laboratories are used in common, and other facilities in one institution
CauSed to supplement those of the other, Or tO SuPPly the needs of both.
Thus superior advantages are gained and many economies seeured.
Admis読on of Patients
It has been iemarked that a vacant bed and whethef the applicaut
may be benefited by treatment are the sole considerations that have
govemed the admission of patients to the hospital, and that in granting
Or Withholding admission, neither race, Creed, reSidefley Or ability of
the patient to pay have been regarded.
Nevertheless a very careful investigation is made of the fina,nCia.l
condition of all patients seeking admission to the Out Patients Depart-
ment, Or tO the wards of the hospital, at less than the minimun rates.
This because the hospital considers that it functions under certain very
definite obligations. A duty to the patient that an undue hardship
Shall not be imposed upon him or those dependant upon him, Or uPOn
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Whom he is depe血dant一寸hat two may not be made sick while one is
being made well ; an aCCOuntabi工ity to its visiting staff that they shall
not be required to render uncompensated service to those abundantly
able to pay ; and a responsibility to the benefactors of the hospital that
funds c抗tribut申for its support shall not be unwisely expended.
To better e坤)1e thel hospital to discharge these responsi胱ties, a
s融es o航ableS have been prepared under the caption of the several
’civil conditibnS. Each of these tables, based upon the d描erence between
l the l inc,Ome and the living co'St-」he so-Called margin of saving-With
( dqel regard to possible accumulated savings’indicates whether the
applicapt is entitled to treatment in the Out Patients Department and
‘ under various domestic arrange血ents the charges that should be made
¥ tO in華中ents.
Under our system applicants are not admitted to the Out Patients
De師tment Who are able to pay for the services of a private phylSician,
nor lreceived as in-Patients without charge if able to pay any part, be it
ever so little, Of the cost of their care. Small payments from this class
Of卓tients have lessened the group designated as free patients and
CQrreSPOndingly augmented the number of part pay cases.
Duting the past year approximately 24 per cent of those admitted
have been received as free patients, While 50 per ceht have paid only a
言Pa品ofthe costof their care.
l灘
The Main Hospital
This portion of the hospital’s plant is comprised of those buildings
erected in th6 earlier years of the庇spital,s history’On that port音ion
of its property situated between East Concordl’and Stonghton ,Streets
and bounded in front by the CamptlS Of Bosto輝University SchooI of
Medicine and on the rear by Albany Street.
These buildings, five stories in height with attics and basements, are
Constructed in the form of the capita=etter “E;’with its opening
toward the south or Albany Street.
The stem of the letter represents the original or. so-Called Central
Building with its extensions into its medical and surgical wings ahd
its three arms respectively the medical wihg, the kitchen, laundry and
power pl孤t and the surgical wing and surgical annex・ In addition,
Sma11 detached buildings placed on the rear of this site provide accom-
modations for sewing roo坤S, Shops and amblifance statio項
Here, during the past year, aPPrOXimately one-half of the total
number of in-Patients trea,ted in the several departments of the hos-
Pital, Or 5594, Were Cared for. The reception of this large number of
men; WOmen and children su節ering from the actlte forms of medical
and sur料cal diseasesタthe greatest ilh the hospital’s history, imposed an
added burden upon facilities already greatly overtaxed and indeed was
Only made possible through the reduction in the average duration of
Stay -OVer the previous year of approximately three-qua.rterS Of a day.
Despite this tax upon the hoIspital’s facilit王es, the results obtained
、∞mPare favorably with those during previous yea’rS. On the surgical
SerV音ice 4126 0Perations were performed, With a death rate based upon
the rfumber of surgical cases treated of 2.91 per cent, a Slightly lower
rate than in any former year・
On the medical service, 49, mOre Patients underwent treatment than
during the years 1924 and 1923, With a percentage of deaths of lO.67
as co血p誓ed with 944 in 1924, yet below the average of previous
years. , When it is remembered that many of these medical p抽ehts
醍
Were Suffering from the advanced forms of cardio-renal and other de-
generative diseases and that -15 per cent of the deaths of this service
OCCurred within 48 hours fdllowing admission to the hospital, the
careful study and ski11ed trea血ent given these patients by the hospi-
tal,s sta鮮and the a.dvantage of its diversified and well equipped labora-
tories is emphasized.
This is all very satisfactory and yet the fact remains that those
Patients who entered the Main Hospital were received and treated in
buildings the most receut additions to which are now thirty-five years
Old and that in order to care for the large number of patients who are
COnStantly Seeking admission and indeed can scarce be refused, beds|in
the wards are much more dosely spaced than ilS desirable from the
Standpoints of the comfort of our patients’their medical or nursing
Care, Or the instruction of medical students and nurses.
Since the erection of the buildings comprlSlng Our Mai調Hospital
¥great advancement has been made’both in the conception and treatment
Of disease. Many which were regaided as being distinctly medical are
now considered only from the surgical standpoint and operati,OnS are
now daily being performed and results obtained that were not theq
COnCeivable.
Laboratory examinations both in diversity and number have multi-
Plied again and again, and important aids to diagnosis and treatment
Whieh the hospital now continually empIoys, aS the X-ray, radium, the
electrocardiograph and much of the apparatus and methods empIoyed
in physio-therapy were eutirely lacking・ AIso the scope of the instruc-
tion given medical students and nurses has greatly broadened and the‘
demands of all patients for quiet and privacy and of those who are able
to pay for accommodations approaching those of the most modem
hotel, are eVer in evidence.
Although Boston University SchooI of Medicine has responded to
ノ血e hospital’s appeal and has supplied the necessary space for all its
routine laboratories except those devoted to X-ray eXaminations, and
aIthough operating rooms have been added and many changes and
renovations have been made’many handicaps to e飴cient work are con-
Stantly imposed upon the entire persomel of the hospita」the medical
and nursing through the dearth or lack or silZe Or location of consulト
ing, eXamining’trcatment, SerVing’utility and operating rooms, and
the administrative and the worker empIoyed in the department through
inadequate space given over to o鯖ces’dining rooms・ kitchen, laundry’
POWer Plant, Shops a,nd storerooms.
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The visiting sta節because of this lack of facilities and space and the
dearth of private rooms’tOgether with their location and absence of
modem facilitileS are forced to seek accommodations fo‥mny Of their
private patients’both medical and surgical’elsewhere than at the Main
Hospital・ In , COnSequenCe the hospital fails to gain the support of
those best able to aid it in its charitable endeavor both through the
application of the profit accruing to it from their care to the treatment
of the indigeut sick and to a failure to receive from these patients those
substantial gifts and bequests which would surely be forthcoming as
an evidence of their ,gratitude and their desire to have like service and
benefit given to those who are unable to pay for it.
Despite these very evident needs and discouragements, the Trustees,
physicians, 0鯖cers and empIoyees have alike gone on and on year after
year unselfishly giving their best and performing amid constantly
growiIlg handicaps a larger, broader and better work and aS Iong as it
may be possible this they wi11 continue to do. But after years bf
watching and patieut waiting they feel that the time has come and is
now here for the application of the remedy through the erection of
new buildings which will provide for that half of the patients who
receiv6 treatment at the Main Hospital equal or even superior advan-
tages to those given the other half who are cared for in those modem
fireproof buildings comprising its several departments.
The problem of supplying this new hospital building to house those
Patients who now are treated at the Main Hospital, medical and sur-
gical cases, men, WOmen and children, has received the careful
S血dy 10f the Committee of Trustees appointed for the purpose and
tentative plans under their direction and supervision have been pre-
par訂Al building fund has been started a調d the donation of a quarter
Olf a mi11ion for the purpose contingent upon the remainder of thel neC-
essary fund being secured has already been subscribed by a single donor
Who appreciates the hospital and its needs.
It is hoped by the Committee and the Trustees that all who may read
咄s portion of this report will give serious consideration to血e charac-
ter of the work that the hospital has performed during the past half
Century; that they may come to khow that the reputation which it
enjoys of being truly a charitable institution is no better deserved by
any similar hospital, and that they wi11 contribute to its needs as wisely
and generously as it ha,S been the constant endeavor of the hospital to
dispense its own cha.rity.
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Ⅹ一ray ’Laboratories
The main laboratories of thisl important department occupy spape
adjacent to the amphitheatre and several operating rooms on the fourth
floor plf the s里gical wing and surgical amex of the Main Hospital;
additional laboratbries for X-ray eXamination, treatment and research
afe PrOVided in the Evans and Haynes Memorials.
During the past several years. and particula血y under the capable
direction of the present RoentgenoIogist, aided by the cordial co-
operation of his assistants’the growth in the volume of the work per-
formed by these laboratories has been phenomenal and yet has been,lSO
dosely塵ralleled by improvements in techaique and interpretations
that advanceinent in quantity and quality may be regarded as uniform.
Restricted space here, aS elsewhere in the Main Hospital, has imposed
m叩y ob?taCles in the conduct of the work o壬this depa’rtment, defi-
nitely denied its further expansion, and ihdeed indicates its early re-
1strictive use to members of the sta楢for the examination of such ofl
their ,Patients as may occupy beds ih the hospital.
The albsence of suitable reception and waiting rooms for patients, the
inadequacy of dres'Sing rooms, and the lack of space for present and
additional apparatus are daily in evidence.
The Roentgenologist is constantly interrupted in his study of radio-
grar撃by the visitants, medical, Surgical and specia’list, With their
accompanylng grOuPS Of students who visit the one sma11 viewing. room’
that diagnoses and treatments may be con丘rmed or modified by the
knowledge here gained.
1Despite these several handicaps and many others, the Department
llfunctionSI smoothly, meetS Without injurious delays, but not without
Certain postponemeuts, the demands made upon it and gains constantly
in the confidence imposed in it by both patients and staff.
Inl the preparation of the tentative plans for our new building (see
Thel Main Hospital) space ample for both pre:ent and future needs has
been reserved for this Department.
The following is a’brief summary of the work perfomed in these
laboratories during 1925 :
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Hospitaま　Cases
Referred by Physicians.
O. P. D. Cases
Treatments
Radiograms
Gastro Intestihal Examinations.
Cases Photographed ...‥‥・・・
Endocrine Study Cases….. …
Graham Tests
Laboratory Service
Because of lack of available space’the hospital,s laboratories for
routi重le∴eXaminations, PathoIogical’Clinical pathological, bacterio富ogical’
immunological, SerOlogical and bio-Chemical, are largely quartered in
the btlildings of Boston University School of Medicine. For the ∞n-
vepience of house officers and others in making many of the minor
examinations, additional laboratories are maintained at the Main ’Hos-
pital and in the Haynes and Robin§On Memorials・
The pathological, Clinical pathoIogical’bacteriological’immunological
and seroIogica1 1aboratories are individ脚=aboratories functioning
largely /independently, their work beirlg Centralized and coordinated to
the extent indicated, by the PathoIogist.
The heads of these several routine laboratories are the respective
Chiefs I Of the corresponding research laboratories in the Evans Me-
Ihorial and also hold the related professorships in Boston University
Schoo青of Medicine. The major portion of their working hours are
thus devoted to research and teaching, but each gives su航cient time to
his routine laboratory to supervise and direct its work and to pass upon
any problems presented to them for solution by his associates and sub置
ordinate workers.
A similar∴relationship exists between the routine and research bio-
chemica1 1aboratories of the hospital and Evans Memorial. The Chief
of the Research Sta節of the Evans, Who is the Professor of Chemistry
in the Medical School, having the direction and controI of each.
The arrangement thus briefty outlined is particularly advanta.geous
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to the hospitall’aS it provides space and equipment much greater than
WOuld otherwise be possible and places at its disposal the services of
those unusually well qualified by study and experience to organize ahd
direct this most important part of the hospital’s work. It is also of
benefit to the medical schbol・ Whose students are thus supplied with
abundant material for laboratory study and who through their knowl-
edge of the condition and progress of the patient in the hespital gain an
appreciation of the importance of the inedical sciences as 。arri。d on in
the ]aboratories and their true relationship to the art of medicine.
工t also materially stimulates research and is not without profit to
the research worker throngh bringing him in more intimate contact
Withl the laboratory and 。inical work of the hospital, thereby suggest-
ing for study and possible §Olution problems in laboratory technique or
diagnosis or treatment・ Which otherwise might have escaped his notice.
Apart from a large volume of work performed in the detached
labbratories of the several depaItments 51’973 laboratory examinations
and determinations/ Were made in these routine- laboratories during
1925.
A description of the work carried on in certain of the other routine
laboratories of the hospital and performed in correlation with the cor-
responding research ′work wi11 be found under “Evans Memorial.,,
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The.Jemie M. Robinson Memorial Matemity
The table at the entrance of this important department of the hos-
Pital bears the following inscription :
〃To Honor the Memory of a Beloved Wife and Mother This Build-
ing Has Been Presented to the Trustees of the Massachusetts Homceo_
Pathic Hosp音ital by Wallace F. Robinson and Named the Jennie M.
Robinson Memorial. The Trustees place This Table in Grateful
Recognition of His Liberality.,,
l皿s memorial, a mOdem five-StOry fireproof building, located at
the comer of Stoughton Street and Harrison Avenue, less than one
block distant from the卑ain Hospital and carefully pl。nned f。r th。
recaption and care of matemity patients’ProVides all requisite facilities
for the treatment of ninety-tWO mOthers and a like number of infants.
How truly the Department has ful飢ed its function and satisfied
the desires of its donor can best be ,meaSured by observing the extent
Of its benefactions. Opened for the reception of patierlts in 1916 in
this’the first ten years of its operation, J.e鋤妨ee屈ho郷and g砂e hu幼-
巌d脇e擁γ owOther証ave been received a,nd treated and /o偽γteen
考houJ.and G砂hmdred and G勤め声nfα海have been bom within its
A portion of this group of patients enter this department as the
Private cases of its duly appointed staff; the majority, however, are
SO-Called ``ho堅e cases.,, This latter group, COmPrising those unable to
Pay for the services of a private obstetrician’are glVen, Without fee,
the skilled examina,tion’advice and treatment of the members of the
Staff then onl SerVice.
E調couraged to early visit the prenatal clinic for examination and
SuCh advice or treatment as this examination may discIose, they con-
tinue to attend at regular and decreasing intervals thereafter until the
time of their con五nement・ At the first visit to the 。inic, advice is
given in regard to personal hygiene, a Careful history is obtained, a
Physical examination made’Certain measurementstaken and specimens
for laboratory exa’印inations secured.
The results of the above are carefully recorded and, aS the patient
mckes subsequent visit§ tO the clinic’are COmPared- With those then
elicited’SuCh advice being given or‘ treatment administered as may
aPPear indicated. Being constantly under the observation and directioh
Of a group of experienced and highly trained physicians, COmPlications
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Which otherwise might imperil future health or even life afe largely
avoided, Or reCeive such early recognition as to prevent these serious
COnSequenCeS. Whenever indicated, Patients are immediately referred
in七o this Memorial for observa,tion and treatment ; 139 0f the 19OO ad-
m養sions during 1925 being thus received for treatment of s6me recog-
1 nized cdmplications・ The volume qf the work p㌢formed in the prenatal
Clipic is.illustrated by the 528O visits made to it during 1925 and its
Value by the fact that since the establishment of the Memorial no
Patie組t has died from puerperal eclampsia who has been in attendance
On these cli鎚cs. Indeed’amOng those attchding them this much dreaded
CO珊Plica髄on is practically unknown.
‘ At the time of registration and first clinic visit contact is made wlth
l lthel Social Seivice Department,, the worker thus leams of the environ輸
ment into which the little one will be received and then and thereafter(しf常盤謹電器詰霊豊誓書窯業;;音
Particula十1y血e Community Health Association, have rendered most
Valuable assistance in a variety of ways` and especially through the
home visitations of theif nurSeS.
1 These型rses visit the patients at frequent intervals, enCOurage their
re軸lar attendanc6 on the clinics, make certain routine laboratory ex一
重nat軸s or see that specimens are sent to the hospital for this pur-
1 POSe’and refer the patients to the clinic in advance of their appoint「
l mctltS Should high blood pressure or other unt9Ward symbtoms be
Observed. This service and cordlal co-OPeration has been alike appre-
/　Ciated by the, Patients and sta揮and has co虹tributed materially to the
SuCCeSS Qf the Department,
Stlbsequent to confinement the mother and child are referred back to
`’the family physician,,士f there is none the mother is urged to take
’ her little one to the nearest存well babies,, clinic for examination and
雷or advice vyhich will)ald her in keeping the child well誓d that she
∴ herself attend the Depa‘rtment,s ``post葛natal clinic,, and continue her
'　visi上s until formally discharged.
l　¥ This is the procedure in the conduct of this department that has
Ibeen ,Caref叫ly followed during 1925. A summary of the splendid
results obtained through these methods appears among the appended
tables. Of special interest is the matemal death rate during the p細
year’Which has been the lowest in the entire history of the hospital
弱d orle Which will not su触by comparison with that of anylsimilar
‘しinstitution・ It may well be regarded as indicative of the experience )and
; Skill of our obstetricians and of their patient, Painstaking work.
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The John G. Haynes Memorial for Contagious
Diseases
、John C. Hayhes, aS a Trustee of the Massachusetts Homceopathic
認諾,蒜宝器霊霊討蒜詰,誓謀計謡藍
for the reception and treatment of patients ill with a conta轟us disease,
and that the number of beds set aside for this purposelat the Boston
Cfty Hospital were insu節cient to pemit of the hospitalization of many
Of these cases, Who, from the standpo音int of benefit to themselves orl
Public health should receive hospital care.
Accordingly’On a beautiful tract of land of some seven acres, One
block removed from Commonwealth Avenue, lying between Washing-
ton street and Sum壷t Avenue and extending from lAllston Street to
Corey Hill Road’he built the group of buildings now known a5 the
John C. Haynes Memorial for Contagious Diseases and pre'Sented th壷n
to the Trustees of the Massachusetts Homccopathic Hospital.
This Memorial, although but a Department of our Hospital, PrOVides
all necessary requisites in buildings and equipment to function as an
independent institution. However, While it has its own very competent
resident and visiting staff and its own laboratories, it possesses the
added and distinct advantage through its depar血ental relationship of
having constantly available the medical and surgical specialists and the
laboratories and laboratory staff of a large rpetropolitan hospital.
Some thirty or more cities and towns and various public and private
agencies have come to appreciate the facilities offered ty the Memorial
and to send to it all their cases who are suffering from a contagious
disease and who require hospital treatment. AIso’many Physicians
refer their patients to the Memorial and certain of them not members
Of the hospital’s staff, Who’from tfaining apd experience’are regarded
asI COmPetent tO do so’take advantage of the liberal policy of the Trus-
tees and continue to care for these cases as their private patients
throughout their hospital stay.
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Owing to wide variation in the incident o壬contagious¥ diseases in
lthe several communities served’the patient population of the Memorial
餌ctuates much more widely than in any other department of our
hospi固.
At certain dmes the 150 beds are filled and additional ones insta宣led
l and occxpied with many requests for admilSgion that cannot be metl,
l and at others two-thirds or even more of the-Se beds may be va,Cant.
Although the demands made upon the institution Yaries somewhat from
吊ear to year’this fluctuatiori is much more a seasonable than a yearly¥l /Ofle. Almost without exception the greatest tax upon our facilities is
impo§ed during the winter months and the lightes七load occurs during
音the su耽mer.
Admissio唯to this Depa証ment numbered lO55 during 1925, 183
焼ss than i租1924. ¥This reduction was occasioned by a decrease in the
( incidenlt Of contagious diseases in the several communiti。S S。rVed and
/ndt through the loss of any city, municipality or agency that had pre-
Viously looked tb the Haynes Memorial for the hospitallZation of those
for whom it was responsible when suffering from a communicable
間isease. It is now becoming apparent that the campaign waged in the
Prevenfron 6f diphtheria with the resultant administrati。n Of t。Ⅹin_
antitokin is begiming to bear fruit, and that the incident of士he disease
ils being diminished in direct proportion to the adoption of this prophy-
1actic measure.
‘ In’the ten years that our nurses have been so immunized be王ore
a§Signment to duty in this department none who have completed the
Series鎚inoculations and have become negat王ve to the Schick test, have
developed a true case of diphtheria; While a number of the a珊ated
nurses who come to us from other hospitals for this portion of¥their
‘tねining have contracted the disease.
工t is probable that the further extension of this prophylactic measure,
l particularly to children of the pre-School age, Will result in an ever-
1 grOWmg reduction in the incident of this disease until ultimately it
Will become of rare occurence.
There is also ground for hope that the Dick or other tests, Whieh
make possible the determination of susceptibility to scarlet fever w縄
aCCOmPanymg lmmunization’Will also materially reduce the occu請ence
Of this disease.
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However large may be the reduction in the incident of these diieaSeS,
the movement of the patient population in this Department ,Will appar一
豊島慧慧諾器詳諾意i謹書鴇
謝o no立through lack of room, muSt be denied admission during much
Of血e year・
心細hks to the generosity of Dr. John D. Tupp。r, W。 n。W hav。
王n§falled and in operation m this Department most satisfactory
laboratori es. 嗣
/ Th? junior intemships which have proven so succe'SS鮎l at the Mai
甲OSPital have been extended to this department. Two members, Of t
§1enior class of Boston University SchooI olf Medicine, during tpeir ten
Weeks of assignment to medical clinical clerkships and w融d l walks,
ta時resid壷cy at the Haynes, Where they are on cohtinuous service.
Theyl thus∴aSSist the吐adu訪e intem and the resident physician in his
cka壷ation and treatment of patients, in the taking祖d recordihg bf
lhis繭es and in the making of certain of the routine laboratbry exam-
in串的s.
1 1 D品壇the past year the Department has continued to,live up to its
PreVio撃rePutation and has functioned smoothly; Ca?eS Of cross-
infection have been extremely rare and the service given ha’S aPParently
Peen pIeasing to individua’工s, boards of health and a wide communi士y.
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態撥欝
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The Robert Dawson Evans Memorial
Although 564 patients were treated in this Department of the Hos-
Pital, aS COmPared with 522 during the previous year, the activities of
this Department of our Hospital are more largely fneaSured by the
WOrk being conducted in its several research laboratories than by the
number of patients cared for.
General Statement
During the year 1925 the work of the Evans Memorial has grown
Very definitely both in scope and in character of service.
With the reorganization in 1921 of the administration of批s depart-
ment, a broad general progfam was outlined and adopted and the
Subsequent years ha,Ve been spent in carrying out the first phase o士its
PrOVisions. Broadly speaking it is the policy of the institution to initiate
and conduct studies along purely scienti丘c lines, and読bsequently or
‘ COincidently to apply the results obtained both to the study of clinical
PrOblems and to the care of the sick in the Hospital. Thus, during the
PaSt year While the purely scientific studies, Which were the dominant
feature of the earlier phase of research, have been continued and
amplified’muCh progress has been made in establishing relationship
between them and the dinical aspeets of the work. Services established
initially for the research study of speci丘c medical problems are estab.・
lished as regular hospital clinics when experience has demonstrated the
utility and value of the preliminary studies.
Four major sub-divisions of work a,re nOw established and in active
OPerationJ namely :
Biologieal Chemistry and Diagnosis.
工mmunology
BacterioIogy and Serology
Pharmacology
Under these departments, aS Stated above, Certaln services have
already been organized. These have all been extended in scope during
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the year just past and in addition several new services ha.ve beeh estab・
lished on the, reSearCh basis. The logical development of each ofl these
implies an ultim壇tranSference frap the research field to that of a
regular Hospiul service. In several instances such transfers have
becQrie e鮮ective during the past year’While others will probably pass
into this second phase lduring the year now beginning. No ad皿inis-
trative, d描culty can arise in such transference・ aS the present system
of organilzation centers the conduct of repearch and of routine ilnl the
誓me individual heads of departments・
With he steady growth of the work as now carried on, fresh co町
tact! with outside organizations are constantly being made’and through
these an ever widening cirde o士a珊iations ilS eStal)lished・ Co-OPeration
with departments oさthe municipality and of the Commonwealth, joint
studies carried out with sister institutions, and assistance rendered to
the research departments of industrial corporations, are all induded
uflder this caption.
With a steady increase in the number and fields of study’additional
workers have become necessary, and during the.paSt year not of11y has
the regular sta鱈been augmented in number, but several volunteers
have been attracted to the institution, identifying themselves with one
o丁lanother phase of the work・ As a part of the general policy o玉lthe
institution opportunities are given to junior memb単s of the sta群to
avail themselves of further educatioflal development. As a direct result
of this, SeVeral meinbers havel reSigned in order to ac,CePt POSitions in
other inStitutions. It is felt by this institution血at the training of坤ghly
skilled technical workers constitutes one of its recognized services to
the community.
1 A number of the members of the Sta鮮are also members of the
faculty of ’Boston Universityl School of Medicine. This relationship is
particularly valuable, aS it brings the students from the Medical Schooll
in direct coutact with血e research problems which are being investi-
gated.1 An amp駈cation of this general idea has been developed in the
following manner :
Students in the first year class of the Medical School are′ given
instruction in血e various methods of vital function testing which are
used in parts of the Evans ,reSearぐh vIrork. To give the proper peda-
gogic weight the students are required to ca,rry Out these tests them-
Selves under the immediate supervision of and checked by members of
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the Ewhs Sta節. By using the students thelmSelves as the subjects for
these, eXPeriments’eaCh member o]’the class receives a very thorough
evaluatiorl Of his獄e調eral physia如conditiori. students exhibiting
divergencies缶om the normal are referred either to members of血e¥
Sta鮮or to their own physicians fof the colrreCtion-of the same. The
PaSt ytar WaS the second of this pedagogic experiment and垂e resultsl
have proven so satisfactory that it will be made a routine procedure
With subsequent classes.1
Representatives of the institution have attended a nunber of con-
gress6s and conventions言n di節erent part$ Of the country and have
there reported the results of their experimental studies. I租addition,
numerous l articles have appeared in the scieutific press embodyi¥ng
reports on co調pleted studies carried out by the Sta節. A complete
bibliography for the last five years constitutes an appendix of咄s
repo露.
In addition to the munificeht gift of the founder, Maria Antoinette
Evえns’during the past year several generous contributions have been
received from interested friends of the institution. These have been「
designed to provide for certain special facilities and equipment neces-
Sa’ry for the conduct of individual problems. We are particularly
indebted
l To William E. Nickerson’Esq.’for funds for equlPPmg la SPeCial
Iaboratory for electrocardiography and an experimental X-ray Plaut.
Tb Sears B. Condit, Esq., for additional X-ray equipment.
To Dr. Eugene A. Crackett for the erection of a sound-prOOf room.
And to the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., for the loan of the
audiometric devices developed by their own research depar調ent.
While the work - Of thel institution is coordinated thro呼hout its
SeVeral depart血ents, the maintenance of initiative, SO eSSential forl the
CC)nduct of original in†eStigations’determines the discussion of the
WOrk under the several departmentalねptions.
Departments
The following departmental reports deal with the special, aCtivities
Of the several groups:
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A. GENERAL END6cRINE RESIRARC瞳
Fo11owihg the program of the preceding year’a large number of
patients have been received and studied by methods alrea.dy elaborated.
The principal problem has been the diagnosis, based upon objective
methods of study, Of disorders of the Endocrine System・ A40ng Series
of Vita,1 Function tests, the validity of which has been estal)lished by
the earlier experimeutal studies・ has been applied to these cases・
patients have been received for an hour’a day or a week, and schedules
of tests have been applied as determined’On the one hand by the
opportunity offered’and on the other by the needs of the patient.
Analysis of the series of cases demonstrates the establishment of posi-
tive diagnoses in a large number of obscure endocrine conditions.
Further, it has been found that nearly one-third of the cases carefully
selected on the basis of the clinical findings as of a probable endocrine
etiology are proven to be non-endocrine in character ; in the majority
of these cases the underlying morbidity has been detemined. Certain
of the indivi‘dual results obtained in these studies have led to special
subsidiary investigations.
(a) Blindness of Pituitary Origin・
A number of pituitary cases have presented impairment of vision
as an important p音reSenting system’Varylng m SeVerity up to almost
complete blindness. A series of these cases were proven to be of
pituitary origin and with that type of dysfunction in which the apterior
lobe is under二十he posterior lobe over-aCtive. The experimental exhibi-
tion of anterior lobe extract has produced improvement in all and even
complete restoration of vision in some of the cases" A type of partial
blindn。SS aSSOCiated with pituitary tumor growth has been treated
experimeutally by X-ray irradiation, and here again results of a most
gratifying character have been recorded.
(b) Progressive beafness of Endacrine Origin.
A number of cases in whom progressive deafness was a presenting
systen were found to have a coincident endacrine malfunction, and in
the correction of this latter condition improvement in the aural acuity
has been secured up to’in some cases, a PraCtically complete restora-
tioh of hearing. In this connection a屯iliations have been established
with the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infimary’the Westem Eleこtric
Company, and the Massachusetts Institute of TechnoIogy.
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(c) Several investigations have been carried out in collaboration
with co11eagues in whichl t互ese methods of diagnosis have been appli/ed
to specific prc}blems. Among these may be mentioned the evaluation
of a possible endocrine element in
l. Recurrent Carcinoma, With Dr. ・Charles T. Howard.
2. Gl。u。。ma, With Drs. George S. berby and J. H. Waite of the
Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary.
3. Paraly義Agitaps and the Parkinsonian Syndiome’Withl Dr.1 N. H. Garrick.
4: Atrdphic Rhinitis, With Drs. Harris P. Mosher and Gbrdon D.
Hoople of the Massachusetts Eye and Ear lInfirmary.
B1. PREGNANCY STUDIES
The general theory upon which these diagnostic inethods has been
developed, COmPrises the application of the tests to h6althy individuals
until criteria o香normal performance have been established ; then cases
of a(nOn」dubiou叩細oIogy are studied to ascertain・ in a long series of
七ests,, both the amount and direction of aberration produced by some
specific morbidity. At the present time’the first pha,Se Of such a study
is now luflder way, leading ultimately’it is hoped’tO a better under-
standin蜜of the toxemias of pregnancy. The necessity for the申議u
lishment 'Of normal standards for performance is p咋nt’and studies
are being conducted at the present time with normal pregnant patients
who are made available through the courtesy of the obstetrical sta緒
of th6 Massachusetts Homeopathic Hospital. Current studies include
(a) Biometric Studies.
(b) Respiratory Metabolism.
(c) t Carbohydrate Metabolism.
(d) lchemistry, Physics, and MorphoIogy of the Plood.
(e) S,PeCial Liver Function T?StS・
C. SpEC工AL STⅢ〕IES
A number of re?ea’rches are now in progress from the results of
which it is hoped either to establish new. diagnostid methods or to throw
more light on certain obscure phases of metabolism. Among these may
be listed the fo1lowing :
(a) Basal Metabolism Studies・　　　　　　　　　　　　　,
The influence on basal metabolism of posture, Of varymg OXygen
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COnCentration and other controllable elements is being studied both in
health and in disease.
(b)、 The Metabolism of Galactose and Other Sugars.
It has already been demonstrated that the several common sugars
exercise seemingly independent and ‘Varying influences on the general
level of metabolism and its concomitant physical entities. Studies com_
Pleted or under way include
l. The influence ofしthe tolerance of galactose of disturbed endo-
Crine function.
2. The influence of ovarian activity on galactose tolerance.
3・ The apparent fate of galactose in the organism.
4. The influence on galactose tolerance of non-endocrine
Pathol ogy.
5. The nomal metabolism of levulose.
(c) The Nafure of the Residual Nitrogen in the Urin。.
It has been found in earlier work in this department that the residual
nitrogen fraction is m晶above the noma=evel in cases presenting
both endocrine and non-endocrine pa’thoIogy. Studies designed to ascer・
tain if this were an increase of substances normally present in low
COnCentration, Or the presence of mlmown nitrogenous material, have
been completed and show that both of these contingencies exist. Work
is now under way to throw light on the nature of the unknown nitrogen-
COntaining moiety.
(d) The Validity of the Ambard Concept.
Studies have been conducted to determine the probabIe accuracy of
the assumptions on which the Ambard and the MacLean generaliza-
tions are based. This work nas been completed and is in preparation
for publication.
(e) The Influence of Endocrine Disorders on the Blood MorphoIogy.
Certain facts of potential diagmstic significance have already been
evaluated’and studies are now in progress to ascertain if other varia-
tions are possibly characteristic in these conditions.
(f) A PhysicaトChemical Study of Calcium in the BIood.
The significance of this important element as a factor in a large
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number of pathoIogical condi士ions has excited a very general interest
in this pa誼uular field, aS is evidenced by the numerous investigations
Published in the last few years. Certain studies in this direction have
been in progress for the last two year§.
(g) The Response of Pubescent Children to Vital Function Tests.
Experience has shown that in this most interesting period of physio-
logical re-adjustment, Changes in functional capacilty occur. A study is
now well under way to standardize the methods used for the diagnosis
Of endocrine morbidity in the adult with reference to the pubesceut boy
and girl. With the information thus secured’it is hoped to extrapolate
the findings already established to diagnoses in thi,S mOSt Critical period.
(h) Studies of Kidney Function.
It has already been obSerVed by this department that the blood and
urine picture in myxedema simulates that of a nephritis but is cor-
rected to normalcy by the exhibition of thyroid medication. Studies
are now under way to secure information conceming the causation of
this phenomenon.
(i) T担Chemistry of Anaesthetic Ether.
Continuing the work already published, further studies are being
Carried out on the chemistry of anaesthetic ether. These include :
1, The Kinetics of Oxidation.
2. The Influence of Storage.
3. Oxidation by Catalysis.
D. VI曾AL FuNCTION STUDIES OF LⅣ取AND DIGESTIVE SYST靴
Under the direction of Dr. Ch訪es w. McClure, a numb。r Of inv。S_
tigations have been carried out on the evaluation by objective m。anS Of
the fmctional c尋acity of the liver. These studies have d。termin。d the
following program :
l. The development of quantitative analytical methods for esti-
mating the concentrations in the duodenal contents of various
COnStituents of bile.
2.1 The establishment of the叩rmal concentrations found in indi-
Vidua]s in good hea]th.
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3・ The determination of the variations from these criteria pro-
duced by vario鵬diseases of the liver.
The outcome of these studies has been the development of methods
which give a very comprehensive idea of the state of the several
functions. The methods are so delicate and the indications so dear
Cut that functional disturbances may be detected in cases before a
SPeCific symptomatoIogy presents itself.
Correlating with the above are' Certain other studies which may be,
briefly indicated as follows :
(a) Experimental Therapy in Diseases of the Liver.
The several influences of a variety of therapeutic measures have
been studied and their effect on the states of liver function evaluated.
(b) The Mechanism of Intestinal Peristalsis.
With the co-OPeration of Dr・ L. L. Campbell of Simmons College
Studies have been prosecuted for the determination, if possible, Of
informatio卿COnCeming the, meChanism of intestinal peristals宣s in
health and disease.
(c) The Liver Influence in the Metabolism of Fatty Acids.
(d) The Etidogy and Treatment of Migrane.
E. FIELD AND FuNDUS CHANGES.
Under the direction of Dr. W. D. Rowland, eXtenSive studies on field
and fundus changes in conditions of hea,lth and disease haveトbeen made.
While emphasis has been given to cases exhibitilng an endocrine
PathoIogy, a Wide variety of non-endocrine conditions has also ,been
Studied. While the work is still in progress’it has demonstrated already
an estal)lished and significant diagnostic value in cases of endocrine
malfunction. The pituitary influence is especially significant and well
de亀ned.
Other problems initiated are
(a) The field changes incident to pregnancy.
(b) Certain phases of metabolism in congenital and,juvenile cata-
ract.
Dr. Rowland has also been conducting studies on
(a) Ocular conditions in the newborn at the Robinson Memorial.
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(b) The‘ relation between retinal vascular sderosis obseived
clinically, and cerebral sclerosis ,Observed at autopsy’this
lattet study being carried out at the Westboro State Hospital.
Clinics
Dtiring the past year the research work of this department has found
further application in the continuance of several research clinical ser「
vites and the establishment of one new service. These may be classified
as follows :
A∴RESPIRATORY METABOLISM SERVICE
In the Basal Metabolism, Laboratory during the last year l,1569
measurements have been made for diagnostic purposes. These are
exclusive of several hundred measurements made in other laboratories
in connection with certain of the research studies already described.
The present series have been performed upon patients referred by
Physicians for this purpose. The work is growing definitely and would
undoubtedly have grown yet more rapidly had existirig facilities per-
mitted.　　　　　　‘
B. SHORT FoRM VITAL FuNCTION SERVICE
Sensing a demand on the part of the profession for a Vital Function
study of cases which would not entail actual residence in the Hospital
on the part of the patient, a COndensed form o讐study has been devised
which can be completed in less than one day・ Patients present them-
selves at 8 0’dock in the moming without breakfast and with thelurine
collected during the preceding 24 hours. They are given ten separate
ineasurements or tests which includes the medical history and a com-
plete physical examination, and to this routine schedule is added such
special examinations or tests as are indicated for the individualふse・
During the `year just concluded the number has been over 4001. with
the strict limitationl in numbers of the service, the year’s work has
PraCtica11y reached the saturation point. Proportionate growth during
the) COming year will be impossible with existing facilities.
C. LoNG FoRM VITAL FuNCTION SERVICE
IThis is the most elaborate of the endocrine, Studies and entails a
residence in¥the Hospital of a period of not less than seven days・
During 1923, 80 cases were subjected to this type of intensive study.
In the‘year just completed over 200 cases were received and diagnoses
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established. In addition to this number nearly 50 other cases were
studied by substantially this method’but in each of this latter group
the special requirements of the case led to the introduction of some fun-
damental change in the schedule. In this general field also’While the
saturation point has not been reached, grOWth at the same rate during
the year to come wi11 entail definite increase in equipment and per-
sonnel.
D. MATERNITY SERVICE
Based upo租the so-Ca11ed Short Form Vital Function study’a method
of procedure has been devised for the evaluation of certain disturbed
conditions arising during pregnancy. Incipient edampsia’Pemicious
vomiting, and other conditions in which there is a metabolic element
are being studied, and where possible the etioIogical factor is deter-
mined. These present studies equate with the research work already
described, and should gain in value a’nd authority as our normal stan-
dards become more clearly defined.
E. EAR SERVICE
As a result of the research studies discussed in the earlier part of
this report’a SerVice has been organized for the direct study of oto-
sclerosis, Which is being carried out along purely research lines・ Cases
will be received and the diagnosis of the ear condition will be passed
upon by three entirely independent recognized authorities・ While the
service is not in actual operation at the present moment, the preliminary
studies are being actively prosecuted.
F. GASTRO-INTESTINAL SERVICE
This Clinic is conducted by Dr. Charles W. ′McClure as an Ouト
Patient Service. Patients are received both for the diagnosis and treat-
ment of gastro-intestina’1 disorders and also to give post-OPerative treat-
ment to patients who have relapsed after ga,11 bladder operations・
Routine Services
During ,the year several of the dinics listed above have been con-
stituted regular Hospital services. The first to take concrete form was
the General Endocrine Service. This has combined the establishme調t
of an Out-Patient Department and a, House Service in the Evans,
where the various studies already described are perfomed. The
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。inical direction o王this service is vested in Dr・ Charles H. Lawrence
as chief, aSSisted by Dr. James E. Vance. Other appoiutments are
shortly to be made. The diagnostic work is under the direction of
Dr. A. W. Rowe. This service operates COincidentally with a con-
tinuance of the purely research endocrine service’the one supplement-
ing and complementing the other・ The constitution of this service is
the first major expresSion of the general policy under which the work
of the Evans is conducted.
DEPARTMENT OF IMMUNOLOGY
l. Developmeut of hu血an hypersensitiveness following the in-
jection of very small doses of horse serum as in skin testing
and toxin antitoxin immunization.
certain results based on previously co11ected data have
already been published and methods designed to prev申the
development of this undesirable condition have been prp-
posed.
2. Development of human supersenSitiveness to culture medium
componerits following injections of diphtheria toxin-antitoxin
and of scarlatinal toxin.
such hypersensitiveness leads to confusion in the inter-
pretation of the Schick and Dick tests・ Questions natura11y
arising are :
(a) Its similarity to the natura11y occurring pseudo-reaC-
(b) Its correlation with the developmeut of antitoxic im-
皿unity・
(c) Means by which it can be prevented.
3. The mechanism of serum disease.
until this is worked out’reliable methods o王preventing
this common condition will doubtless continue to be lacking・
conceming the most probable explanation-Serum PrOtein-
precipitin reaction-Our Preliminary studies have dis。osed
certain errors in technic and intelrpretation into which some
previous investigators have been led. These have reference
to the purity of the specific reagents the preparation of which
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has been exceedingly difficult and uncertain.
Methods for studying the possible relation of heterophil
antigen to serum sickness lhave been partia11y evoIved.
B. BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDIES ON AsTHMATIC IBRONCHITIS
Additional ldata demonstrate the ma,rked heterogeneity of the pre-
dominating streptococcal sputum鼠ora. Complementing these observa-
tions and contributing heavily to the weight of the principle invoIved,
the same methods have been applied in a variety of more entitative in-
fections such as meningitis, PneumOnia, abscess, SCarlet fever, and
bacteriae血ia, With the result that a marked homogeneity of the魚ora
has belen Shown to exist in these conditions. A total of some 3,Oco
coIony strains has been studied to date.
The bearing of these findings on autogenous- vaCCirLe therapy and on
the iden舶cation of primary pathogens is obvious.
C. HETEROPH工L ANTIGEN-ANTIBODY REACTIONS I料RELATION TO THE
SERUM DIAGNOSIS OF SYPHILIS
I whe血Certain kinds of antigens are used in the Kahn precipitation
technic, We have found falsely positive reactions to be rather common.
The mechanism, Surely non-SyPhilitic, PrObably is related to the natural
anti-Sheep haemolysin (heterophil) preseut in the seru竺Of a majority
Of human beings. This source of error in serum diagnosIS Can be elimi-
nated now by a proper choice of antigen.
The probability that this error likewise may sometimelS OCCur in the
WasserIhann test is being investigated.
D. ScARLET FEVER
l. On the puri丘cation and nature of scarlatinal toxin.
。 This, being the most stable of the known bacterial exo-
toxins・ is well adapted to such an investigation. Progress will
be of fundamental importance in general immu叩logy and wi11
lead to improvement in tests for immunity, in active and
PaSSive immunization, in the production and standa.rdization
of antitoxin.
By means of dialysis, preCipita,tion, and other physic申and
Chemical manipulations, it is possible to reduce very materially
the amount of useless and undesirable material in toxic broth
and e節ect a decided concentfation of the active toxin without
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serious quantitative losses・ Use of such partially purified
products simp駈es the Dick test by reducing the number of
confusing pseudo-reaCtions, it simplifies active imqunization by
eliminating extrarIeOuS materials which produce undesirable
rea,Ctions inl individuals sensitive to them ; for the same reason
it is confidently expected that larger doses of purified toxin
can be administered to horses used in producing antitoxin with
the high probability that a more potent and e節ective thera-
peutic immune serum will be manufactured.
By the use of monovalent antitoxic rabbit sera’reaCtions
have been observed which point rather de丘nitely toward the
existence of dualitatively d紐erent scarlatinal toxins・ If this
be fact, its important relation to susceptibility tests, PreVention,
diagnosis and treatment言s at once apparent. Fuithermore,
there is some reason to think that these reactions may be de-
veloped into an巌z,itγO method of standardization of toxin and
antitoxin; the only method now ava,ilable makes use of the
susceptible human skin-a PrOCeeding that has many disadvan-
tages.
Clinics
This part of the department,s activities has to do with the prevention
of infectious diseases, Chiefly among the nurses and studentsふnnected
with the institution, and with the prophylaxis and treatment of condi-
tions of hypersensitiveness, Chie魚y hay-fever and asthma, amOng an
Out-Patient dientele.
A. HYPERSENSITIVENESS-187 Patients
l. Diagnostic tests: 3619
2. Desensitizing and vaccine treatments : 1585
To outside physicians, material for 425 treatments.
3. Cultures and autogenous vaccines : 58
4. Eosinophil counts: 57
BIood groupings : 563
B. HAY-FEVER AND AsTHMA
In addition to the above, at the Otlt輸Pa,tient Department a hay-fever
and asthma clinic has been operated by Dr. Joseph Goldman. About
40O visits were made to this clinic.
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C. DIPHTHERIA PREVENTION
l.?chick lTests: 174
2. T。Ⅹi血-antitdxin injections : 267
since the institution of systematic preventive measures, the inci-
dence of diphtheria among tested nurses in our corhagious hospital has
been rleduced over 95 per Cent・
D. ScARLET FEVER PREVENTIO料
ThiS is a new undertakirlg・
1. Dicktests: 212
1 1 2. Toxininjections: 212
E.1 MISCELLANEOUS
l. Antityphoid injections : 151
2. Vaccinations: 63
DEPARTMENT OF BACTERIOLOGY AND SEROLOqY
D品ng the past year the research work has included three general
fields: (1) immunoIogic studies in syphilis, (2) the influence of the
suprprenal gland upon infection and immunity’and (3) bacteriologic
studies.
1.音SYP即し工S
The work of the previous year upon the immunology of syphilis was’
co調tinued. Clinical and serological studies upon the e鮮ect of various
antisyphilitic drugs upon clinical syphilis and the Wassermann reaction
were, COnducted. The quantitative Wassermam test’Carefully con-
trolled, WaS uSed in obtaining records of the efficiency of treatment
withl d描erent drugs. The work was chiefly con亀ned to thel aCtion
扉Bismuth in patients unresponsive to Arsphenamin, the combined
action of Arsphenamin and Mercury ln COntraSt With the individual
action of each drug, and the value o雪the Wassermann test as a Criterion
of ctlre′ in several hundred patients who had been discharged after
recelVlng SeVeral courses of treatment. The ‘transmission of congenital
syphilis was studied by a follow-uP SurVey Of the children of untreated
and treated women.
1Further studies were made on the quantitative Wassermam ted in
respect to the technique. The e範ciency of the test was detemi組ed by a
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large series of duplicatd tests in two laboratories. Methods of cor-
recting the errors involved in the quantitative test were attempted.
2. SupRARENAL GLANDS
A series of observations upon the relation of the suprarenal gland to
certain phases o,f infection and immunity as demOnStrated by the action
of toxin$ bacterial infection’and protozoon infection 、has been under-
taken. The first studie,S have,been on the role of the suprarenal gland in
the natural resistance of the rat to diphtheria toxin and in the pro-
duction of antitoxin.
3. BACTERIOLOGIC STUDIES
Cultural studies of the life history of certain strains of higher bacteria
(Cladothrix) isolated from the genito-urinary tract have been made.
The ,Cultural and seroIogical di節erences in various strains, their rela-
tion to pathologica1 1esions’and their bacterioIogic cla,SSification have
been studied.
Further bacteriologic and seroIogic?tudies have been made with the
bacillus which is the causative agent of a hemorrhagic septicaemia epi-
demic among brook trout and other species of fish. Various bioIogical
records in regard to natural conditions favpral)le or unfavorable to the
life of brook trout have been made in connection with this work.
DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACOLOGY
A. CARDIAC IRRITABILITY
Studies determining the influence of aspirin, quinidine sulphate’
strychnine’and chloral hydrate have been continued.
B1. THE BIOLOGICAL AssAY OF ANAESTHETIC ETHER
Earlier work has shown that a few thousandths of l% of aldyhyde
contained in anesthetic ether will completely inhibit the ciliary aptivity
of the oyster. The possible bearing of this bbservation on post-aneS-
thetic respiratory di飴culties is being evaluated by studies with other
forms of life.
C. THE STUDY OF PuLMONARY CIRCULATION BY TRANSILLUMINATION
Dr. Hall of址s department has devised a method of transilluminat-
ing the lung whereby pulmonary circulation can be §tudied under the
miCroscope. The method was approaching perfection at the time of
Dr. Hall’s resignation, and wi11 presumably be completed by him in the
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near鉦ture. It o惜ers a very valuable potentia,1 aid in certain pharma-
coIogical studies.
D. THE EFFECT OF MAGNESIUM SuLPHATE ON BILIARY SECRET工ON
Following up certain suggestions contained in one ‘aspect o士Dr・
McClure,s work, the department has demonstrated that intravenous
magnesium sulphate in proper dosage wi11 stimulate a marked biliary
activity. Somewhat larger amounts, On the other hand, Seemingly
completely inhibit biliary secretion・ The implication of these results in
explaining the effects of duodenal lavage is obvious. The influence of
other cholagogic agents is now being studied.
A範Iiations
工n additiom to a飴1iations previously established, the lastl year has
seen a very definite increase in the number of institutions with which
the Evans is in d王rect contact. Cases for the Endocrine Service have
been referred by the‾ Boston Conservation Bureau, The Judge Baker
Foundation, SeVeral of the State Hospitals, the Veterans’B心eau, the
Home ,for Little Wanderers, the School for the Feeble Minded, and a,
number of the Social Agencies. The number of physicians referring
Private cases has been greatly increased, and the geographical distribu-
tion of them covers a very wide area. Plan! have been drafted for
joint studies with sevdral of the State Hospitals, and it is expected that
the next yea,r Will see much work of this character undertaken.
工n comection with the work on the ear, Very Pleasant relationsl have
been established with the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary and
two joint studies have been undertaken. The Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, Inc., has been most generous in loaning valuable apparatus, and
POSSible collaboration is in process of arrangement with certain of the
research group of the Corporation. The a組iations with di楢ere音nt de-
PartmentS Of the teaching institutions are steadily increasing both in,
number and in scope.
The above are but some of the relationships which have been estab-
1ished and which determine for the institution a steady increase in the
SerVice which it may render to the community.
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eondusion
‡車ranSmitting this fePOrt the writer desires to comment on certain
ma,tterS Pertinent to the Institution but not touched upon in the body of
the text. The Evans Memorial was founded and endowed by the late
Mrs. Maria Antoinette Evans as a memorial to her beloved husband.
Broadly conceived’its mission was service to the community・
The Trustees of this Institution in carrying out the wishes of the
founder have established a liberal policy of conduct. This has pemitted
the very de丘nite growth and expansion of the activities of the Evans
Memorial as shown in this current record. This growth, realizing as it
does the wish and intent of the founder, COnfirms the wisdom of the
POlicy adopted but entails a definite obligation of continuance. The
PreSent equipment, liberally providing for the earlier phases of the
work, has reached its maximum of productivity under the now existing
COnditions. Additional facilities must be provided if the normal growth
of the Institution is to c○ntinue. This is particularly true both of the
laboratories and of certain parts of the dinical services. At the time of
erection the building was so constructed as to permit of the erection of
an additional租00r Should such increase ever become necessary. That
time has now arrived and it is my privilege in offering this report of
WOrk accomplished to indicate the next step necessary for the develop-
ment of the activities of the Institution. The wise and liberal policy
Which has brought the Institution to its present level will certainly not
deny opportunity for further realization of the wishes of the founder.
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Convalescent Homes
Thanks to the generosity of Dr. Baker Flint and Mrs・ Ama King
Nash, the hospital has in the past maintained two homes for its con-
valescent patiedts’One for women at 304 SchooI Street, Watertown,
and the other for men at 23 Everett Street’Dorchester.
To these homes those of bur patients have been sent who’While still
requmng a Certain degree of oversight and nursl調g Care, nO Ionger
needed all the facilities provided at the Main Hospital or its several
departments, Or those who were not quite ready to return to their
household cares or former occupations’Or again those who had no home
to which to go.
Although conducted primarily for the benefit of the patients of our in-
stitution, it has Iong been the custom to permit other hospitals, agenCies
and private bhysicians to refer their patients to these homes・ This
privilege has apparently been much appreciated’aS Our COnValescent
homes have supplied a community need not otherwise met.
Regardless of whether the patients came from one of the departments
of our own hospital or was referred by another hospital’agenCy Or
physicianIl the need of convalescent care ha.s been the sole factor
which has been considered in deterrhining both admission and length of
stay and only such charges have been made as the patient or his rela-
tives could pay without undue hardship. Therefore’the majority of the
patients who have been admitted to these homes ha量been received
either without charge’Or have paid only a very :ma11 part of the cost
of their care.
The maintenance of these two homes has’l therefore’′Placed the hos-
pital under considerable expense’and when in the Spring of the present
year it was fo呼d that a very considerable sum would have to be ex-
pended for renovations and improvements at Sumybank’it was decided
by the Trusteesl tO aCCePt an Offer for the sa’1e of this property’add the
payment received to Sumybank’s endowment and reopen the home on
the property presented to the hospital by Mrs・ Nash.
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While this added endowment has made Sumybank more nearly a
self-SuPPOrting department l Of the hospital’it has qecessitated the
cIosing of our Convalescent Home for Men・
The absence 。f any suitable place to which convalescent male patients
may be referred leaves a need not now met by any of the many private
agencies in Boston, and one which should be satisfied at the earliest
date possible.
The Massachusetts Hom(roPathic Hospital has not felt at liberty to
divert any of its pre5en亡funds for either the establishment or support
of such a hon?e’but would gladly assume the responsibility of again
conducting a Convalescent Home for lMen, if a house, Suited to the pur-
POSe With a撃ommodations for from ten to fifteen patients, WaS Placed
at its di‘SPOSal and in addition such an endo†vment provided as in the
OPinion of the Trustees, tOgether with the receipts from patients, WOuld
'yield an income su鯖cieut to meet the major portion of the expense of
this work.
A suitable Convalescent Home for Men i'S a real community ‘need
Which ils sincerely hoped will be satis丘ed at a very early date.
Prior to its occupancy by our women patients’the Nash House was
thoroughly renovated, Painted throughout, and with the fumishings of
the two homes available, Very attraCtively fumished.
In 1925 less patients have availed themselves of the opportunities
a鮮orded, by the Home than in average yearl§, but ,all who have been
Cared for therein hav6 apparently greatly enjoyed their stay and derived
material benefit from it.
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Out Patient Department
This department is maintained by the hospital for the benefit of thQSe
ambulatory patients whose income is insu草icient to pay for the seivices
of a private Physician. These patieuts are comprised of some who go
to the depar血ent for examination and treatment just as they would to
a physician’s o航ce, and of others ,Who are referred to it by one of the
several departments of the hospital’Other hospitals’Physicians and
Various medical and social agencies.
On印tering, the prpspective patient meets the elerk and his訪me,
address, age and civil condition are recorded. He then proceeds to
the Registrar. The Registrar at once accepts him if he requlreS lmme-
Jdiate tr,eatment Or is found to be a ``referred patient.” If not, his
financial eligibility is determined by ascertaining the weekly income and
comparing it with our table’〃Weckly Income Governing Eligibility for
Out Patients` Care,,, as modified by such factors is the nature and prob-
able duration of the illness, COSt Of previous treatment’the expense of
other illness in the family, interqupted empIoyment’etC. If, despite
the qualifying condition, he remains financia,11y ineligible’eXCePt that he
may be admitted for αdiagnosis only’,, he is requested to consult a
private臆Physician and is fumished with an al車abetica1 1ist of those
members of the staff best qua駈ed to rerider treatment’With their
addresses and telephone numbers. Rejectio虹s because of financial
ineligibility are surprisingly few’being about one-half of one per cent
of the entire qumber applying for admission. An applicantl is also
regarded as ineligible if under treatment inl another hospital or dis-
pensary, in which event he is urged to go back and com申ete his treat-
ment or required to obtain a letter referring him to us・ Following
his acceptance he retums to the clerk, Who completes his record and
enter‘S him as a free patient or co11ects the moderate fee fixed by the
Registrar. Unless his diagnoくSis is self-eVident’Or he has been referred
lto a particular clinic by a physician, he is next sent/ tO the e如mmmg
Physician.
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The examining physicianJ a graduate in medicine and a salaried
o飴cer of the Hospital, nOW SuPerVises or Personally makes a Physical
examination and refers him to the indicated 。inic. At the clinic the
fa劃y and personal history are recorded, the previous physical e誓m-
ination checked and amp舶ed a血d such laboratory and other tests made,
including consultations with other clinitians’aS may aPPear indicated.
After the administration of the appropriate ,treatment a definite date
and hour for the next visit is written in the appointment book and a
similar notation made on the appointme血slip given the patient.
This appointment system is of material benefit to the patient and is
not without advantage to the attending sta鮮and empIoyed personneI.
工t reduces the、1ength of the line at the 。erk’s desk and the congestion
of waiting rooms; COnSerVeS thらtime of the patient as he need nQt
appear before the appointed hour and after amVlng Can enter the
clinic promptly ; facilitates the follow-uP Of those patients who fail to
retum for treatment ; Pemits records to be removed from the files and
placed on the clinic desk prior to the arrival of the patient ; and a11ows
the attending staff to better adjust their private practice to the demands
of this service.
Reference to the register of the Medical and Surgical Sta鱈-Out
Patient Department-Will clearly indicate the organiza,tion of the De-
partment, the number and variety of the clinics and the large and un-
usua11y well qualified group of physicia.ns’SurgeOnS and specialists,
who without financial gain cheerfully and unstintingly give their time
and ski11 for the benedt of these indigent sick.
During 1925 44’578 vilSits were made to this 、Department.
Here, aS at the Main Hospital’1ack of space has imposed a serious
hand手cap upon the conduct of the work and has precluded its further
expansion・ The erection of our proposed newバMain Hospital,, will
permit of our Out Patient Department being removed to the buildings
thus made vacant. Necessary room and facilities will thus be placed
lat the disposal of the Department and superior advantages supplied to
the attending staff-the faculty of Boston University SchooI of Medi+
cine for the conduct of that important part of their work-instructing
in the art of medicine, yOung men and women about to enga,ge in the
PraCtice of their profession.
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our out patients Service has been materially broadened throu如the
recent assumption by the Hospital of full responsibility for all medical
and surgical work carried on by the Medical Missiofl Dispensary.
under the term)S Of this agreement’the Woman,s Home Missionary
society o壬the Methodist Episcopal Church continue as formerly to
finance this Dispensary’While the Hospitalis Out Patients Sta節, aS
assigned to service by the sectional chiefs and the General Executive
committee, have entire charge of the treatment o王patients ; 16,376
visits, during 1925’Were made to this Dispensary.
Extra,-mural service is supplied by both the Out Patient Departquent
of the hospital and the Medical Mission Dispensary throughout their
respective districts. At both places physicians are constantly avail謝e
to respond to ca11s from the homes of the indigent sick a,t all hours and
to there render prompt and efficient medical’Surgical or obstetrical
The necessa.ry nurSing care’an eSSential supplement to this service,
is given by the visiting nurse as supplied either by the Hospital or Dis-
pensary’Or through the cordial co-OPeration of the Community Health
Association. During the past year 6’024 physicians, visits and 8,629
nursing calls, eX。usive of those of nurses from the Community Health
Association, Were made to the homes of patients・
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S印ial Service Department
The physician in his busy Out Patients qinic or in his pressing
House Service lacks time, if he has the experience and knowledge’tO
approach his patients from the social aspect.
It is therefore necessary that he should have the services of a capable
social worker to investigate and report to him conditions found’and
to co-OPerate With him in his care of the case. This worker‘ should
make her contact with the patient from and at the time of admission so
that the physician at the earliest date possible may have a knowledge
of the patient,s environment, reSOurCeS’and ocoupation’and such a’ddi-
tional information as wil1 1end to the better understanding of his patient.
The worker should also continue to be in cIose touch with the patient
throughout his illness and incapacity so that physical and mental handi-
caps to recovery may be removed・ AIways acting under the advice of
the physician’it is for the worker to arrange for the retum of the
patient to the 。inic, Or for hospita‘1ization or convalescent care when
necessary. she also has the tas.k of seeing that suitable provision is
made for the fa,mily while the wage eamer is i11, and, if he has a.n infec-
tious disease, that those of his household, Or Others who may have con-
tracted it, are brought in for examina,tion and treatment. AIso言n many
other ways she、 SerVeS the patient and the physician・
To do all this and to do it well requires a large amount of time and
a cIosle Study of the needs of individual patients and their families ;
consequently a strict limitation must be impoISed upon the number of
cases assigned to a social worker.
Having these facts in mind’When ′Our SOCial service depa.rtme庇was
reorganized some six years ago’it was decided to inaugurate the work
in that service where it appeared to be most necessary and to gradually
extend the department,s activities until all services had opportunity to
participate in its benefits. As far as funds have permitted this policy
has been followed.
Since the begiming of the work in the genito賀urinarv service whefe
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the need seemed most acute’the department has experienced a sloⅥ
but steady growth until now properly qua舶ed and experienced workers
are also empIoyed in the general-Surgical’Orthopedic-Surgical and ma-
temity services.
The Head Worker and these four full-time workers, tOgether with
volunteer workers and clinic and general secretaries’both paid and
voluflteer, COmPlete the present force of this department.
This personnel is too limited to supply intensive social service except
to the enumerated services. Others equally important, Particularly the
medical所diatric’neurOlogical and ophthalmic, are yet Without assigned
workers and therefore too often lack those aids to diagnosis and treat-
ment which can be supplied by the social worker and which not in-
frequently mark the difference between success and failure.
Thus, from the pediatric service’COmeS the boy who must have a
quiet place in the country in order that his rheumatic fever may not be
followed by permanent cardiac weakness. From the ophthalmic’an
elderly man’1ong past work, Whose slender purse cannot stand the
strain of payment for glasses・ From the neurological’a yOung WOman
who requires careful oversight and guidance that a retum of a manic-
depressive attack may’if possible’be preveuted. From the medical, a
young man’the sole support o王his mother and sisters’Who has been
found to have tuberculosis and who must go for a proIonged stay to a
sanatorium. These and many, many Others・ The demands and inter-
ruptions caused by these patients have placed an added burden on our
Head Worker and ea,Ch and a11 of her associates whose time was already
fully occupied’but apparently have not seriously interfered with their
routine duties or materia11y lowered the quality of their work.
It is self-eVident, however, that our corps of workers is insu飴cie調t
in number to meet the demands of a hospital of more than 500 beds
with an Out Patient Department ha,Ving approxima,tely 5O’(朋visits
each year, and that only as workers are added win this department be
more nearly able to supply the desired service to both physicians and
Patients.
It is hoped that such gifts and bequests may be made, either to the
hospital or the department’aS Will permit an early extension of this
importaut service.
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Aid Associations　　　　,
The Massachusetts Homceopathic Aid Association was originated in
1921 and has since continued as an exceedingly active organization・
True to its avowed object, that of aiding the hosPital’it has rendered
ma.terial assistance in many ways.
The activities of the Association are carried on largely by commit-
tees, both standing and special, COnVening regularl声r occasiona11y’aS
their particular work may requlre.
A sewing committee’meeting monthly, has secured the co-OPeration
of some twerty-Six churches and other cha.ritable organizations, and,
with their aid, has supplied many of the patients, garments required in
the several departmeuts of the hospital ; a Surgical dressings committee
meeting weekly makes certain of our surgical dressings’amOng them the
more thal1 6O,000` SPOngeS amually required; a library committee
supervises the work of the hospital’s librarian to the patients? 1ibra,ry
and by purchase and solicitation prQVides books and magazines for our
patients ; an entertainment committee serves monthly teas to the nurses
and otherwise promotes their social activitiesl・
Through the efforts of other committees, the most modern type of
adjustable beds have been placed in our private rooms, thus greatly
adding to the comfort of the patients and facilitating their nur料g’the
recreation room at Vose Ha11 and the parlors at Vose Hall and Newton
House (nurses, homes) have been chamingly furnished, and each
christmas has been made a real Chris血as for our patients, Particu-
1arly for the children occupying beds in the John Haynes Memorial,
and in the Clark Ward at the Main Hospital.
皿s outline of the Association,s work/ Should flOt be regarded as
measuring its accomplishments, but rather and more largely as illus-
tratirig its many and diversified activities・ It fails to mention and
thus acknowledge many acts and deeds o王helpfulness and par龍ularly
the stimulus imparted to a11 the work of the hospital’through the zeal,
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loyalty and enthusiasm of the more than two hundred workers cQm-
prising the membership of this Association.
For some years the Roxbury and Brookline Aid Associations ha’Ve
shown much interest in the hospital and in various ways ha,Ve aSSisted
it in its charitable work.
During 1925 each of these Associations have paid for the care of
certain patients who otherwise must have been received and treated as
free cases.
The Brookline Aid have also pfOVided added fumishings for the
Brookline room at Sumybank and have supplied books and periodicals,
which have been much appreciated by our convalescent patients.
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Free Beds
During the first six yearlS Of the hospital, any PerSOn, by paying one
thousand dollars to the permanent fund, COuld secure the life use of a
free bed. Eight such free beds were established・ But it was found
that th。 in。Om。 Of the sum thus paid was 6nly su航cient臆)to sustain the
bed a few weeks in each year; and’though the TrusteelS did not fear
any essentia1 loss to the hospital from this source, yet they thought it
would be more satisfactory to all to make the cost of the bed nearly
su航cient to meet the expenses of it for the time occupied. Accordingly’
in 1877言t was so arranged that any person who paid one thousand
dollars might have the life use、Of a free bed three months in every year ;
twenty-five hundred dolla’rS entitled the donor to the life use of the bed
a11 the time ; and five thousand dollars established a permanent free bed
which might always be kept occupied by the donor, and which the hos-
pital should be bound to mainta,in after his decease; Or the bed might
be given immediately to the hospital for its permanent use’under such
name as might be designated and arranged.
More recently the Trustees voted that gifts or bequests to the Massa-
chusetts Homceopathic Hospital for a permanent free bed ih the public
wards or in a private room of the hospital be a’CCePted upon the
following terms :　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　’
Subject to such rules and regulations for the a’dmission, treatment
and discharge of patients as may at any time be prescribed by the Board
of Trustees, the donor or some person designated in writing by said
donor may nominate a patient to occupy said bed free of charge during
such period or periods in each fiscal year as the income from said gift
or bequest’during such五scal year’Shall defray the average daily cost
to the hospital for such service. Such rights of nomination /Sha11 termi-
nate upon the death of the donor. A free bed will be continued as a me-
morial to the donor and may be occupied for the period or periodS afore置
said by such needy person or persons as may aPPly and be accepted
by the hospital up to the amount of the income from said gift or bequest.
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The plan enables anyone to own a free bed to the fuH amount which
he may contribute or obtain, by subscription or otherwise’for the
hospital・
By the terms of the grant of one hundred and twenty thousand dol-
1ars from the State, the Trustees agree to maintain at least twenty free
beds in the hospital.
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Permanent Free Beds
NA煎E　O『Ow前著京 ?T重ME〇回 PAYM寄エぐで ?丸まOUNで PA霊D ?櫨ARACでERO『B鴫D 
Estate　of　A.Hemenway……‥、‥‥・・・・●● ?ﾕ・灘 ?j鵠締 ?pe重manen再reebeds lpermanentfreebed 
藍講搭S請t雷鳥●融∴:::::::::: ?冝@畿 ?｠ ?ﾎ器霊盤詫 lpermanelnt‘freebed 
M「s.Vale重iaG.Stone…………・・‥・・・ EstateofS.¥N,Stockwell‥・・‥・・・・・・・・・・・・ 駄蕊霊草蒜d∴∴∵∴∴∴二∴ 
溶　畿 ?c濁:88 ?permanentfreebed lpermanentfreebed 
an●　1884 ?000.00 ?permanentfreebed 
蕊豊誌r‡尊e宗主.蒜::::::∴∴ EstateofMl.8.EllaF.,Rochl…………‥・ ?∝:’　1885 ?が0.00 ?dpermane呼子rcebed 
Jan’1886 ?,000.00 ?pemanentfreebed 
Jan●’　ま887 ?000.00 ?pemanentfreebed Mrs.RebeccaB.Warren・..‥・‥・・‥・‥・‥・ ?;手　　書888 ?’000.00 ?permanentfreebed 
M「s,E.S.Converse‥・・・‥・‥・‥・・‥・・‥ EstateofMr3.Cath.H.Wild.‥・・‥・・・‥‥ EstateofMrs.Cath.P.Pe「kins・・・・‥‥‥‥ ?增c●　重892 ?;000.00 ?permanentfreebed 
艶　麟 ?濁:8§ ?permanentfreebeds lpermanentfreebed 
寵霊1s謹書F警・議:完㌫’蒜詰 
Aril　1895 ?000.00 ?1permanentf「eebed 
譜筆意詳言言霊言霊 華謹言葦㍊轟完∵論詰’轟 ?ﾕ,,’1895 ?;000.00 ?permanentfreebed 
Jan.,　!896 ?,075.00 ?permanentfreebed 
Dec・・麟 D ??・88 ?permanentfreebed lper調anentfreebed 
Mrs.蛸lzabeth.tevens・・‥・‥・‥・・‥白 IsaacFennoFreeBed,fromestateofMr8. ?C●, Jan1899 ?ｹ●　● 5000.00 ?pemanentfreebed 
AlmeraT.B.Fenno…‥.....…・..…・. Mrs.MaryAnnP.Weld..‥‥・・・・‥・・‥・ ?「紅∴∴i899 ?;000.00 ?permanentfreebed 
鰐,91900 ?ｹ　5000.00 ?permanentfreebed CharlesR.Codman…………・:・・・・・●い 豊紫誤認露草喜 ?竜,’1900 ?が0.00 ?permanentf-eebed 
e　Åpri1261901 ?,000.00 ?per皿anentfreebed 
Fb19,1904 ?0000.00 ?permanentfreebed8 
書誌‡器露盤蒜詳言 E8tateOfMrs.ClaraA.Thacher‥…・‥・ ?氓????88 ?ｯ露盤諜 5:000.00 ?permanentfI.eebed ●　oct’16’1905 ?, 0.00 ?dpeman ntfrcebed 
畿霊㌔語羅篭諒::::∵:∴:∵ AnnBarIPrdWarrenFreeBed言rome§tat ?Åp計20言906 ?,000.00 ?permanentfreebed 
e　oct　23　重906 ?,000.00 ?permanentfreebed 
Es誓書‡帯藍藩r嵩誌∵:∵∴∴::: EstateofElizabethBurlingOsgood.……・ ?怐@Ap諒30’1907 ?,000.0 ?lpemanentfreebed ‥嵩講 ?p続 ?ｮ虚器轟:講 
EstateofSusanE.Gavett..‥・・・・・・‥・・‥ ?5:000.0 ?Ipermanentfreebed 
喜怒清治盤詰謹e二∵:∴∴二言∵ EstateofDr.OliverHenryÅrnold…・…‥ ?訣u ???j叢鵠 
EstateofKatherineKnapp　‥・・・‥・‥・‥・・ ??.詰、 
CostelloC.Conver絶.‥、・‥・・・・・・‥・・‥‥ ?怐@Feb●　27’1914 ?,000.0 
M.IdaConverse‥・・‥・‥・・・・・・・・・・・・●= Nurses,Alumna3Ass∝…・・・…‥・・・・・・・・・ Estat。OfBenjaminLeeds・…・・…・…… ?･圭羅 ?q灘 
I8aaCW.ChlCk...‥‥・‥‥・・‥・・・・・・‥● EstateofAnnieE.Smith...…・......... …露語舘器(賎‡霊F㌍∴∴∴∴ ?Q ??
冨罵言講誌盤n潔w詰::∵:∴:::: 誌㌘震え重蒋露盤∴∴∴二二∴:∴: 
Asa　F01som　Cochran・……‥・・・‥‥・‥・ ?怐@D。こ　8’192 ?　　10,000.0 
M.IdaConv禦e　……………●◆白音●.’● ?怐@Ma言　3’192 ?　　　5,000.0 
欝等蕊譜hとai品’∴∴∴∴二∴● 認諾護‡籠悪霊享: ?憶羅 寸法…’鴇 ??灘 自認 
蕊露盤語露悪詰 ??■1Lifefreebed 00Lifefreebed 
二二　A轟　187 ?　1;000: ?0しifcfreebed Mis§Ellen,Stearns..‥・‥・・・・‥・‥・・・・ C.EmilyFrostLifeFreeBed,fromestate of ∴∴ ??一G 6 ?0Lifefreebed 
Ruf壷　S.Frost　….音....‥‥・・‥・‥・・・ ??0　しifefreebed 
South　Boston　SamaritanSociety・・・‥・・・・ ??0Lifefreebed 
諒恕嵩。詳密a器yN㌫高言i詰:::::: ??0Annualfreebed‘ 
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Base Hospital No. 44 and Evacuation
Hospital No. 5
In 1917 Base Hospita1 44 (Mas‘Sachusetts耳OmceOPathic Hospital)
was organized under the auspices of the American Red Cross with Dr.
William F. Wesselhoeft as Director.
The 43 medical o範cers and lOO nurses comprising its commissioned
and nursing persomel were very 11argely dra,Wn fr9m the medical and
surgical staff of the hospital then on active duty’and from the alumnae
of the hospital’s school of nursiflg. AIso, many Of 242 enlisted persomel
were or had been emp1oyees of the hospital.
Base Hospita1 44 mobilized on March lO’1918, and reached ‘France
on July 26, 1918, Where it remained stationed. The unit retumed to
America on Apri1 20, 1919, having rendered such service as to bring
great credit to itself and the parent institution・ and was mustered out
On May 7, 1919.
On the request of the Medical Department of the United States
Amy, aS Per the displayed attesta.tion, the activities of the Massa,Chu-
setts Homceopathic Hospital’in time of war or other National emer-
gency, are tO be continued through the org誼iZation of Evacuation
Hospital No. 5.
Evacuation Hospital No. 5, Which may be regarded as the successor
of Base Ho§Pital No・ 44’nOW forms a unit in the Medical Reserve
Corps of the United States Army with Dr. Thomas E' Chandler’Sur-
geon to the Massachusetts Homccopathic Hospital and Lieutenant-
CoIonel Medical Reserve Corps, United States Army, in command.
The medical officers, already commissioned, are almost entirely com-
prised of members of the medical and surgical sta鱈of the Hospital,
while the nursing personnel now being enro11ed will be largely chosen
from graduates of its school.
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Medical and Surgical Sta鮮I
Consultants
HonACE PACKARD, M.D., Surgeoク,
WILLIAM F. WESSELHOEFT, M.D., SuγgeOIO
藍霊量譜叢諜呈畿盈脇
N. EMMONS PAINE, M.D., Di∫eaS鋤Of Jhe Mind
HERBERT C. GAPP, M.D., D毒ea∫e∫ Of Jhe Che∫t
葦謹蕊岩畳晶輩盈霧島猿磐t
J. WILKINSON CLAPP, M.D., PharmαCeu訪cs
HowARD P. BELLOWS, M.D., 4”名のl D宛ea∫es
THOMAS M. STRONG, M.D., Noぶe md 7hγOai
GEORGE B. R工CE, M.D., No∫e 。砂d rhγ0伽
藍諒驚鵠灘
GEORGE H. EARL, M.D., Obu頼rician
FREDERICK L. EMERSCEN, M.D., Ob∫t〆ricia偽
署蓋嵩藷鞄‡綴緩荒業。三の∫eS
Medical Staff
Ph少読ianめのief
NELSON M. WooD, M.D.
EDWARD S. CA」D亙RWOOO, M.D,
ALBERT S. BRIGGS, M.D.
WII.SON F. PHIELIPS, M.D.
C. H. DoBSON, M.D.
Medical Service
Phy読iα郷
J. ARNOLD RocKWEEL, M.D.
HENRY L. HouGHTON, M.D.
E. SAMUEL EASTMAN, M.D.
V毒巌g Phy読α線ふ
CHARLES H. LAWRENCE, M.D.
ANTON R. FREI), M.D.
A∫読ian青V諦訪ng Phy訪ね郷
BENJAMIN C. WooI)BbRY, M.D.
LE。N W. Ck豊謹. RHD’M.D"
S‘eco偽d A∫読tα線i V壷脇g Ph据わia郷
JAMES E. VANCE, M.D.BERNARD I. GoLDBERG, M.D.
WIL|.IAM L. KRIEGER, M.D.
Pediatric Service
Phy読iα脇
ORVII‘LE R. CHADWE皿, M.D., Physiciα脇Chief of Se7~Z毒ce
HERMAN C. PEFTmSON, M.D.
A腿E虹S. To恥N, M.D.
V料諦めg Phびわiα郷
至霊霊宝豊前罫D ・
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重A皿E F. P腿OR, M.D.
Sec。nd As壷紬脇Viぷ才海Ph3高ciα鵬
CLARA LoITMAN, M.D.
「 M. L. SIrVFRS間工N, M.D.
CQntagious Service
Ph3読ci鋤
CoNRAD WESSELHOEFT, M.D.’Ph3,5巌m
SoI,OMON C. Fu|,I,取, M.D.
NeuroIogical Service ’
V宛擁巌g Neurologi融
NATHAN H. GARRICK, M.D.
Dermato19gical Service
D eγma青O log短
WESI.EY T. LEE, M.D., Chief of Seγ誘ce
Aふ読細海Der脇a青Oわgis毎
RuDOLPH JACOBY, M.D.　　　　JoHN A. MAC噂叫AN’M.D.
Surgical Sta任
S細りeOn訪Chief
J. EMMONS BRIGGS, M.D.
Surgical Service
SのrgeO郷
THOMAS E. CHAN雌R’M.D己.ARENCE C払NE, M.D.
V毒青海g S偽りeOn子
HARRY J. LEE, M.D.　　　　　W. K. S・ TIIOMAS, M.D.
霊宝M豊叢蒜譜
。.IFF。R。 。. HARVny M.。舘a紹擁S鮪geo脇s
Seco諦A∫3轟の硯V福海g SαγgeO郷
Obstetrical Ser▼ice
O bふきe青rわ多のク匂S
E・ PAKENHAM R醐S’誌護憲露,.
豊討悠黒部緒・
F涜‡ As曾短a1毎Ob証e青γ〆高ns
wA聞N SIIIE脚S, M.D.　　　　J・ C. V. FISHER’M.D.
擁co18d As轟の妨Ob3青e諦訪脇ふ
轟認諾羅誌 出血L豊嵩霊能・
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0轟hop塊ic Se富vice
S脇やeOlO
ALONZO G. HowARD, M,D., C巌ef of S‘er擁ce
F緑青As読ね海Vゐ高めg Oγ身hoクedわSurgeo郷
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F脚珊K監霊音盤諸富Of Se諦e
Seco砂d A諦stの初A海rαl S勅geO狗
BARNET M. WEIN, M.D.
No8e and Throat Service
S桝γgeO郷
CoNRAD SMITH, M.D., Chief of Seγ諦e
法器謹。慧岩盤も.　競器島駐葦も・
S‘ec。毒As読青a海Nose鋤d ThγOa青Su叩eo郷
FRANK L. JoN挑, M.D.HAROL。 W. R脚搬Y, M.D.
LEIGHTON F. JoHNSON, M.D.
Ophthalmic Ser▼ice
S%rgeOタの8
W・ D鳶器晋認証繋盤巌e
Fir面A∫読細海0クh脇αlmic S卿geO鵬
HENRY M. EMMONS, M.D.　　　JosEPH J. SKIRBALL, M.D.
Second As読施鵬OクthαlmわSurgeo18
¥ R. W. FRENCH, M.D.
Uri0logical Service
S筋臼eOn
RALP霞C W工GGrN, M.D., Ch御of Ser諦e
A榔毒細面V巌きめg S鋤りeOn
SAMUEL N. VosE, M.D.
Vi諦めg Ph少訪iaクの
H曲舶UTH UI.RICH, M.D.
Seco約d 4ss諦a海V壷巌g Phヅ訪ねの
HAROLD L. LELAND, ′M.D.
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Dental Service
Oγd SαrgeOn・
LEROY M. S. MINER, M.D., D.M.D.
De海al Surge(勅
RICHARD J. NoRTON, D.M.D.
A3ゞ短a励Den・iαl Sの卿eOn
FoREST T. BANGS, D.M.D.
RoentgenoIogical Service
R o e初geno log涌
S. W. ELLSWORTH, M.D,
A続高庇的青馬oe擁ge約ologi融
WILL重AM J. TAYLOR, M.D.　　　　　GmRGE LEVENE, M.D.
Anae8電hetic Service
Anaesfhetわt
MARY A LEAVITT, M.D.
As∫短a海Al包ae、ゞlhe訪∫鼻
ELEÅNOR FERGUSON, M.D.
PathoIogical Service
W工LLrAM H. WAmERS, M.D., Paihologi巧D訪.戸Cioγ
DAVI。 L. BELDING, M.D., Bacieγiolog轟
SANFORD B. HooKER, M.D., Imn脇nOlog毒t
諜ざ詣蓋薄墨終盤鵠露
Che脇i諏
ALLAN W工NTER RowE, P.H.D.
Al妬tOm応t
ALEXAN。ER S. BEGG, M.D.
PhaγmaCO log i証
WALTER M. MENDENHALL, M.D.
P hγ読olog短
F. H. PRATT, M.D.
HOUSE STAFF
府e∫ideク恥
諌言譜鑑艶も薄霧
轟撥艶驚聴
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ふe海or
謹誌藩騎
籠轟誓藍霊
工NTERNS
Jl偽あγ
RoBERT BARTON
MoRRIS G〕URmSS dy
寺護憲甘藷払P
THEOcoRE K. KEITH
RoNALD McINTOSH
Cし陣・TON PERKINS
F. R皿EY, M.D.　　　　　　　ANTHONY S. PuGL重SI
露語嘉舘野　　　邑弊誌蓋誓側S
H囲脆N P臆a計SMrrH, M.D.　　　　　RA|.PH H. WELI.S
OUT PATIENT DEPARTMENT
C. H. Do蹄ON, M.D.
ALMA BINASCO, M.D.
盈孟嘗篭茶器葦b.
器嵩喜怒謂措D・
Medical Division
Phγ読iα偽るn Chief
N耽soN M. WooD) M.D.
Medical Clini○○
LEON W. CROCKETT, M.D.
辞意蕊謙豊富。.
WInIAM L. KRIEGER, M.D.
BERNA則) I. GoLDBERG, M.D.
Neurological Clinics
NATHAN H. GARRICK, M.D.
AuGUSTA CARI,soN, M.D.
DermatoIogical Clinic8
WESLEY T. LEE, M.D., C‘hief of Ser誘c‘e
JoHN A. MACMInAN, M.D.　　　　RuD調PH JACOBY, M.D.
ALMÅ BINASCO, M.D.
Pediatric Clinic8
ORVELLE R. CHA。WEEL, M.D., Chief o〆S‘eγt/わe
怒浅薄藷講ブナ皿　　宝器器三島岩畳.。.
LouIS I scHELLER, M.D.
M. L. SI蕊#AN, M.D.
MentaI Clinic8
WAmER E. LANG, M.D.
Syphilitic Clinicp
Ru。OLPH JA∞BY, M“.D., C’hief of Seγ誘e
CART‘ A. DAHI.EN, M.D.
PERCY G. BROWNE, M.D.
BERNARD AppEL, M.D.
Che8t Cl王nics
GEORGE N. LAPHAM, M.D.
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Surgical Division
S海相eO幼巌Chief
J. EMMONS BRIGGS, M.D・
Surgical Clinics
筆灘・丁。。叫寵雷撃罷
Orthopedic Clinics
AL。NZO G. HowA最D, M,.D., C巌〆of Se毒ce
詑葦臨蕊㌦ M.D.　諾浩嵩琵鰐
Åur寄l Clinic8
FRE。ERICK W. CoLBURN, M.D., ChZef of Seγ諦e
HARouD L. BABCOCK, M.D.
Seco融Aぶ壷青αnタSuγgeOn
BARN藍T M. WEIN, M.D.
Nose and Throat Clinics
◆　　　coNRA。 SM工TH, M.D., Chief of Sm毒ce
…誌許諾盤?・諾露盤。証J。珊S叫。.
Ophthalmic Clinics
W・ D・器官盛暑鵜:e訪e
As§諦a擁Oクhihalmolog毒毎
諒蕊書写憲二擢Po嵩諾意謹豊轄∴Y S。遍WA醐AN, M.。.
RefγaCiio砂誌i
FR囲腫榊C長W. DERBY, M.D.
Gyn種ec○logica置Clinic8
SAMU孤R. MEAKER, M.D., Ch6ef orf Seγ窃ce
護講読罵:　蒸器諮.
U昂oIogicd Clinics
RALPH C. WIGGIN, M.D., Chie声f Ser諦e
灘離　讃護寵
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C. W. McCI,URE, M.D.
Gastr○○Intestinal Clinics
CLAIRE SpRAGUE, M.D.
R工C貰ARD H. Nc閥ON, D.M.D.
Dental Clinic8
E。|TH KROLL, D.D.S.
Social Service
ALLA A. LIBBEY, C‘h;ef Wor鳥eγ
Eガa毒海的g Phy∫わial匂
MAX BAKER, M.D.
Evans Memorial
Ac訪海g Director
HENRY M. PoLLOCK, M.D.
Chief of尺esearch Siaガ
AI.LAN WINTER RowE, P.H.D.
DAVID L. BELDING, M.D.
SANFO取。 B. HooKER, M.D.
C遍ARLES H. LAWREN(E, M.D.
MEMBERS
CHARLES W. McCI,URE, M.D.
W. L. MENDENHALL, M.D.
HEL UTH ULR工CH, M.D.
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
HAROL。 BABCOCK, M.D.
JosEPH CHAN班ER, Ph.D.
THOMAS CHANDI,ER, M.D.
DANA W. DRURY, M.D.
S. W. ELLSWORTH, M.D.
SoLOMON C. FuI.LER, M.D.
NATHAN H. GARRICK, M.D.
ALONZO G. HowAR。, M.D.
A. H. DALLENBAUGH, A.M.
EI)NA Fo工LENSBY
BERNARD I. GoLDBERG, M.D.
SARAH A. ScuDDER, M.A.
REGINALD HuNT, P.H.D.
WESLEY T. LEE, M.D.
W. uNCAN REID, M.D.
W. D. RowLAND, M.D.
CoNRAD SMITH, M.D.　‾
WILLIAM H. WATTERS, M.D.
CoNRAD WESSELHOEFT, M.D.
RALPH C. WIGGIN, M.D.
ASSISTANTS
JosEPH GomMAN, M.D.
LEIGHTON R. JoHNSON, M.D.
GEORGE LEVENE, M.D.
JAMES E. VAN臓, M.D.
FELLOWS
BuRNHAM S. WALKER, M.S.
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Department種l Organization
Department o! BioIogical Chemi如y and Diagnosi8
PERSONNEL
馨馨襲馨欝DoRorHY R. McAI)AMS, S.B. (Resigned)
ASSOCIATES
諸措置謹繕雷謹謹蒜輯藍s ・
CONSULTANTS
謹欝
Department o6 ImmunOIogy
SANFORE B. HooKER’A豊富・害雷豊M・D.
藍謹告器‡黒革h.G.　　HARR脚W. S,. C.AIR, A.B.
Depa龍me競of Bacter宣oIogy and Serology
PERSONNEL
DAVID L. BELDING, A.B., M.A., M.D.
蔀.ち霊講評,Ph"D・　監聖篭珊
Department of Pharmac○logy
護諒器謹盤捷・驚登終A欝罷d )
ナ
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Act of Incorporation
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
、C臼A陣取41l oF珊E Ac鳩O雷1855
AN AcT ro INConPORATE THE MASSACHUS馴鵬HoMCcoPATHIC HospITAL
Be it e触融b申he Se殉αきe and Ho鯛毎Reクγe鋤諦α融∫,諦Ge彬γαl Co伽
鮒訪bled, md母沈e‾α初hor魚y of Jhe $a鵬, a膏ollo糊f;
sE。虹ON l. That Otis aapp, John P. Jewett, Jacob Sleeper, Charles B. Hall・
George Bancroft, John D. Richardson, Adam W. Thaxter, Jr.’Simon G. Cheever,
otis Tufts, Robert L. Robbins and James Demie, Jr.’and their associates and
successors are hereby made a corporation by the name of the Massachusetts
Homceopathic Hospital, With all the powers and privileges・ and subject to all the
duties, 1iabilities, and restrictions set forth in the forty-fourth chapter of the
Revised Statutes ; Said Hospital to be located in Boston・
sEor. 2. Said corporation may take and receive, hold, PurChase’and possess・ Of
and from a.1l and any person or persons disposed to aid the benevolent purposes
of this institution any devises and grants of lands and tenements, in fee §imple
and otherwise,_ and any dona.tions and bequests of money or other property, tO be
used and improved for the erection, SuPPOrt, and maintenance of a hospital for
Sick persons.
sEC冒. 3. The property to be holden by said corporation sha11 not exceed in
value two hundred thousand dollars, Of which ÷one-half may be in real estate.
SE頃. 4. Said corporation ma,y eStablish by-1a’WS and rules for the government
and regulations of its a群airs, and may provide therein for the election of such
o埴cers as may be thought proper.
SEC禦. 5. This act sha11 take effect upon its passage.
A帥roe,ed May 19, 1855.
C填A剛膿京26 0耳で慮E A慨S佃重8糾
AN A頃ro AuTHORIZE皿E MASSACIIUSE虹S HoMceO払T旗C HospITAI‘i TO Hor‘O
A。。ITIONAL REAL AND PERSONAL EsTATE
Be古i e細c融by the Se沸きe α初H鮒e Of Reクre平細めes,諦Ge鵬γαl Co妨
00ふembled, a融b〇両he a初hoγ訪γ Of ihe sa脇e, α可Ol疑〃S:
sECTION l. The Massachusetts Homc助pathic Hospital is authorized, for the
purposes slet forth in its act of irlcOrPOration’tO hold praperty to the amo伽t of
six hundred thousand dollars, Of which one-half may be in real estate.
SECT. 2. This act sha11 take e節ect upon its passage.
A碑?.0ぴed Feb. 18, 18純
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CHA叩雪3き8卵鵬Ac曾S O吊蜘
AN AcT IN FAVOR OF Tm MASSACIIUSE調S HoMc∞rATHIC Ho§PITAL
Be毒emciedの!he Se融e働d House of Reクre鋤iのめes, ;n Ge幼eral Couγi
“∫embled, and母線助成or旬of才he $ame, a靖ollo眺∵
SECTION '1.. There sha11 be allowed測血paid out of the treasury o-f the Com置
monwealth a sum not exceeding one hundred a11d twenty thousand dollars in aid
of the Mas8aChusetts Homceopathic Hospital, a Cぬritable corporation, Organized
under the.la.ws o壬this Commonweallth and located in温e City of Boston・ tO be
expended by the Trustaes thereof, for the purpose of build輯g and fumishing an
addition to the present building’Or for building a new build高時for the general
purposes of said Hospital.
SECT. 2. In consideration o士the graflt PrOVided for in Section one, the Trustees
of the Massachusetts Hom憾opathic Hospital shall provide for a representation
on their board of five members, tO be appointed by the Governor with the advice
and consent of the Couneil, during the present year as follows: tWO for three
years, tWO for two years’and one for one year; and at the expiration of their
respective terms of service appointmeut shall be made fdr a term of three ycars’
afld in further considera.tion thereof the said Hospital shall foI‘ever mai坤ain not
lless than twenty free beds.
SECT. 3. The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital shall accept狐d comply
with the provisions of this act to the satisfaction of the Govemor and Council,
within thirty days from its passage.
SEC冒. 4. All bi11s for expenditures under this act shall be presented to the
Auditor of the Commonwealth for approval, and certified to the Govemor and
Council in the same mamer as other claims against the Commonwealth; PrO-
vided that no Iarger sum than sixty thousand do11ar§ Shall be paid duriflg the
year eighteen hundred and ninety.
SECT. 5. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
A舛roも′ed J櫨ne 3, 1890.
CHAPT融45 oF∴THE Acps qF 189l‘
AN AcT TO AuTHOREZE THE MASSACHUS餌場HoMCcoPATHIC HospITAL∴TO Hc肋
ADD重調ONAL PROPER曾Y
Be ;青鋤αC融bα脇e Se"αfe鋤d Ho郷e Of j3e〆ese妬めe5,高o Cenerαl C0初
a“embled, α脇d bγ海a初hor訪γ Of ihe舶me, a∫加Ilou′ぶ:
SEC調ON l. The Massachusetts Hom(roPathic Hospita.1 is authorized for the
purposes set forth in its act of incorporation, tO hold property to the amount of
one mi11ion two hundred thousand do11ars.
SECT. 2. This act shall take e鱈ect upon its passage.
A」的γのed Mard重6, 1891.
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C遍AP競R 98 oF∴THE AcTS or 1898
AN AcT TO AuTHORIZE THE MASSACIIUSFTS HoMceOPATH工C HospIでAL ro HoLD
pROPERTY ro TIIE AMbuNT OF TH随E MILLION DoI^LARS
Be信伽Cted的,he Se”aie伽d Ho郷e Of ReクγeSe妬きα融,eちら約Ceわeγql Co海
蝕。mbl。d, a脇d bツタhe a初ority o声he same, a帝ollo靴杭
sEC調ON l. The Massa.chusetts Homcopathic Hospital ’is herdy authorized’
for the purposes set forth in this act of incorporation, tO hold property to an
amount not exceeding three mi11ion dollars.
SECT. 2. This act sha11 take e節ect upon its passage.
A#γOZ,ed Feb. 24, 1898.
CHAPT腿137 oF THE AcTS OF’1898
AN AcT TO Au冒HORIZE THE HoMceOPATHIC MED重CA|‘ DISPBNSARY TO TRANSFER |TS
FuN。S AN。 PROPERTY TO THE MASSACIIUSErTS HoMCcoPATHIC HospITAL
Be 6青e海のC融的fhe `S‘榊の才e鋤d Ho郷e O告?eクγeSe掘れe声” Ge拘eral 。0初
- a∫5embled,鋤d b申he a初horiまy ofタheふαme, α河ollo郡;
sECTION l. The Homosopathic Medical Dispensary) incorporated by Chapter
one hundred and ninety-One Of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and fifty-Six,
and the trustees thereof, are hereby authorized to transfer’aSSign’Set OVer’狐d
convey all the funds and property now or herea,fter held by it or them for the
charitable purposes of said dispensary to the Massachusetts Homccopathic Hos-
pital言ncorporated by Chapter four hundred and eleven of the acts of the year
eighteen hundred and紙y-five’and said Massachusetts Homccopathic Hospital is
hereby authorized tQ reCeive and accept the same, and to hold, manage’uSe, and
dispose of the same as the trustees of the said Hospital may from time to time
deem best for the fu皿ment of the charitable purposes of a dispensa,ry.
SECT. 2. This act shall ta,ke e鱈ect upon its passage.一
A#ro卿d March 3, 1898・
CHAPTER 37 oF∴THE AcTS OF 1926
AN AcT AuTI±OREZINGでHE MASSACHUSEFTS HoMCcoPATHIC HospITAI‘∴TO IIoLI)
ADDITIONAL PROPERTY
Be i高砂a厨ed的fhe Semte 。nd Ho郷e O白海re∫e細れes言” Geneγαl Co諦
αSembled, and bツタhe au脇0γ海ofきhe $αme,型可ollo眺:
The Massachusetts Homceopathic Hospital, incorporated ty chapter four
lhundred 。nd 。l。ven Of th。 aCtS O士eighteen hundred and fifty孟ve言s hereby
authorized, for the purposes of its incorporation, tO hold property to an∴amOunt
not exceeding ten million dollars:
Aククro勺′ed February 15, 19261.
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By-Laws of the Corporat王on
Article l. The corporation shall consist of its present members’Of a11
persons who have been or are Trustees and of such persons as may be
at any legal meeting of the corporation elected as o鯖cers or members・
Art. 2. There shall be a meeting of the corporation on the fourth
Tuesday in January in each year to be called the Amual Meeting, at
which the ‘following o航cers shall be elected’namely’nOt mOre than 27
0r less than 12 Trustees’a President’a Vice-President, a Secretary and
a Treasurer, Who may be Trustees’tO SerVe One year’and until others
shall be chosen. They shall have power to鮒any vacancy that may
oocur, between the annual meetings of the corporation’in the o飴ce of
Secretary or Treasurer and in that portion of their own number chosen
by the cprpora.tion・
The members present at any meeting shall constitute a quorum for
the transaction of business.
Art. 3. Notice of the Amual, Or any Special Meeting shall be given
by the Secretary by mail, at least seven days previous to the day of
meeting; but said meeting may be adjoumed缶om time to time until
business thereof shall be accomplished, the Secretary giving by mail at
least one day’s notice of the time and place of said adjoumment.
Special meetings may be ca11ed by the President or any three Trustees.
Art. 4. The President shall preside at all meetings of the corporation’
and of the Board of Trustees.
In the absence of the President, the Vice-President shall perform the
duties which devolve upon the President・
Art. 5. The Trustees chosen by the corporat王on together with五ve
others appointed by the Govemor of Massachusetts shall constitute a
Board for the management of the Institution. They shall meet at least
as often as once a month at such time and place as they sha11 by vote
determine, Or aS the President shall direct. Five members of the Board
shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business・ They sha11
have power to take any measures Which they shall deem expedient for
encouraging subscriptions, donations and bequests to the corporation ;
to petition) the Legislature for any additional privileges ; tO anthorize
any o飴cer to enter into and bind the corporation by such contracts and
engagements as they deem advautageous; tO Sell real estate, and
authorize the Treasurer or other o範cer to execute and deliver all deeds
or other instruments necessary to convey the sa血e ; tO aPPOint annually’
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or otherwise, a11 proper and neces諒y physicians, SurgeOnS, Officers’
assistants and servants, With such salaries and wages as they may deter-
mine ; tO make rules for the govemrnent olf said pkysicians, SurgeOnS・
o鯖cers, attendants and servants and for the admission of patients, and
the managemeut of all departments of the Institution.
They sha11 cause a record of a11 their doiflgS tO be kept and laid before
the corporation at every meeting thereof ; and at every Amual Meeting
they shall make a written report on the Treasurer,s accouuts and on the
general state of the Institution ; and for this purpose they shall, at SOme
previous meeting, aPPOi調t a committee of the Boa.rd.
Art. 6. The Secretary sha11 notify members and attend all meetings
of the corporation and of the Board of Trustees, and shall keep a record
of the doings of each・ He sha11 receive such honorarium as the Board
of Trustees may determine.
Art. 7. The Treasurer shall give bond’With surety’tO be approved by
the Trustees’Finance Committee in such sum as the Trustees may fix
for the faithful discharge of his duties・ He shall receive and have the
custody of all moneys, and with the Finance Committee of all bonds,
notes, deeds and other securities belonging to the corporation・ He shall
pay no money but by order of the Board of Trustees’Or Of their com-
mittees duly au血orized by the Board to draw on him therefor. He sha11
render an account when called for by the Trustees or Corporation’and
he shall ma’ke up the accounts to the last day of December in each
year ; Which accounts’PrOPerly audited, Shall be laid before the Corpora-
tion at their Annual Meeting・ He shall be empowered with the written
approval of the chairman or of any other member of the Finance
Committee to invest moneys or proPerty belonging to the Hospital’Sell
or exchange any investments, aSSign’foreclose or glVe Partial release of
mortgages or discharge the same before maturity. He cha.11 keep a book
ifl which shall be entered such extracts from a11 wills or deeds of gifts
as affect the institution. Upon the nominatioh of the Treasurer’the
Trustees may appoint an assistant to the Treasurer, Who shall. ha.ve
such duties and powers as may be imposed upofl him by the Treasurer.
He shall give bond with surety to be approved by the Finance Commit-
tee in such sum as the Trustees may fix for the faithful discharge of
his duties.
Art. 8. These By-Laws may be amended or repealed at any amual
or special meeting of the corporation’nOtice thereof having been given
in the nctice calling the meeting.
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Standing Orders o壬the Trustees
ARTICLE I
M eetings
/ The first and Annual Meeting of the Trustees shall be held two weeks
after the Annual Meeting of the Corporation. Thereafter stated meet-
ings shall be held on the third Tuesday of each month’n-Otice of which
shall be given by the Secretary by mail at least five days previous to
垂e meeting.∴∴∴“
Special meetings of the Trustees may be ca11ed by the President or
by any three Trustees.
ARTICLE II
Committee s
At the Annual Meeting of the Trustees the President sha11 nominate
and the Trustees sha11 elect the fo11owing Standi音ng Committees, Of such
number as hereinafter designated.
1. A Finance Committee of three to advise the Treasurer ind Super-
intendent as to the mode of keeping the books and accounts ; tO emPloy
ah expert to audit such accounts; tO advise with the Treasurer con-
cemmg mSuranCe’and to perform thp血ties imposed by Article VⅡ of
the By-Laws of the Corporation,
2. A Committee of three on Nominations, Who shall receive and
report all nominations to o鮪ce and to the Medical and Surgical Staff.
3. A Committee of five o調Donations and Bequests, to See that the
terms of all gifts and bequests are properly recorded in the Book of
Donations and Bequests; tO eXamine as often as once a year into the
administration of the free bed service and report thereon to the Trus-
tees ; tO Call upon subscribers to renew amual subscriptions and to solicit
additional subscriptions’free beds, donations and bequests, and report
thereon to the Treasurer ; tO SerVe aS a Committee on Advertising. ,
4. A Committee of five on the Main Hospital to include the Clark
Ward for children, emPIoyees’quarters and all buildings, grOunds and
departments connected therewith and empIoyed for hospital purposes
in general.
5. A Committee of three on the Evans Memorial.
′
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6. A Com壷ttee of thfee O血the Robinson Memorial l弧d Haynes
Membrial.
7. A Conmittee of three on the Out Patie打ts Department, Social
Service and Convalescent Homes.
8. A Committee of threel on the SchooI of Nurses, Nurses.Homes,
House O鯖cers and Clinica,l Instruction.
Al111 Committees shall consult and advise with the Supefintendent and
report to the Trustees, and visit their respective departments at least
Opee a mOnth.
ARTICLE III
S uperintendent
l. At the Annual Meeting of the Trustees a Superintend弧t shall be
appointed to hold o締ce for one year, Or until his successor is appointed,
at such salary as may be五Ⅹed by the Trustees.
2. The Superintendent shall give his professional services wholly to
the Hospital, and shall have the charge and controI of it, ineluding the
王mmedia,te Superintendence of the medical and surgical departments,
except as to the treatment of patients. All the resident o飴cers and
empIoyees of the Hospital shall be under his orders. He shall appoint
and may discharge a superintendent of nurses, an engmeer’a house-
keeper, and other employees. He shall define their duties, and, Subjedt
to the approval of the Trustees, fix the salariesl and wages of a11 persons
empIoyed by him. He shall purchase, Or direct the‘purc担se of fumi-
ture, PrOVisions, medicines, Surgical instruments’and other supplies and
materials. He shall have charge of the medical and surgical supplies
and instruments required in the Hospital.
3. He shaII co11ect all dues from patie叫S, Shall remit said dues to
きhe Treasurer as often as once a month and shall keep an account of his
receipts and expenditures, With vouchers. At each stated meeting of
the Trustees the Superintendent shall report his receipts and expendi-
tures for the previous month’aS aPPrOVed by the auditor. Upon the
approval o王such expenditures by the Preside皿t, Vice-President, Or by a
member of the Fina,nCe Committee other than the Treasurer, the Treas-
urer shall pay the same to the Superintendent, prOVided, however,l that
expenditures, eXCePt f6r current and usual purposes, Shall be made by
the Superintendent only when authorized by the TfuSteeS, Or, in the
CaSe Of seaso的ble purchases, by the President of Vice-President.
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4. He shall admit patients to the IIospital afld assign them to their
several wards. He sha11, With the approval of the Trustees’decide the
rate to be charged for board’Or, if any free beds be unoccupied, he may
grant admission to them. He sha,11 keep, Or CauSe tO be kept, a reCOrd
of the na,me, SeX, age’birthplace’reSidence, and disease, the date and
terms of admission, and the dates of all discharges・ and also the date of
decease, in all cases ; and this record’in a tabular form’Shall be open
to the inspection of any of the Trustees and of the members of the
Medical and Surgical Staff.
5. He sha11 report to the attending physicians or surgeons the names
of all. patients whose time has expired. He shall discharge patients’
with the approval of the attending physician or surgeon・
6. He shall, in the absence of the visiting members of the Medical
and Surgical Staff’decide upon the case of any admitted patient sus-
pected of being a触cted with any contagious disease’and at once remove
such patient from any wa’rd′ and in his discretion’from the Hospital.
wh。n。Ve,, in his judgment, Patients misbehave, Or Violate any rules, he
may remove or discharge them’rePOrting such cases’Without delay, tO
7. He sha11 report to the Trustees’at eaCh of their stated meetings′
the condition of the Hospital in its several departments. When so
directed by the Trustees this report shall be in writing and sha11 include
the condition of the Hospital in its several departments and shall
exhibit by depa,rtmentS all patients who have been in the house over
three months, all patients with their physician or surgeon who have
been treated by other than members of the House Staff, and such
further statistical data conceming the movement of the patient popula-
tion by departments as is usual or the Trustees may direct. The report
made by the Superiutendent to the Trustees at the meeting in January
shall be for the previous year.
8. He shall make any rules and regulations that he may think fit for
血e govemment of the employees and patients, ahd for the management
of the Hospital, nOt inconsistent with the By-Laws of the Corporatioh
or the Orders of the Trustees.
9. He shall, uPOn the death of any pa亡ient, immediately apprise his
friends, Shall sign a certificate of death’and sha,11 fumish the city regis-
trar with a copy of the same. He shall also state the time and ca’uSe O王
death, and the disposition made of the body. He shall see that no
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autopsy is made but with the consent in writing of the next of kin of the
deceased.
ARTICLE IV
Medical and Surgical Sta節
1. The TrilSteeS Shall, at theii Amual Meeting, apPOiut a Medical
a。d Surgical Sta節, tO COnSist of such physicians and surgeons as the
Trustees shall determine. The members §ha11 hold o飽ce for the term
of one year and until their successors are appointed.
2. There shall be a General Executive Committee consisting of the
Medical and Surgical Executive Committees. The Superintendent sha11
act as secretary of the Committee.
This Committee shall have general supervision of a11 work relating
to the treatment of patients.
The General Executive Cbmm誼ee shall prescribe, Subject to the
confimation of the Trustees, house rules for the managemeut of the「
various medical and surgical departments.
No person shall be eligible to active service in any department of the
Hospital after atta’ining the age of sixty years.
FoIIowing a調d after the Annual Meeting of the Trustees of 1927,
eligibility sha11 continue until sixty-tWO yearS.
3. The Medical Sta鱈shall consist of a physician-in-Chief, Physicians,
ノVisiting physicians, and assistant visiting physicians・
Ther。 Sha11 be a Medical Executive Committee to consist of physi-
cian-in-Chief, a Physician appointed by the Trustees, and the Superin葛
tendent of the Hospital. This Committee shall have general direction of
the medical services in all departments of the Hospital・ The Superin-
tendent shall be the Secretary of this Committee.　　I
In case of proIonged absence of one of the Medical Executive Com-
mittee, Other than the Superintendent’the vacancy shall be餌ed by a
physician appointed by the Trustees・
A11 nominations sha11 be made by the Medical Executive Committee’
through the General Executive Committee’tO the Trustees for their
adion.
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The physician-in-chief shaIl have, under the direction of the Medical
Executive Committee, entire charge of his service during the whole
year. This service also includes the Out Patients Department. The
physician-in-Chief may treat such cases upon his service as he elects.
subject to the requirements of the Medical Executive Committee’he
is respons王ble for all work done on his service.
physicians, Visiting physicians a’nd assistant visiting physicians shall
have such services as the Medical Executive Committee detemines・
4. The surgical Sta惜shall consist of a surgeon-in-Chief’SurgeOnS,
visiting surgeons’and assistant visidng surgeons.
There shall be a Surgical Executive Committee toconsist of a surgeon-
in-Chief, a SurgeOn`appointed by the Trustees・ and the Superintendent
of the Hospital, and in matters pertaining to the obstetrical’OIthopedic’
nose and throat, eye and ea’r departments, a repreSeutative of that
special department shall be a member of this Committee.
This Committee shall have general charge of the surgical services in
all departments of the Hospital. The Superintendent shall be the
Secretary of this Committee・
In case of proIonged absence of a member o士the Surgical Executive
committee, Other than the Superintendent’the vacancy shall be飢ed
by a surgeon appointed by the Trustees.
The surgeon-in-chief shall have’under the direction of the Surgical
Exe。utive C。mmittee, entire charge of his service dur圭ng the whole
year.皿s service.also includes the Out Patients Department. The
§urgeOn-in-chief may operate upon such cases upon his service as he
elects. Subject to the requirements of the Surgical Executive Commit-
tee, he is responsible for a11 work done on his service.
Surgeons, Visiting surgeons and assistant visiting surgeons, Sha11
have such services as the Surgical Executive Committee determines.
All nominations shall be made by the Surgical Executive Committee’
through the General Executive Committee, tO the Trustees for their
A surgeon-in-chief’SurgeOn’Visiting surgeon or assistant visiting
surgeon having special cases assigned him by the Surgical Executive
committee shall prepare and present annually a monograph upon the
Subject.
5. A Chief of Service to a department may be appointed by the
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Trustees o王the Hospital on the nomination of the General Executive
c。mmittee. Subject to the requirements of the Medical or Surgical
Executive Committees, he shall have immediate supervision and controI
of his department, and be held responsible for a唖s work; he shall be
on service血oughout the year and may treat such patients assigned to
his department as he may elect.
All appointees to the House Sta群in the Department o壬which he is
chief shall be regarded as its members・ Physicians holding correspondふ
ing appointments in the Out Patients Department may become members
of the department on the a館mative vote of the house staff.
The Chief of Service sha11 call a regular meeting of his department
on the expiration of each service and not less frequently than four
times yearly. He shall call special meetings of his department whenever
he deems it necessary, Or On the written request of two o壬its merribers・
He sha11 cause his department to become organized’and will act as its
chairman. As such he shall represent his dep叫ment, and become a
member of the Executive Committee in matters pertaining especially to
his department.
He shall submit to his department the names of proposed appointeds
thereto, O売ontemplated recommendations for changes in rank orl title’
and in transmitting these to the Executive Committee shall indicate the
exteht of his department,s endorsement. He shall mal{e reCOmmenda-
tions for assignment to service of the members o壬his depar血ent, With
the period thereof, and shall submit them to the Executive Committee
for approval.
6. Subject to the approval of the Executive Committee the Chief of
Service may make such further rules for the conduct of his department
as he may deem necessary.
7. Subject to the requirements of the Executive Committee the stuJ
dents of Boston University SchooI of Medicine shまll be given 。inical
and labora,tOry instruction in the several departments of the Hospital by
the members of the staff on service.
8. Patients under treatment in the Out Patients Dep糾tment of the
Hospital and house patients in all departments・ Sha11 have gratuitious
treatment from the members of the Sta節on service. Private patients
shall have the professional attendance of their physician or surgeorl’
who sha11 make arrangements for such recompense for their services as
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may be mutually agreed tlPOn, tO be paid aftef eVefy obligation to the
Hospital has been discharged・
9. No patient shall be treated in any department of the Hospital by
other than a member of the House Staff, and no operation shall/ be
undertaken in any departme虹of the Hospital by other than a member of
the Surgical House Sta鱈in his specialty, eXCePt With the sanction of the
General Executive Committee, Or the consent of the physician or sur-
geon on duty and the Superintendent・ As directed by the Trustees the
Superintendent’s report sha11 e不hibit by departments a11軸tients with
their physician or surgeon who have been treated by other than members
of the House Staff.
ARTICLE V
No physician or stlrgeOn Who owns, COnducts, Or is financially inter-
ested in a private Hospital, Shall be eligible as a me血ber of the Medical
Or Surgical Sta鱈.
ARTICLE VI
Superintendent’s Assistant9
The Trustees may, at their discretion, aPPOint assista組tS tO the Super-
intendent, tO be nominated by him for the approval of the Trustees.
Such assistants sha11 exercise such authority and perform such duties
as may be prescribed by the Superintendent. The salary of the
Assistants shall be fixed by the Trustees.
ARTICLE VH
Residents and Intems
Residents and intems sha11 be appointed by the Trustees upon the
nOmination of the General Executive Committee.
Each resident and intem shall devofe his entire time to the service
Of the Hospital and shall not engage in other occupation or be absent
from the Institution, eXCePt for his regular time o鮮duty, Other than
With the approval of the Superiute調dent.
Residents and intems shall not terminate their services prior to the
expiration of the period for諒hich they are appointed, and subject to
the requirements of the Visiting Staff and the Superintendent, Shall
COnform to the established rules of the Hospiital.
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ARTICLE VIII
General Rules
l. House and private patients shall be admitted to dr excluded from
the several departments of the Hospital in accordance with the regula-
tions of the Trustees, Executive Com正ttees’Or the Superintendent.
2. Patients suffering from an infectious or contagious disease, eXCePt
those routinely received at the Haynes Memorial, delirium tremens,
OPium habit or insanity’Without complications, ShalI not be admitted to
any department of the Hospital. House patients shall not be admitted
to private rooms unless in the opinion of the Superintendent their con-
dition is such as to necessitate private room care’When they shall be
given gratuitious treatment by the members of the staff.
3・ Relatives will not be received into the Hospital with patients, nOr
Will they be allowed to remain with them during the night, exCePt by
the express directions of the attending′Physician or surgeon, With the
COnSent Of the Superintendent.
4. Patients are not pemitted to see any one on the day of an opera-
tion. The regulation of visiting to both house and private patients is
entirely within the controI of the Superintendent.
5. No article of food for a house or private patient is to be brought
into the Hospital, eXCePt With the Superintendent’s approval.
6. The rules of the Hospita,l must be implicitly obeyed by all patients.
Should any patient wilfully or persistently disregard these rules, he
Will be discharged from the Hospital. Whenever a patient is s。 dis_
Charged’the circumstances thereof shall be made a part of the Hospital
records.
The Standing Orders are subject to alteration, amendment, Or rePeal
at the pleasure of the Trustees弓Ⅲt they shall not be altered, amended,
repealed or suspended unless notice has been giveri in the call for the
meeting that changes in the Standing Orders will be proposed.
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION

.恥easurer’s Report, 1925
Condensed Balance Sheet
Land and Buildings Used for Hospital Purposes-
龍。‡監禁訪轟∴∴::∵ $鵠鵠8
West Department (Haynes Memorial) ‥　止唯Q1黛型
欝
綴
1き,000.00
Robinson Memorial . ‥
薄e謀三豊::
667-671 Albany Street.
統舗詩誌霊二二二
61 East Newton Street
63 East Newton Street
65　East Newton Street
69　East Newton Street
Hotel Newton　…….
Less Mortgage ...‥鶏艶認
警護輩聾豊
盤‡欝護雑誌塁
ing Miscellaneous Funds (Appendix C)
Miscellaneous Funds (invested as one
. nv。S,悪霊害毒宰霊諾尋常薄
Fr。。瑞d喜嘉盆…・…・…・…・・…‥‥
Other Assets and Liabilities (Appendix C)
飾73 ,478.9タ
$1,7甥1少1 1.35
$673 ,478妙
宣i,だ8,91 1.35
660,24l.47
6御,241.47
136,幼5.邸
1 36,245.鎚
390,243.1 1
3鍋,243.1 1
202,587・7午　202,与87・74
$3,79音l,708.51 $3,7少1,加8.5 1
GENERAL CASH ACCOUNT
Balance of Cash, January l, 1925……‥ ‘
Main Hospital-
Payments (includes Petty Cash) … … ‥
Add app。r,i。nm。n, 。f ins. 。.。miums.. ‥ $14欝%
。e。u。t 。,。.head 。h。rges, dis,ri。uted. , ‥ $1欝謹
Deficit of Main Hospital‥..
West Department-
露盤s $※脳
$13,648.67
$1 22 , 567.80
鎌5,966.朽
overh。ad ………………・薄縁誓1,269.77
Insurance ...‥‥‥‥・‥・・.‥
Surplus of West Department・
Robinson Memorial-
盤・::∴∴∴∴ $12,雛
欝嘉誤読㌫蒜)的灘
Deficit of Robinson Memorial・
Out Patient Department細
Payments ....‥・・・・・・‥・・・・・・いい‥.’●
露悪::::∴:∴∴・紘盤茄
Deficit of Out Patient Department. …
Nash House-
0verhead ..‥.‥・・・‥・・‥‥
Insurance　‥...・・‥・‥・‥・‥
9, 5 92.飴
紙926. 53
$12,876.与0
Deficit of Nash House‥・・・‥・・・・‥‥‥・
Sunnybank Home-
Overhead　‥.‥‥・‥‥‥‥‥
Insurance ..‥.‥・・・・・‥・・‥・
Income of Fund………………:・・
Co紫薫輩誌議
書　臆ヽ議義電話詣“‾詣お‾料竺) $5籍認
Hotel Newton-Iuterest on
4,0与5.99
$118,51l・81
$2, 1 30.24
6,統6.24
Income Available for General Purposes-
Bond Interest　……‥......い.●●.‥‥●
Dividends　…………・...‥白い●’’●●’
藍警悪S…誼;言:∴∴∴ :∵
藍蕊r雪∴∴;∴∴∴::∵　寵蕊
′　　▲ 1臆1臆臆臆　　n臆へ′、.一_′、◆、
冨深部糖謹話r左三言二言:∵:E謹書霊言n諾善書三㌢鵜絡
Collamore Furld　‥.〇・・・・・・・・‥・・・‥‥・・
Wesselhoeft Fund .‥・‥‥‥‥‥・‥‥‥
話語㌔露1占・::∴:∴∴∴:∴::
A. F. Estabrook Fund………‥‥‥…
Ida F. Estabrook Fund.…‥‥…・‥…
Cranmore N. Wallace Fund… … … ‥ ・
Glover F血d .‥‥‥・‥‥‥・・‥・‥‥・・
謹蒜t嘉島三言∴∴
Less hterest Paid on Loan.‥‥……‥
Evans Memorial-
0verhead　‥.‥‥‥.‥・
Insurance　‥‥.‥.‥・ ・
Bills paid by Treasurer.
Income of Funds-
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$72,286.節
紡2, 394.8与
$1糀
擾畿
2, 544.63
$72,334.妙
48.33
$耗,754.2 1
釣6,65 1.50
??????
????
?
Other Income-
Evans Special Fund
:二　$52総
Special Donation.…‥……・■…・…・
CAP工TAL ACCOUNT
RECEIPT5 r
;∴:: $鵠澱鵠∴灘
∴;雅羅
… ….　　500.00
。豊霊蕊露悪読書.誓言∴　3操る8
..　20,782.34
Evan9　Funds .‥.…………-
Ida F. Estabrook Fund…..‥.
Free Bed Funds..‥‥‥‥‥..
議諾意霊三言
Securities Sold and Matured. ‥
Adams House Betterment… ‥ ,
霊諾露盤譜諾●壷も二
Due to Superintendent
Secul.ities purchased . … ‥ ‥ ・
Loan Paid　‥‥‥.‥‥‥.‥.‥
Permanent Improvements一
誌誓.∴:∴:堅蔀昌
龍ote宣Newton …∴・ 907・60
Comm碧落諾皿S藍計幸二
Adams House Betterment. ‥ ‥
Prepaid Insurance　…… ‥.‥.
Wa11ace Fund (transfer to In一
. $380,048.6与
PAYMENTS
$33雑器
ll,006.15
$3然諾
4,608.30
COme) ……………・・　2,491・46
Exp飢誌a苫霊0誓書‥雪空113.07
Balance of Cash, December 3l, 1925.
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363,鍵7.52
$2, 073.04
APPENDIX A
Evans Memorial Fund No. 1-
≡重態襲灘$輩
106.18
--　$100,000.00
9,鶏鷲
舞275. 00
20,160.00
灘
10l,067.00
103,547.50
Evans Memorial Fund No, 2-
鱗詑富藍鵠鴇謹告萌品$1竺三:
認欝讃欝7
Evans Memorial Fund No. 3す
認諾護謹濃紫‥誓芋; ≡ ∴ $畿諾
巴vans Memorial Fund No. 4一
欝藤懸難読1撃悪書豊霊篭難詰誓:∴::
Evans Memorial Fund No. 5-
20,000 Eastem Michigan Edison 5s,
20,000 Indiana & Michigan Electric
1931‥‥
5s, 1957.
総譜葦謹詳認欝幸
Evans Memorial Fund No. 6-
8,002譜霊豊富書嵩r‡s,暑さ.誓: ∵ :
87
900.00
綴
900.00
692.44
385.06
$鵜諜
繊維
86. 72
10.78
宣va鵬Me紬oすial Special Fund一
認轟轟欝諾議墨字
Evans Memorial Residuary Fund-
為認諾霊雪緒蒜講’晶茹3言窃雷
$認諾
懲悪碧恐書諸島誤記驚.・前言$2竺竺
瀦
60,的0.00
鸞欝籠寵諾謹書
1961 .‥‥.‥‥・‥‥・・・・‥・・‥いい‥●
袈鰐議謹欝娩艶
馨態讃艶
前訪露昔eL‾ & Tel∴C9.車! Jan売232
5蒜詳孟U(茹詣孟ia一七dison Co..塞葉b", 1944 ・認諾託t豊蒜登等葦貰琵
護譲謀殺畿誓言
000
総
綴…蒜競欝崇豊熟誓
000 Missouri, Kansas & Tex警Ry. C9.. 5s,.兜・)
Eleanor A. Clark Fund-
8,000 I11inois_臆Central R.R. Co., Louisville Div・, 3捗,
July, 1953
88
1 ,055,000.00
8,000.00
?????????????????????????????????????
???? ‖?
??????????
軸l)inson Memorial Fund-
1,812 shares United Shoe Mach・ Co. Common… ・…
Sunnybank Home Fund-
Total of Special Purpose Funds… … … … ‥
APPENDIX B
Helen Collamore Fund一
難籍‡欝薮霊
鵜
3・絹鵠
灘
;三灘
襲
7丸37
75.00
48.08
灘馨叢‘　1 share Boston Wharf Co…………・・・‥・・‥‥
Wesselho境t Fund-
讃馨藷1953
Elisha T. Loring Fund-
10,墨盤S露悪忠霊盤t軌磐誓$12絃裳
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75,000.00
78,豹3.伸
$1,728,91 l.35
2 1 6,05少.45
111,325.00
????
Elisha T. Loring Fund-Con海砂ed
259b of subn. to?168. Bostofl & Maine Pfd‥・ ・ … …
Marion F. Grandon Fund-
42.00
12,084.25
14.73
3,000 g語bus Electric & Power CQ. 6s’1947. ……　$2,9!諜
J. H. Henry Fund-
Uhdivided interest in 396 Boylston St., Boston… … ・ ・
Arthur F. Estabrook Fund-
認諾薫藷欝讃輩笠喜$欝
碕E吾i’‾Kans言s & Texas Ry. 5s, 1962……・総8
Ida F. Estabrook Fund・・」
絹諾豊薫認諾畿富∴認諾
Cranmore N. Walla.ce Fund重,
急難鵠終盤評語窪ま計誓二言∴膏箱諜
Less overinvestment ‥; …… ‥
Joseph B. GIover Fund-2磯鶏馨警2
Less overinvestment　‥‥.‥‥‥
Total of Funds Speci丘cally Invested‥ … ‥ …
APPENDIX C
認撥襲欝的
10,Oco West End Street Ry. 4s, August, 1932‥
ノ　90
紡2擢8
25,000 Northem Pacific Ry. Prior Lien 4s, 1997. …. $?興や.ap
.‥　10,000.00
‥.　1,800.00
. ‥　　　200,00
∴　20・絃謡
∴ 1賜:欝
1 00, 000. 00
1 05, 70000
$660, 241. 47
B onds-Co海茄妬e d
l擬梁島常昔年藷藍謙S,鎧。1紫・高
March, 1945
1995　‥..
7,000 Belt R.R.
‘& Stock Yards 4s, 1939
10,000 Chicago Rai賞ways Co. Adjustment 4s
850.00
1 5,000.00
25,000.00
9,800.00
14,700.00
隷・嵩
930. (畑
910.00
600.00
875.00
窮籍
能認統語嵩謹告諾詮隷惹急品・謙治認㍊
1総革認諾冨藍鳥亀瑞前章・i巌:
織龍宮露盤i親藍・轟高話:
緩濃艶溺護轡華
Stocks-
諾豊1 8謹寵誌書:
600. 00
9 50.00
l ,970.00
980. 00
9, 750.00
認諾
$36,300,00
1 9,900.00
Boston & Maine R.R. 1st Pfd. A,………….　20,002.25
隷諜器三業茎葉‥三言灘
American Te置ephone &, Telegraph Co… ‥.
Pere Marquette Common‥.…….. ‥.‥ ‥
Boston Co-Operative Building Co…... ‥ ‥
譲認諾謹詳言三言:
Pullman Co.
鑑s‡碧盛暑藍;:∵:::::
Boston Wharf Co………………..
富来謹清盛‡諸宗: ・誼: : ∴ :
諾認諾e露盤㌫壷ふ: ;:::
難詰柴)も霊e㌫∴;::∴ : ∴
0重d Co宣ony王
Ohio Oi賞　Co
Pacific Coast 2nd Pfd..……‥.
Paci丘c Coast Common… …….
Paducah Traction & Light Pfd‥
Paducah Traction & Light Common.
South Penn Oil
Anglo AmericanCb..‥‥.‥.‥.‥.‥‥‥
9重
3,880.42
3 75.00
4, 600.00
250.00
6,443.76
1,383.00
123:50
3, 120.00
4,804. 00
400.00
200.00
1 02.00
388. 17
228. 00
8与.00
100.00
3栂.00
128.00
44.00
345.00
209.00
???????????????????????????????
Stock§-Co海i鋤ed
譜藷輩繁誓言∴∴∴
劣紫ds誤電豊g誓言:;∴∴∴:∴:
2諸藩欝豊霊言
Real Estate一
on East Newton Street・
396　Boylston Street
Vacant Land
Mortgages-
Mrs. S. C. Hunter
Jeremich Shihe
Prepa,id Insur争n讐
玩弄rintendent’s Petty Cash… …… ・ ・・… ‥・ … … ・
B観ance of Cash
Total of Appendix C………………・、…・言・
Liabilities Supported by Above Assets-
Miscellaneous Funds
盤a藍詳監1親S篤霊
Special D9nations
Due to Funds-uninvested.
Due to Superintendent
Ledger Totals as reported紫碧緋発生: ; ∴
Increase in Ledger Totals‥・…・…・……・…
$729,076.70
729,006.70
瀦擬詳
銘仙682.57
ANALYSIS AND PROOF
I脇cγeα$e DecγeαSe
Special Purpose Funds一
議欝馨蒜d $1離郷
Funds Specifically Invested喜
怒藍繍a嵩怨霊㌫:二二∴∴:∴:: 105・700’00　2抑飾
叫タ2
??
Other Fdnds-
Free Bed F「
Clark Fund Income
Evans HonorariumS軽輩○詩誌
transferred.
盤筈悪霊監証言:::
護謹護憲轟露盤碧;
Loan paid
認諾
420.001灘
鶴
、与,000.00
$3諾濁:苑　納37・少4
絃70,682. 57
93
紺〉
聞
ヽ
持)
:守　叛
、
¥
I　　　ノト　l
Donations and Contributions
FOR CHRISTMAS
Mrs. Thomas Bailey Aldrich alristmas cards
F. E. Barrett…. ∴ …Christmas trees for Haynes Memorial and Main Hospital
Mrs. J. Arthur Burbank
Paul Burbank
詣認諾語
W. W. Comisky
Dudley Cotton
鍋畳ま三悪。
Mrs. James M. Hunnewe11
Edgar Lane
Ladies) Aid Association
Miss Armie Runkle
Mrs. Edith Schoonmaker
J. Silberstein
R H. Steams Co,
Miss H. L. Burrell
Mr§. Fenton Gilbert
The Torchbearers
United Fruit Co
Miss Armie L. Smith
Miss D. L. Prunell
Com耽unity Christmas tree
Gifts to ex-SerVice men
Forty-tWO books
Valentines
BOOKS, MAGAZINES, ETC.
Members of the Aid A§SOCiation
Mrs. C. C. Converse
Col. F. W. Griffith
C. A. Hight
FLOWERS
Miss Josephine R. Morrill
Mrs. Grace C. Moore
George W. Morrill
Fruit’and FIower Benevolent Mission Hon, Malco置m E. NichoIs
Henry M. Robinson & Co.　　　　　Mrs. Lucy F. Rothwell
Dr. Alice Woodman
Mrs. Charles Goldwaite
Chase & Sanborn Co
Freeman R. Wyman
MISCELLANEOUS GIFTS
Henrici Laundry Machinery Co
H. G.W.Young‥‥‥......‥
Mrs. Israd Altshuler
藍色豊雷G. Thomdike.
$25.00
3:00
Tickets to N. E. Hotel Men,s Convention
$31.50L〇十Ⅳhist party proceeds
Discount on shock absorbers
.$53タ50 for free special nursing
William E. Nickerson一
護憲叢誓書窯業票禁書
Crockett-
building a §Oundproof room in connection with Research habora-
B。菅碧晋&霊㌫m。ti。 d。Vi。。S d。,。l。,。d in ,h。i. 。Wn r。§。。.ch d。。a.,_
調ent.
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T記velli Fund
Isaac W. Chick一一An amual donation for the purchase of
Henry A. Wyman-Fbr AdvertlSmg
$認諾
200.00
$認諾
515.00
語義.親i‡竜三認識霊諾意‡壷誼轟・壷㌫詰: : 600・00
Contributors to血e Free Day Fund
b霊宝#霊Of publication contributions to the free day fund for 1926 have
Mrs. Charles H. Adams‥ , ‥.
Clara A. Adams…‥.‥‥‥.
Ellen F. Adams.‥‥‥‥‥..
Karl Adams.‥.‥‥..‥.‥.
Sarah E. Adams………,..
Mrs. T. Adanowski...‥‥‥
Grace Ailock .....‥..‥‥‥
John Aimes ..‥‥‥.‥‥‥.
Em調a K. Aldrich‥‥‥.‥‥
Mary E. Aldrich…‥,...…
Talbot Aldrich ..‥.‥...‥.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris AIper‥
義認豊∴∵
Car(〕line Andrews .‥.‥‥..
Edwin L. Amold………...
Harold G. Amold.‥‥‥‥‥
Anna C. Asklund‥‥‥‥‥‥
Edward H. Atherton‥....‥
Robert H. Atkinson‥... ‥‥
W. A. Ault.‥‥.‥..‥.‥‥
Eva C. Bailey‥.‥‥‥.‥.‥
Osman C. Bailey‥‥‥.‥.‥
Ariston L. Baker…‥.‥‥‥
Edward F. Baker...‥‥‥‥.
SoIomon Baker .‥.‥‥.‥‥
Agnes Baldwin ...‥‥……
EIsie M. Bancroft.‥‥‥‥‥
Abraham Banks　……'.‥.‥
Forrest Bang§　‥.‥..‥‥.‥
G. F. Barry‥‥.‥....‥‥‥
C. A. Barstow.‥‥‥‥...‥
Mr. and Mrs. R P. Batcheldor
M. S. Barton....‥...‥.‥.
Lester E. Bates‥‥.‥..‥‥
Walter C. Bates.‥.‥..‥‥
Edward Beaveneau　‥.‥....
A. S. Begg.‥..‥..‥‥‥.‥
C. K. Benson..‥.‥.‥..‥‥
謙‡㌔.重諜寵∴:∵∵:
Florence M. Berry‥.‥..‥.
Jennie S. Berry...‥‥‥‥..
Mary Blackbume .‥‥…‥
Mary C. Blanchard.‥ … ‥ ‥
学籍　嘉聾豊轟∴:
灘　手?監霊e鼠蒜:∴
75.00　Robert V. Brigham,..
3.00　Albert G. Brock..‥.
5.00　B. G. Brooker‥.‥‥
3.00　Daniel L. Brown..‥
3.00　Leroy S. Brown...‥
‡糀　詳密iも 藍r禁で:
6.(X)　Mrs. Gould Capon.‥
3.00　Laura E. Carter‥.‥l糀　亜詣畠篭藍:::
総　説黒離島詰:
3.00　E.エ. Cheldress.…‥
2.00　Isaac W. alick….l.
6.00　Ida C. Clapp...‥…
5.00　Leonard Clapp.‥.‥
3・00　B. Preston Clark‥:・
50 00　01iver Clark　‥.‥‥
24.00　E範e C. Coth‥‥...
100 00　Marion Cbchrane .‥
6 00　R  S. Codman‥‥‥.
5.00　Susan Coffin　‥.‥‥.
3 00　C. H. Colgate.‥‥‥
25.00　J. Leroy G)ne十…・
2.00　Mrs. C. C. Converse.
10.00　Coste11o C9nVerSe ...
12 00　Roger W. Converse‥
6.00　A. W. Cookes,..‥‥
60.00 ‘ William Coulson.‥.
1畿霊諾謡叢詰
1.00　Stella H. Crane.‥..
21.00　Clarence Crane　‥.‥
6.00　Lena S. Crawford‥.
認　結託C茸a嵩高;:
3.00　Mabel H. Cummings
3,00　Grace F. Cush王ng‥.
3 00　Mrs. Dabron　‥‥.‥
3.00　Harry Davis　‥…‥
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Abbie F. Day..,.,‥.‥..
Frank A. Day...‥‥‥..
FIorence M. Den11er‥....
M. Louise Dewey‥‥..‥
I. S. Dillingham, Jr... ‥..
Carl F. Dimilick..‥‥...
Esther B. Dobbin.‥∴....
F. A. DQdge‥,..‥‥....
Katherine Donahue　‥....
Charles F. Douse.‥‥‥.
Bessie L. Draper.‥‥.‥.
Mrs. John W. Drury..‥‥
Juliama Dum..‥‥‥...
Alton L. Edest..‥.......
Mrs. C. L. Edgar‥教.‥‥.
Harriett K. Ellis…‥..‥
Katherine Ellis　‥,.‥.‥..
S. W. Ellsworth.‥‥‥‥
Mrs. L. G. Fairbanks. ‥..
Mrs. M. Fasano‥‥‥‥.
C. L. Fessendon.....‥..
R. G. Fessendon.....‥‥.
Louise A. Fisher...‥.‥.
John Fitzhewy‘...‥…..
Edna Follensby　‥‥‥‥.
観壷se M. Forbes.‥‥‥.
Louise K. Fraser..‥‥.‥
George Francis .‥、‥...
Edmund Frederick. ‥ ‥
Friend ..‥‥..‥.‥‥.
Friend　…....‥‥‥‥.
Ethel A. Gage‥.1...‥.
Elizabeth C. M. Gifford.
Grace Gilbert ,‥‥..‥
George Glidden ..‥.‥
Waldo F. Glidden‥..‥
Frank Goldman .‥,.‥
Rose Goldman　‥‥‥.‥
Vina B. Graves‥..‥‥
Henry S. Grew……,..
Arna R. Hadley‥ ‥‥ ‥
賢. G. Hall………....
Harris Forbe§ & Co.∴..
Ruth Hamilton　‥‥.‥.
Leo S. Harbinger… ‥ ‥
Mrs. C. H. Haskill.‥‥
Esther M. Hawthom. ‥
鵠監護謹∴∴:
Joe11e C. Hieberb.‥‥‥
Clara A. Hill‥‥.‥...
Miss M. L. Hilt.‥.‥‥
Hobart Mfg. Co...…..
R. C. H○○d‥.‥..‥.‥
Sanford B. Hooker‥.‥
Isabelle C. Hooper. ‥ ‥
Charles E. Houghton. ‥
F. M. Howe.‥..‥‥‥
Samuel F. Hubbard. ‥.
Nellie R, Hunt....‥..
Mrs. John R. Hurd‥‥‥‥.
Alice Jansson....…….....
Rita C. Jones....‥..‥.....
H. L. Kaufma調n.....‥...‥
Gladys L ,Kelly...‥.‥‥.‥
Charles W. Ke如..........‥
Mary W. Kent...‥‥.‥..‥
John R. King‥.‥..‥..‥‥
Louise E. Kimball...‥‥..‥
Ethel Kingman‥...‥...….
Mrs. Anna C. Krausr...‥‥
F. W. Kulkmam...‥‥‥‥.
Carl W. Larson……..”.‥
Mrs  H. H. Lawrence.
Lillie Lefevre ..‥.‥
Mrs. Lester Leland.. ,
William Levene .‥..
A11a A. Libbey,....‥
David Liberty ....‥.
Miss E. N. Little..‥.
Fred H. Loveland‥..
Sara A. Luell,.‥....
E. F. Mahady‥‥....
Jennie Malinski ..了..
Mrs. B. P. Mann‥.‥
Biagio Manifedo..‥.
Samuel Marnoy .‥..
MabeI Martin ....‥.
Edith E. Mathews........
W. L. Mathews…..‥‥.
S調san May0...‥..‥‥‥
James W. McCarthy‥ ‥‥
Margaret C. McCullock...
Kenneth D. McCutcheon..
Snow Meader .‥...‥‥.
Adelaide L. Merrill.‥...
Virginia. Merri11.‥ … …
Mrs. Josephine Messinger.
Joan A. Miller‥.......‥
L. E. Miller‥‥..‥...‥.
Grace E. Moore....‥‥‥
Mary F. Morril」…..‥
Charles F. Morse‥..‥..
Motor Car Service Co‥. ‥
Ellen Murdock .‥...‥..
Edmund Myers ….‥‥‥
Gertrude H. A. Mann‥..
D. D. Nalehajian.……..
Edwina J. Newcomb…...
J. H. Neal....‥‥‥‥…
Harry Newman　…..‥‥
Cora Norris .‥.....‥‥.
James F. Norris……….
R. H. Norton…...‥‥‥
Emily O)Br主en ‥‥‥‥‥.
Augusta O’Comor ..‥‥.
John O’Connor ..‥‥‥‥
Mrs. Homor D. Ostrom. ‥
Sarah Conant Ostrom‥...
Minnie Oppenheim.‥....
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M. Ada Page……......‥・
Dorothy Parkhurst .‥・‥・・・
Alice Pierce .......‥●●・・・‥
盤詑霊詰::∴:::∴
HomQr Perkins) .・・・・…・…
藍圭特認誓∴:∴:∴
Geneva Poole　………‥.‥
Charles A. Powell.………・
Frederick H. Pratt.‥・・・・・‥
Hden M. Pratt..‥‥‥・・・‥
芋認諾等三㌢
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Seaton Rand
H. Randell ...........‥‥‥
H. C.Read.‥...‥.‥..・‥‥
Fred L. Reed…….`‥.‥・・
韓轟∴ :
欝蕊:三:∵三
David Rosen .‥‥‥..‥‥・・
Martha Rowe .‥‥‥‥
Mrs. A. C. Russell.‥‥.
Martha Sanborn　‥.1....
Mary Schwarz ‥・・‥・‥
監議r諮e号。お品:: :
議欝轟
主監。J主荒宝器†誓:
臨曹B三珠蕊: ∴ :
Aurdia V. Smith.......
Carrie E. Smith‥......
Isabel C. Smith…‥.‥
Norman B. Smith…‥,
Mr. and Mrs. W. Smith.
Mrs. Snow　………‥,
護豊議嵩∵
Edwin C. Stevens…‥ ,
Elizabeth C. Statt…‥ ,
A. M. Stephenson…‥ '
T. M. Strong………'
Chris Su11ivan　……‥..‥.
盤荒告霊b豊前:∴∴:
Malcolm Taylor, Jr..‥‥.‥.
Webster Thomas ..‥‥.‥..
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Tosdal...
Grace Moore Townsend.... ‥.
Emma Treadway　‥..‥‥‥.
Bowen Tufts　……….了‥..
UphoIstery Women’s Local...
Ca.rrie Viles.‥.....‥‥..‥
A正red E. Vose...........で..
Alice S. Whales.‥..‥....‥
Waldo W. Walker.‥...‥‥
Helen H. Wallace.‥‥‥....
監薄雪諒壷:∵∴∴
M. S. Warren亡..‥.‥.......
Edith Walson　….“.‥‥‥.
Walton Lunch Co...‥‥.‥ ‥
藍‡隷書:::∴::∴:
Sara Wells ....‥.‥..‥...
Alice E. Welsh‥...‥‥.‥..
Dr. and Mrs. Conrad Wesselhoeft
轄計器盤∴:∴:∴
FIorence A. Westcott‥ ‥....
W. A. Wetherbee‥.‥‥‥‥
Nellie A. Wheeler‥ ‥‥.‥‥
Elizabeth Wheelwright .....
Miss Edith Whitaker.. ‥‥.
Edmund Whitman .‥...‥‥
籠悪評羅言蒜::∴::
Grace Whittemore
Helen I. Whittemore,...‥. ‥
William F. W閏ttemore‥. ‥.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. R. Whitten
Theodora Wi11ard　∴...‥‥.
Constance Willey .‥..‥..‥
Mrs. E. F. Williams.....‥‥
Mrs, E. F. Williams..‥.‥‥
Oliver Williams .‥‥..‥‥.
Sara R. Wil章ian鳩‥..‥.‥..
S. R. Williams.‥.‥.‥..‥.
Mr  and Mrs. Wm. M. Wood
諾諸藩空士; ; :
Sarah N. Woodworth‥ ‥. ‥
宝器1能書笥豊:∴:
Mary A. Wright.・‥…‥・・・
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Superintendent’s Financial Summafy
RECEIPTS-NOT INCLUDIN′G TREASURER,S RECEIPTS
Private Rooms
Ward Pay
Ward Part Pay
Amphitheatre
A mbulance
Ⅹ一ray and Radium
1925　　　　　1924$:緯灘
Medical and Surgical Supplies… … … … … ‥.. ….　6,115.38　　　3,357.36
Out Patients Receipts
Main Hospital
猪謹　擬畿
$453 , 5 3 l.63　　$460, 144.04
RECEIPTS BY DEPARTMENTS
NOT INCLUDING TREASURER,S RECE工PTS
Evans Memorial
Robin§On Memoria,l
認諾豊露語
Nash House
Out Patient Department.
$護憲$欝篤
瀦‖欝
EXPENSE BY DEPARTMENTS, NOT INCLUDING CORPORATION
EXPENSE
Main Hospital
Evans Memorial
R(`binson Memorial
Haynes Memorial
Sunnybank Home
Nash House
Out Patient
1“925　　　　　1924
雪鵜総轄祭器
灘畿
Com〆rのめe Stαteme初OJ Ae,erage Da硬y Per Ca帝のlC‘o疎のd Recク擁∫, Noき
)重りCl娩脇g CoゆOra擁脇B帥e郷e Oγ Treα∫卿eれRece定かs 、
掌鵠藷霊霊十・ :∴::†欝譲葉∵
‡Out Patients ...‥‥.‥.
1925　　　　　　　1 92牛
Cost R諾ts籍　R:紫S
5.24
12.07　　　　3.81 10.少1　　　3.鰐
3.67　　　　3.46 ∴∴ 3.41　　　台.与2
2.紗　　　　2.75　2.25　　　　2.58
3.21　　　1.02　　2.81　　　　宣.29
3.96　　　　.83　　3.2 1　　　.少1
.62　　　　.43　　.的　　　　.40
4' Include8 CO8t Of and receipt§ from Research Laboratories.
† Exc重ude9 idfants day8.
掌∴Cost and rc⊂eipt3 pe章Vi3i章.
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EXPENSE-NOT INCLUDING CORPORATION EXPENSES
Administration-
譜諸悪a諾寵嵩誓: :二
1 925　　　1924
諾e邑薬害rS and Clerks………………‥∴ $2擬藁　$2簸:蓑1凝1鵜
Professional Care of Patients-
Salaries and Wages
謙nool for Nur§ふ(Supplies)
鰭認諾護葦
Socilal Service
PathoIogical Laboratories
Department Expense-
Stewaras, Wages and Supplies.
Bread and FIour
Milk and Cream
Groceries
Butter and Eggs
譜請託常盤∴∴∴∴:∴
General, House and Property Expense-
謁r豊離蒜
Maintenance, Real Estate and
Maintenance, Machinery and TooIs...」..
護臨書諾龍薯恕訪え主ここ
Ice amd Water
58,396.49
2鶴
撥
襲
琵怒駕
5瀦:発
認諾
欝
灘
盤箋
懸
緩
21 296.38
1綴　書灘
釣50,127.58　$613,6謡.鎚
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Movement of Patient Population
MAIN HOSPITAL
Patients in Hospital first of year-
In medical wards
In surgica.1 wards
Patients admitted during year-
To medica.l wards
To surgical wards
Patients treated during year-
In medical wards
In surgical wards
Patients discharged during year-
From medical wards
From surgical wards
Patients in hospital end of year-
In medical wards
In §urgical wards
Days’care fumished-
In medical wards
In surgical wards
Daily average-
In medical wards
In surgical wards
Average days’stay-
In medical wards
h surgical wards
Deaths_
Medica置
Surgical
Percentage of deaths based on number treated-
閏圏
101
192与　　　1924
40　　　　　2与
宣46　　　　122
186　　　147
878　　　　844
4, 5 30　　　4,439
5,408　　　5, 283
918　　　　869
4,676 ∴∴∴ 4,561
5,与94　　5 ,430
877　　　　829
4,527　　　4,415
与,404　　与,244
41　　　　40
1 49　　　146
1タ0　　　186
載る　言継筈
66,25 1　　6勾700
38.飲;∴∴∴ 33.1 1
143.15　　143.66
181.51　　176.71
1与.25　　　13.93
11.17　　　1l.53
98　　　　　82
138　　　　工34
236　　　　216
1 0.67　　　　9.44
2.91　　　2.94
ROBERT DAWSON EVANS MEMORIAL (Clinical Research)
1 925　　　1 924
Patients in Memorial丘rst of year-
M edical
S鴫rgical
Patients admitted during year-
Medica重
S urgical
Patients treated during year-
Medical
S urgi∽1
Patieuts discharged during ycar-
Medical
S urgical
PatiefltS in Mem6rial end of year-
M edical
S調rgical
Days, care fumished-
Me dical
S urgical
Total
Daily average-
M edical
Surgical
Average days’stay-
M edical
S urgical
D eaths-
M edica.1
Surgical
Percentage of deaths based on number treated一
Medica置
S調rgical
19　　　　13
4　　　　　6
23　　　　19
399　　　315
142　　　188
541　　　503
418　　　　328
146　　　194
与64　　　　522
15　　　　19
2　　　　　4
17　　　　23
鋤　務
7,505 ∴∴ 7,3与1
16.74　　14.36
3.81　　　5.72
20. 55　　　20.08
14.62　　16.04
9.5与　　10.72
14　　　　11
6　　　　　4
20　　　　15
3.35∴∴∴∴ 3.35
4.1 1　　　2.06
JENNIE M. ROB工NSON MEMORIAL (Ma,ternity)
1925
Patients in Memorial fi義t of year-
Patients admitted during year-
Patients treated during year-
Patients discharged during year-
Patieuts in Memorial end of year-
Days’care fumished喜
Total
Daily average-
Average days’stay一
Mothers
Infants
Deaths-
Mothers
工h fants
Percentage of deatl!S based on number treated-
103
掲　揚
3, 680　　　3,007
瑠　擬
3,556　　　3,404
術∴∴∴∴ 57
59　　　　　46
124　　　103
2手薄　猪圭
56,59音5 ∴∴ 54,682
68.29　　　65.弱
59.38　　　与6.52
127.67　　122.07
12.73　　　重2.73
12.58　　12.69
7　　　　12
73　　　　67
80　　　　79
0.3 6　　　　0.63
4.24　　　　4.15
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
JOHN C・ HAYNES MEMORIAL (Contagfous Depart諾) 1,24
謀議警露悪a謹諾芸i :
Average days’stay
Percentage of deathson number treated.
CONVALESCENT HOMES
In Homes first of year一
‡淫y藍霊
Admitted to Homes during year-
S unnybank
Nash House
Cared for in Homes during year-
Sumybank
Nash House
Discharged from Homes during year-
Surmybank
Nash House
Remaining in Homes end of year-
Sunnybank
Nash House
Days’care furnished-
詑評議s。
Daily average-
譲㌢謹s。
Average days’stay-
S unnybank
Nash　二日ouse
宣04
104　　　147
鵠　欝
32 , 588　　38,053
紗.28　　1 03.98
28. 12　　　27.47
紗　　　　66
7.67　　　4.83
1 92 5　　　1924
7　　　　　8
10　　　　　4
17　　　　12
108　　　150
27　　　　68
135　　　　218
115　　　158
37　　　　72
152　　　　230
112　　　151
37　　　　62
149　　　　213
3∴∴∴∴ 7
10
3　　　　17
2紡∴擬
2,678　　音4,199
与.48　　　6. 73
1.86　　　4.75
7.34　　1 1.48
17.4　　1 5.68
18.3∴∴ 、 24.13
Deaths一
語㌣藍s。
Percentage of deaths based on number trea’ted-
Sumybank
Nash House
SUMMARY OF MOVEMENT OF PATIENT POPULATION (In-Patient§)
(ALL DEPARTMENTS)
Patients in hospital first of year.
Patients a.dmitted during year
…蕊龍警報霊薯富:
Days’care fumished
Death§　during year
室蘭護ed
Daily a.verage percentage free patients .. … ・
Highest daily censu§
Lowest daily census
SUMMARY OF OUT PATIENTS SERVICE
誤認提議叢話誓言∴∵怒
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1924
(均143
濁
??????????? ??
‖‖?
Main Hospital and Evan§ Memorial
l CLASSIFICATION OF DISEASES-MEDICAL
January l to December 31, 1925
DIS巴ÅS盤S ?O ?DIT工 ?N　O ?　D重S ?HAR ?E ?
ゼ ?Z ????でo q) ??.重 き ?d ??著 
雷 ?董 ?A邑 ?d ????
露 ??T ○○ ?V ?V ?V ?⊃ 
重08 ?ECTIONI ?d ? ?¥ ?d 1 3 = 4 1臆 ? ?d 12 1 9 重 ? 1、 
SPECIFICINFECTIOUSDISEASES. 
GENERALDISEÅSES. 
Abscess(Nottoincludetuberculous): 音　Ab§CeS8,alv∞laf　…….∴………..‥‥‥.‥‥‥. 
94 重07 ま与3¥ 重09、 100 重与21’ I53 ?｣●　　●　　・.●　●●● ? 1 20 ?d 3 2 1 ????重 タ1 36 2 1 
AbSCeSS,PerlionSlllar.…‥……・…・…………・ 
霊癌盤f#(diabeticpatient)……………・・ Coryza,.aCute…・…・・・・……………・・・……‥・ 
97 音重O 21音 宣52/ ?3 1 、25 2 重 29音 重 ??1 重 ? 1 1 1 l 1 2 ??音3 2 I 2 
● 
○○nococc　in書et●on’・ 
40 40。 音40 40音 25、 暮1.2 =.1 音36.1 重0重音 ∴上る 1音.2 音22 音73 重OL宣 重Ol.1音 5重 8 41音 4(宣 38 3ふ4 36音 ?S　　　　CI　S. ?重 1 1 1 4 2 1 4 音重 1 ???u 1 1 l 1 26 2 1 1 置 l 5 1 4重 音l 4 3 2 l l音 3 
●　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　・●　　●　　● 
lGonococ誓Sinfection言nqual塵d　………・………・ 
・　　　●　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　.　　　　　　・● 
Influenza　with　pu】monary　complications...‥‥‥‥‥‥. 
Meningitis(pneumococcu8　and　§trePtOCOCCu§)………・・ 
"　　　　●　●　●　・・　　● 
Poliomye増s,aCutet　anterior・……・・………・…… 
〇・　●　　　　　●● 
Pneum。nia,1obar,mreSO】ved　……∴‥・・…‥…・… 
・●　・　　●　　　　●　● 
一　●　●　　●　　　・　　　　　・　　　● 
S悪霊8。fI読r,8,。鵬。 
…漑藍悠器。盤,誌u暴言…・…・…・…・ ?重 ? 2 1 ??d I ? 13 
●　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　・ ?重 1音 重 1 ??? 音重 5 4 1 
●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・ 
●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　←　　　　　　-● 
音　Syp踊s.(タ)………………・・・…・・・・・…・…・・ 
Tubercuまosis　of　kidney　‥‥..‥..‥......‥‥‥.‥‥ ?7 ?d ? ?? 
.4 ∴牛∴ ?。蒜器…需fI器e∴三で…誓ご∴∴:∵:∵∵二:∴ ??d 5 ?? ? 18 
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空 ??ISEASES ?O ?DITI ?N音O ?　D工S ?HAR ?E ?
で > ?ﾅ ? モ∴ ?d ?ﾜ 烏音 ??
謹 ?????∴○○ ?宦?乞 ?g 之 ??之 ?W ?き き 
32 37音 3j∴ 卑 34 ??重音 量 ?d 1 30 1音 ? 1 1 l ?ﾍ音 l l ? ?d ? 宣 1 音重 さ 
●・ ?　　　　　　　● 
●　　　　　●　　　.一　　　　… 
b　l“ 
Tube章cul08is　of　spine　……‥」…...‥‥‥‥.‥‥.. 
36 重,1 154 154 ??ｹ　　8 ?? l l 重 重 1音 ?? 1 3 2 1, ? 音与 1 
SECTION　工I 
DISEASES　DUETO　ANIMAL　PÅRASITES. ????1 
SECTIONIII 
“69 69 57 与7 57 ?ISEASES　OF　METABOLISM ????音音重 ∴1 し33 ん 
▲　　●●　　　　　　●　.　●・ 
Diabetes ?ns串dus 
Dlabctcs ?僧ellltusWlthgangreneo白oe8・・…・・…・…‥ 
69 53 ???1∴ 5音 書 ?重 1 1 1 重 ??¥ 2 1 
SEC冒工ON　工V 
1I3 113 160 160 ? Dia「「ho 音Dia「「ho Feedi寄g Icもerus, ?ASESPECULIARTOINFANCY ? 1 ???9 2 重 ま 
regulationof(artificial)……….….....‥ Ongenital 
113 置60 ????Ninte8tinal‥・…・・……・…・……・…‥ ? 4 ? 8 ??4 ? 17 
重6I 56 ?重℃mat ?? I l 音I 2 ?ﾀ 2 ??1音 1 ? 3 
SECTION　V 
重79 ?DISEÅSES　DUE　TO　PHYSICÅL　AGENTS ??d 重 音重 重 ??? Burns,.from　caustic　agents,….....‥‥‥‥..‥‥.‥ 
179 66 67 177 177 67( 】77 43a ?calds,lst　and　2nd　degree..‥‥..‥..‥‥.‥‥‥‥. ????2 重 1 十 ll I 2 ! 
SECTION　VI 
POISONINGS.INTOXICATIONS. 
D　　I ?怐@音　　　　　　● 
● 
・　●　　●●　　●　　　　I　　　　　● 
●　●　　●　　　　i 
SECTION　VH 
TUMORS,BENIGNANDMALIGNANT 
Tα卯Oγら　M脇g桝砺 
Of　Breast: 
Carcinoma　ofbreast・reCurrent..………・……・… 
43a ?fBuc⊂ Carcin ??謎,m。id,。f.heek ?∴書 l ???A音　2 
43a 43a 46之l ?arcinoma,ePidermoid,Oflip.‥‥‥‥.‥..‥...‥‥ ???4 1 ?4 
Ca,rCln OfCent ?ma　Of　tongue.‥.‥..‥...‥‥.‥.‥‥‥.‥ ????2 
Tum。.§。fb.ain,#。ai読。d(匹S。mabl,malign。n,)‥ ????4 
Tum○○ OfFema ?!)of音brain・…・…・…‥・・…・…・…… leGenitaIOrans. ?2 ??? 
carcin ??Bfut。「器∴.…‥.……….…..…. ?2 ?l ?l ? 
4与a ?書Intes Carcin ??E。葦票嵩Pcr重亡Oneum章etC言 ??2 ?? 
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DISEASES ?音　　COND工 
l で ??○○■ ?て) 魯 i○○ 乏 ?Q え ?ﾝ 忌 Q 老 ?l 査 ?ｬ 
喜 ??
÷∴雪子 ?ﾜ 
草之 ?
4きa ?arc…nomaofintestine　‥.…・・…・:…・・………‥・ ? l ? ? 1 】 ?1 5 重 重 1 1 ??q∴ 1 2 重 2 1音 ? i 与 』l 5 音45a ?aしrCinoma　ofintestine　witb　perforatIOn　‥・・・・・・‥・・‥ 
4与省 ?arcinoma　of　rectum　‥.‥.‥・‥・‥・‥・・・‥‥‥・‥・ 
44a音音 44a ?器霊書誌s・・…・………・……・ 
4雄 ?A評議霊霊y董㌫震言前言需品““’…‥……… ?音l 重 2 重 1 ???音 
49a 49a ?a議書。。faudi,。.,.。n。l……………….… Carcinomaofface…………………‥・‥‥・・... ???d 7 ?1 7 
49a ?ACa「cinoma,ePidermoid,Of　nose　……………・・・・‥ ??? 】 1 ?2 子 ! 
49a ?arc亘omaoIshoulder(softpart§)‥……・…・・・… 　　　= 
49寄 49f ?ymphoblastoma(Hodgkin’s　disease)・…………・‥ ????音 
49f ?arc○ma亡a　of　face………………‥・・‥・‥・‥‥‥・ ?? 重 重 ??重 4 1 
Tumorofp専tarygland,unqualifrod……・…・・・…‥ 　　　　　　　1’魚d 
賞与4 ?umorofmedlaStmum,unquale.‥・・…………・・‥ 　　　TαmOr∫,Be毒g第 :Papilloma音of鎚nk…..‥.・・・・・‥・・・・・・・‥‥・‥・・・・・ ??! 重 ?d ?1 
1事4∴ ?apillomadfneck　…・…・…‥………・…・・……・ ???ｹ宣 1 ?重 
SECTIONVIH 
重59 1与9 ?ONGENITAL　MALFORMATIONS ???? I 
Congenitalmalformationoflung........‥‥.・‥‥・・・・ 
重与9 ∴1∴三〇　∴ ?nlargedthymusgland…………………・…‥・・・ Sacrolizedtransverseprocessof5thlumbaI.Vertebra....‥ ????d ¥1 2 
重59 重59 ?齠ﾇ蒜gl器iぷ“二∴∴∴二二二∴:∴∵∵二二二:∵∵:: 　　　SECT工ONIX ??1 ?? 1 
1883 ?NJURIES ??1 1 3 、F章acture　of　8kulI……...‥.......‥.‥‥.‥‥‥... 
重85 ?racture　of　3rdlumbar　vertebra　‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥ ????d 
202 ?rauma,multiple　…‥,…………………・・‥・・・ ???? 重音 1 
SECTION　X 
154 1与4 ?PECIAL　SKIN　DISEASES ;Dermatitis,a証nica.……………・∴・・………"・ 　　　　　　　揃d 
重き4 154 154音 ?rythema,multiforme……………………‥・・‥/- 　　　　’d ? I ?_ 置 ?? ?3 3 音! 
1与4 -l、与4 ∴1∴54 ?soriasis　……………‥.……………・女・‥‥‥・ ? 1 ? 21 ?? ?重 2 1∴ 
SECTIONXI 
音91.3 91.2 ?DISEASESOFTH巴CIRCULATORYSYSTEM ???? 26 
4ブteγ諒∫ 
蕊蕊とl。慧器悪霊:・………・…‥‥…・……: 
9重.3 ?hr。mb。ang。ias,Obliterans.……………….….… ?l ??? 
89. 90 ?eaγt ?1 i 重 ??1 ? 1, 1 ’Dilatationofheart,aCute　……‥言..・・‥・‥・‥‥‥‥ 
88 8、8 ?ndo宣rd専s,Chr。nic.:…・二…・:・…・.‥…当……1. ?5 ??3 ?^音 3 
88 88 88 ?一冨霊言語嵩言語忠霊t謹言1荒u盤器a。詰∴∴ :Endocarditis,aOrticandtricu§Pid‥‥‥‥・・‥・‥‥‥・ ?2 重 ??3 重 重 重 ? 1 2 1 
88 88 ?痩ﾋ悪霊S藍謹・嘉e嵩高こ高詳言㌫壷毒 
88　音 ?認諾言器,器請託.……….…….…….… ?3 ??2 ? 3 
重59 ?eartdi§ea8eCOngenital’unquali錠d　……………・… 
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農 ?ISEASES ? ?ND工 ?工ON ?N　D ?ScHA ?GE ?ゼ ????ﾍで, 容 の ?ﾅ く= 冨 ??Q ?ｯ 
謹 ?g 曇 ???G. 占 乞 ?¥ を ?x ま 
90 90 ?部ﾕ藤葦許諾h悪霊;∴:∵∴ ?音 ? “2“ ?音 ??宣 /l 2 ???A7 2 
90 ?Hypertro専y読型atation....…‥…..……..…. ?d 1 ? 5 21 重 1 ? 1 6 1 重 1 2 重 1 十 2 2 ?? 重4 ?^ 6 43 1 l 
87 96 ?-　　　.　・　　.　　　一- 
Tachycardia,ParoXy8mal,undetermined　origin.....‥.‥ 
90 ?@　　　Valひαlaタ、dえreきじe音 Aortic∴StenOSisandregurgitation‥.……‥(.‥‥...‥ ?、-1 音6 1 6 1 2 ??音ま 亘 ? 
90 90 90 90 90 ?nsu餌ciency,.Cardiac,unqualified　……………・、・‥‥ ????ﾊ 8 2 7 2 
M●　1’ 
M’1　● 
Valvular　disease,unqualifrod　…‥.…………‥.... 
193 ?′わ∫ ?1 1 ???音2 2 l 
SECTION　XH 
94 94 ?IS・EASESOFTHELYMPHATICSYSTEM 
Lymphangiti3,aCu章e……………..…………‥. 　　　SECTIONXIII 
DISEA 58.重 582 ?SOFTHEBLOODANDBLOODMÅKINGORGANS 禁中・Pemicious………………………‥:′‥ 　　d ? ?ｹ　= ???dも ’6 2 
6㌻i ?器ふ蒜g器。S完㌫’∴∴:∵:::二:::∴::: ?、3 音l ?2 1 2 1 ま 農 1 重 ?重 
69 64 63 ?ﾀpurahemo重rhagica……………………‥・・… ???“重¥ 音ま ?ｹl 書 書 
SECTIONXIV 
DISEASESOFTHEDUCTLESSGLANDS 
Addison’s　disease.…………‥.……………..‥. 
63 60宣 ?drenalinsu鏡ciency………………………‥∴・ ?????
62 60.2 62 62 74.2 70 23 78 74 73 73 84 71 164 宣64 77 77 76 84 ?|yperplasiaofthymusgland………‥…・………・ ?2 1 2 ■2 5 10 2 宣 2 ま 音l ??ま ま ま ま/ 2 3 I ?d l ,2■ 重 1 2 ’1 5 8 音13 き 重 」 1 2 4 2 1 霊 ∴1 
Pe「sistentthy聖u8gland　…・・………・‥………… 
SECTION　XV 
DISRASESOFTHENERVOUSSYSTEM　’ 
■　　Bγ(!訪 
E　bl’ 
音E　　h　‥ 
ー　　●　　　　・-　　　　　…● 
P 
測・　C尋γ0∫〆㈱lAβ訪0が 
音M釣毒のge∫ 
D　・　　　施舶IA6高く肋∫ 
欝誌欝証言∴∵∴ 
N 
Psychoneurosis; 
100
C0NDITIONOND主§CHARGE 
電 ???M 之 ????雷 ?N ??言 も DISEASES 
。書 ??蔓 ??¥ ?ｫ 
議 84 84音 音77 音84 ∴了∴7∴ ??省 ???乙 ?V ????ｵ" 
1 ? l 7 1 ? 2 重 3 1 1 ? 1 ??? IO 重 重O 1 
看 
看 
擬諾u葦喜怒罪雪上:∵:∴∴::∴:∴: 
84音 音8l ?粕ﾖ緑追号∵∴∴∴二二∴∴::∵::::∴ ?2 1 4 2 1 1 1 音重 3 ? 2 I ¥1 1 ?重 1 宣 1 1 重 l ?? 1 6 5 2音 音重 1 
“81 音84(音 し73 84 ¥84 ?雛?薄藍)●●:::∴:∵:: ?
看 
看 
P諦クん〆rd　Neプリe∫ 
82. 82’ 82 82 ∴7J∴ 73 音義与4 ∴73 73 音72 84 ∴書与8∴ 1∴58 重’き6 ?euralgia; ??d 与 ∴1 1 1 6 ??? 重 1 9 2 1 1 1 1 7 1 1 2 7 重 
鋤"alCo′d 
Åtrophy,PrOgre8評emuscular..…・・……・……・・・・ 
.Sγ空a寂訪Neγり0柳も庇em 
MγOl)a弱e∫ ??d ふl I 3 重 
SECTIONXVI DISEASESOFBONES,JOINTS, 
MUSCLEs,TENDONSANDFASCIA 
Å.th.itis,。。ute(organism∴unknown).…….………. 
まき6 霊56/ 重与6 ?T;:謀窪◆諒詰 ??d∴I∴3 　3 ????? 5 
156 音52- ?会誌盤音盤霊(Orga雪空 ?).‥....‥.‥・・ ?　2 　音重 ?1 重 ? 宣 ?? 3 
156 ?rthritis’(unqualified).…….…. ??? ??? 
158 ?　“亡’s　ubdltoid ???m重 ???d 
与6 73 158 85 ?rSI重.,8　　e　　　‥・・・・●・・・・・‥・ ??音 1 2 l 3∴ 重 ?裏 重, 重 1∴ 重 2 重音 ー ??? 置 2 1 
Poliomy?liti3・Chronicwithflaccidpar ?si3　0flow穣　eX- 
音 ?
SECTIONXVII 
DISEASESANDINJURIESOFTHEEYEANDTHE 
EÅR 
D訪a∫eJOI諦e　Eγe 
E調orof　富efrac書ion(unquaI漁の　……‥‥・・・・‥…・・・ 
音86 86 86 86 86’ ?混a∫e∫　0　拐e　βa′ ????2 3 3 1 1 3 1 Ma8tOiditi 1a読e,8uPPurativ 　…………‥.……‥ 
漢　・ 
SECTION　XVIII 
155 珪5 ?ISEASESOFTH巴NOSEANDACCESSORYSINUiES 
諜蕊,誓霊タ・諾え定言……………………◆● 
110
謡 ?ISEASES ?W　　CONDITIONONI)ISCHARGE 
電 ???y ?ｯ 之 ??墨 ??ブ ?l 
議 ?屋 ??ぶ ?R ?老 ??査 ??
章音55 重き5 宣09音 重09 重09 裏09 109 ?inusiti8,frontal..……………‥…・…・……・… ?d 音宣 子 9音 音3音8 (音重 :2 重 6 重 1音 1 2 重 葛1 重 重( ? 1 6 1音 1 重 ?? ??∴ 重 着 重 用 重 ? 2 2 音12 iO 39 言重 2 1 g 】 
S盤CrION　X重X 
DISEASES　OF∴TI理　MOUTH∴I,IPS,CHEEKS, 
P厳ARYNX;TONSILs,ÅNDPALÅTE 
●-　　　　●　●　　・●　　　　● 
Hyp叩r9Phiedtonsilsandadenoids..,‥・・………・・… 
● 
Re血ai皿softonsiIs……………….‥.“.‥...…‥. 　　　S盤cすIONXX 
108 重08 書08 置宣2 ?ISEÅSES　OF‘THEJAWらTEETH　ÅND　GUMS ?2 音l 音4 義 
Infection,Periapicql………………‥……・・…・・ ??
S臼ぐ重工ONXX基 
N°　CaSeS. 
SECTIONXXII ??ﾍ 重 ? 3 重音 宣 l 3 l 1 
Nocases、 
SECTIONXXHI 
DISEASEsoFTHESTOMACH 
Dyspepsia,nerVOuS　……..……………….∴‥... 
112 宣12 1重2 112 重霊2 ?ast証is"…・‥‥…‥.…‥.…‥….……….‥ 譜gesiion・g挙証c………………………‥言… ?3 重 、2 13 ??? 音3 音2 う i重 
l音 
Stenosis　ofpylorus 
ま11.重 ?齧ﾊ　　　　● ?I音 I ! 3. 2、 ??? 
§巴CT重ON　XX工V音 
119 =7 重19 重上4 =9 i宣4 1重4 114 重重4 後14 119 112,2 1賞9 重重8.2 ?ISEASES　OF　THEINTEsTINES ???? 音9 】 2 音重 量 重 重 さ 重音音 農 5 2 】 8 重 4 1 2 重 重 Adh　● 
▲　　　●　●　●臆　　　　　● 
● 
C 
D　d　‥ 
E 
I’ 
l　　　　　　　　　　　　〕 
Ⅴ● 
SECr重ON　XXV 
重24 宣24 重23音音 重、24 122 重24 重24 ?ISEÅSES　OF　THE　LIVER　AND　GALLI)UCTS ?、4 4 1 重 鋭楽器。詰前t壷∴………・…‥…… 
DISeaSeOfga!lbladder(unqualified)….……・…・…. Ci● 
圭藍藻na盤Ⅴ誌。露Ve…・・…・・………・…‥ 
重24 重25 ?auIldice,aCute,Catarrhal…………‥..r.‥.‥‥‥. ?■ ???音2 1 
SECTIONXXVI 
DISEASES　OF　THE　PANCREAS 
Pancreatitis,aCutegangrenOuS　………….………‥′ 
DISEÅSES ?coND皿IONONDISCHARGE 
電 ???ｹ 之 ?ｹ 之 ?ｿ 墓 室 ??口 ?ｾ 
密、 ???
議 1重8.章 98 音lO与 99.2 99.重 99.2 99 99.1 ??ﾈ ? 
SECTIONXXVII DISEASESorTHEABDOMENANDPERITONEUM 　　　INGENERAL ? 5 1 I41 10 2 重 6 1 6 重 1 3 Il 1 ?2 2 重 1 3 2 2 2 3 17 3 l 6 1 2 、2 ? 7 1 7 1 ? 書 1 宣 1 2 2 重 1 1 1 ?? 4 8 ∴書 ? 5 重3 2 15 3 17 2 1音 5 8 1 8 3 8 33 5 2 重l 1 1 2 5 置 3 2 ! 重 l 1 1 3 
Hernia,umbilical……………‥・・‥・・●●…白’●‥ 
SECTION　XXVⅡI 
No　ca§e8・ 
。.SEASEC諾龍評議RYNX 
。.SEASES。F謹聴c蕊ANDBRON脚 Asthma.‥.‥.●・・‥‥‥・・・・‥‥・.白●‥白’‥‥‥‥ Bronchiectasis….J‥・………・・‥・………=◆’●◆ 
SECTION　XXXI 
92 重02 102 重32I 131 ∴1事 128 重29 1音32 1{1 重31 重31 重31 13重 133 ?DISRASESOF　THELUNGS Emboli8m,Pulm°nary.........‥・・‥・・・・‥・・・・‥・●● 
SECTIONXXXH DISEASESOFTHEPLEURAÅNDMEDIASTINUM 
lEmpyemaofpleura　…….....‥・・‥・・・‥‥‥‥・白● 
SECTIONXXXIII DIS臼ASESOFTHEKIDNEYÅNDURETER 
音 
漢 
音 
8 
漢 
漢 
音 
音 
音 
。.SEA蜜謀駆DDER 
S巴CTION　XXXV 
重34 134.1 置36 重36 ?)ISEASESOFTHEURETHRA,MÅLEÅNDFEMALE :÷∴二二二三二二二:三 　SECTIONXXXVI phimosis……………………………………2 ○○chitis……………‥∴…‥・・…・…・・…・・…・ 　SECTIONXXXVII 
141 重41 141_ 138 重38音 ?ISEASESOFTHEFEMALEGENERATIVEORGANSl Lacerationofcervixandperineum:...‥・・‥・・・‥‥・・ 認諾詳言…………………‥;:∴∴∴:: ?ｵ　ま 
SaIpingiti8(unqual漁ed).、………………‥・・‥言・ 
霊 ?重SEASES ?ONDITIONONDISCHARGE 焉 ??盲’ ???d. 葦 ?d 昌 ?d ??
季夏 ?幾 ???V ?V ?V ?ｸ 
143.3 ?ECTIONXXXVIII・ ? ? ?ｹ　賞 ? 235 11 15 25 ??? 
PUERPERAL　STATE 
Hypereme8is　gravidarum.∴…・……・……・… 
177 ?ECTIONXL ANAP櫨YLÅⅩIS ? ???4 Serum　sickne88(Arsephenamine-3)っ‥.……・‥‥・‥‥ 
(Ante-tetanu鯵Serum-1)l 
20与.1 203.2 ?@　　　SECTIONXLI ILL-DEFINED,ORUNCLASSIFIEDDISEASE§ ? 1 ? 4 2 ??? 239 宣1 宣5 28 1 
Endocrine　study　……‥し・‥・‥・・‥‥‥・・‥‥‥・・‥‥ 
284 ?36 ?2 ?99 ?4 ?12 ?347 
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2. CLASS工FICATION OF DISEASES - SURGICAL
J ?nuary11toDecember31,1925 
露. ’108 ??ISEÅSES ?ONDITIONONDISCHÅRGE 
電 着 裁 ??〇〇〇 ?ｹ 之 ?d 葦 毛 ?ａ?宣言 之 ?d 査 ?H くつ 
SECTIONI ?6・ 音2’ ?0 ? ???? ?6 2 
SPECIFICINFECTIOUS　DISEASES 
GENERAL　DISEASES 
Absce8S(nottoinclude ?ubcrculosis): 
AbsIcessalveolar... Ab　∴fb　t ?
重42「 1与0 重19音 94 ?浩二浩志 ?重pera宣)‥…・…・…・……… ? 8 ? 5 ???ﾜ 14 
怒盈・……・ ??d0 ? 9 ??重 音l ? 19 
41 重38 146 ??????臆 8 4 3 ? 2 、2 ??? 重1 6 3 惑)・・ぶ孟宗宣言工∴二二二∴ 
131 重09 135 ?T藷繋 Ab ?? 9 重 ?? 1 ??? 9 重 1臆 
41 書09 108 ?x薫;;露盤 ?l‥………・………・…… ands ? 3 ? ??? 6 
音127 153 重4重 ?ﾇ三言;・。藷霊魂 lAb8CeSSOfvaginaan ?ubcutaneous　tissues　…….‥‥‥ ??28 5 ?0 2 ??? 68 7 l 
40 宣52 重き3 ??en諾n霊薬置・ Ce)1uliti8……‥、. ?? 章0 2音 1 ? 7 ??重 1 1 ?? 重0 重 
97 1音O ?○○yza‥..‥‥‥ Diphtheria..‥.. ??? ?2 1 ??音 重 
21 152 ?阜d警告誓∴ ?? ? ? ??　7 
40 32 10l.重 ?onococcu§lnfectlOn Absce8SOfprostate ?? ? ?! ?? 1 
鏡説葦‡器器言;∵;∴:∴二:∴::∴:: ?4 ?d 5 l ???dO 1 
Gonorrho誓　unqua ?読d　……………….....‥. ? 1 ?d 1 ?重 重 ??ｯ 書 3 1 2 章音 
讃鶉葦 ?
8 重54 38 38 ?ca重letfever‥.‥ 三∵∴:: ?? ? 1 ?重音 ? ? 音2 音l 重 
Syp扇Iitic.・.音・・・・‥・‥・・‥・‥‥ 
38 音38 38 ?ｨ葦1三 ??重 重 1 ? ? ??? ∴1 
38 38 ?n漑藍霊㌍. ????重 ??∴1 重 1 
114
霊 ?ISEASES ?ONDIすIONONDISCHARGE 蔦 ???ﾏ ○○ ?n ??雲 ?d ?ｨ 
露 ?虚 ?ｩ ? ?R ?V ?ｸ ?M 
38 38 ¥38 ?? ???d ? 1 嘉 2 3 3 重 1 ?¥ ? ? 1 l 
Sphili§tertiary‘壇上ga8triccri§is・・……・……… 
Tuberc¥llosis: 
36.2 ?fBones∴andJoints: ?8 ??? 8 Tuberculosis(?)lperiosteumoffemur…・………… 
35 362 ?ｴ譜3講嵩…・……・………・…・・… ?1 ??? 
35 ?uberculo§is　of　knee　……………..‥.‥‥‥‥‥ ?2 ? 、2 1丁 重 l ??2 
35 ?uberculosisof8aCroiliacjoint　……………….,.. ?重 ??? 
34 36.4 ?ubeI,Culo§isofspine………………‥∴……∴ OfGenitalOrgan8(Malleandfemale) ?2 重 1 ??? 音宣 
Epididymiti§　tuberculous　_………...‥.‥‥.‥.. 
36.4 ?uberculo8isIofFallopiantube...….….…..…… ? ???重 
36.4 ?uberculosis　of　testicle　‥...………………….. ? 2 4 ???l 
36 36.4 ?uberculosisofEye(phthisisbulbi)l..…・………‥ OfGenito-urinarytract: ????d 5 
TuberCulos音i8　Of　kidney..‥..‥.‥‥.‥‥...‥...‥ 
33 36.3 鈍.3 ?@neSln. ofC豊島n碧恕…。読こ㌫詰完・蒜缶詰諒・… ???賞 1 2 重 1 ? 1 5 重 
罷悪霊蕪悪盤豊富章誌上:・・…‥・…… 
36.3 33 31 ?uberculos18Oflngulnallymphnodes……‥ソ....‥. 悲喜言霊評語ncum・……・・……・…・… ? l 2 重 重 I 重 i 23 ?“ 3 1 1/ 1 l 1 4 ??? 7 6 1 2 重 1 3 2 1 1 重 I 31 
154 i121 57 57 56 重79 178 書79 49 49f 49f 47a ?uberculousulcersofskin　and8ubcutaneous　ti8Sue.…‥ 
SECTIONII 
DIS巴ASES　DUE　TO　ANIMAL　PARASITES 
Echinococcu3　eySt....…・・…・…・…・・………… 
SECTroNIII 
DISRAS鼠S　OF　METABOLISM 
・　・　・　　.　　　●・ 
●　　●l 
SECTIONIV 
Nocases. 
SEICTIONV 
DISEASESDUE’TOPHYSICALAGENTS 
ま　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　- 
f 
SECTIONVI 
Nocases. 
SECTION　VH 
TUMORS,BENIGNANDMALIGNANT 
Tumo′∫,Mal卵a初　音 
OfBone: 
盤器n‡f嵩霊ticof8pine………・・…・・・…‥・ 
OfBreast; 
Carcinomaofbl.eaSt(3recurrentincl.)‥.....’….....‥ 
音　43a ?}霊霊fa認rm。i。。f。h。。k ?音 ? ??? 
43a ?arcinoma,epidermo霜o=ip………….……..… ???? 
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-● ?D工SBASES、 ?ﾅ > ?ﾝ ?言∴ ???昌 ??
謹 ?屋 ??g 之 ??之 ?_ ⊂) ?ｯ 
43a ?arcin°ma　Oft°ngue　●‥・・‥……・了…・・…・・・‥-・、‥ ??q ?ｹl 2 ?音 ??1 1 l 且 ?d ? 5 
OfFemaleGenitalorgans: 
46a ?@　　　　0。arツ Carcinomaofovary…………:・………・……・ ? ? 
46a 46a音 ?@　Ute予の∫aタとdα′柳井 CarcinomaofcervlXuterl……………….’・‥‥‥ Cafcilroma’ofut8ruS…‥・………‥・・‥・‥‥・・・・ Moblast○ma音Ofuterus………・・‥・・‥‥‥‥・・・‥ ?‾ 宣 1 ? 2 ??重 4 1 4 ?u3 ∴11 2音 
43a ∴46∴a 46a ? 　　　　　　Va諦a ? ? 2 ? ? ?? 3 
carcin°maOfvaginavaultgof………………… 、Carcino耽aofvulva‥‥..‥‥・・・・‥‥‥・・・‥‥‥‥・ 
49a 1∴3`∴ ?fMaleGenitalOrgans: j盤霊晋。Pf亀ぷ詳te………’…………‥::∴ ?ｹl ? 重 重 ? 2 1 ??1 1 3 l 8 ?? 2 
、4与a ?f。言霊言器圭霊霊等霊謹言嘉n.…‥….… ? :言 ??? ?^ 1 
音午きa ?arc!nOmaOftransYer8eCOIon………………・・・・・ ???2 3 5 ? 
45a ?arclnOmaOfhepat!C鯖exureofcoIon.…………… ???? 
45種 4与a 45a 45a ?博ﾇ器需霊蕊霊:蒜読;…◆……▲……’: Carcino皿ao書∵rectum‥‥‥‥...‥‥..‥‥白‥・‥‥ Carcinomaofrectuooしandcecum..‥・.‥‥‥・‥‥・‥・ ?9 1 2 ???音 18 l 
48音a ?fSkm: Carcinomaofback………,..‥.‥・‥・・・‥・‥‥‥ ? ???重 1 l 1 重 
音48a 、48a ?﨑f,詔書dof書ace・…・…‥●………… ?d 
48a ?arcinoma,ePidermoidofneck　…………‥.‥‥・‥ “48a ?B審議s書整崇高詰●…‥………’●… 
44a ?JO夕方ag紺 ????音l Carcino皿a　of　e3ophagu8　………‥.…………〇・‥・ 
44a ?@　　　Sとoma`h Ca書cin。maOfさto皿ach….‥…・・…・・………・…・ ?? ??I6 
44a ?@　　　　Lぶりe′ Carcin°調aOfliver………・・……・………・二・‥ ??? 2 ? ?重 ? 
音49a音 ?‡紫諾aO業竜。dd。章　　　　　　　　　　l　重 ???3 3 ?? 1 1 
49a ?arcinoma　of　urethra　…‥....……・・・‥・・‥‥・‥ ???? 
49a ?ypernephromaofkidney……………・…・:…・・ ??
49種 ?B盈盤誉読経l。言霊薯諾∵l∫諦γeM妨Oのどd ? ?2 1 2 重 ?? 1 1 
49a 49a 49a ?arcinomaofinguinallymphnodes………………・・ 　　　fl ??d 
蒸器諾t諾束高誼・∴:∴∴∴∴∴∴ ?????¥宣 
49a ?arcinomatosi3,general.‥.……‥・……・....‥t.・・ ?1 ??? 音重 l 1 霊 章 
49筆 49g 籍 宣55 155 l手∴2 1音42音 142 142 ?,ymPhobla§tOmaOiton8il………………・・‥・・‥・ 葦豊討議霊薬‥;∴‥.:.:.:∴∴‥.∴ T。血。葦葦詳説乱撃誓.誓.誓∴.… ? 1 l ?1∴ 重 
。fB。n。:TuMORSBENIGN　　l Cy8tOfo8Calぐi8…………・"………………・1 ????音宣 1 5 重 5 3 
OfBreast: Adenofroromaofbreast…"…・・`・・…・………… Adenoma.ofbreast……......……...‥.・・‥・‥ Cy§tOmaOfbreast.……………・‥・・・・‥・‥・‥‥ Fforomaofbreast.‥‥....‥・.‥.・・・‥・‥‥・ ?†1 5 2　重 
142音 章42 ?賦僘磐畿.・・…・・………………・::1‖ ????d 1 
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DISEASES ?冨 ?ﾝ ?冨 ?怺?合 曇 ?d ?賀 
議 ??雪 )-i■ ?R ?R ???E査 ??
142 ?apillomaofbrea8t　……………・・……〇・・・・・‥ ?2 3 与2 1言 ?d 3 重 2 置’ ? 1 ? ∴1 ? 2 ? 6 l ?d 
108 ?fBuccalCavlty: HematOma,nOnutraumaticofcheek…・・・・‥‥‥・・・‥ ????ま 2 
重08 ?ystdentiginbus.‥’………‥・・・‥・・‥・・・‥‥・・・・ 
84 ?fN霊:蕊。#v器b窮e器na,ingfr。m。udi,。.yn。.V。. ????1 
OfFemaleGenitalOrgans: 
重音39 137 重音37 137 重37 重37 ?′Oadl宛a肋e祝 ????3 57 1 う 1 I 
O匂iaγγ 
Cy8tadenomaofovary ?
Cyst,dermoidofovary　…・…‥…・・…・…‥・・… 
1rOmaO　y ,Hematomaofovar ?
I39 ?@　　　C Cyst§Ofce「v∑‥ ?競d　U‡eγα∫ ? 71 ???3 79 
重音39 書39 ?F諾J豊富三te ??B11 ???14 
14l ?@　　　rαlりa(棚dragわa Cystofvaginaandvulva……・..‘‥・・・‥・‥‥‥・・ ?6 ?? l 1 重 ?? 
141 重31 ?@　　　　　　　　　　　　　ヽ Paillomaofvaginalwall.....……………‥・・・・ ?l 1 ???l 重 
oi.競。重,Org。nS: 　　　Kきわどγ Cy8tOmOfkidney...‥・・・‥・・‥‥‥・・‥・・‥・・・・‥ 
1∴j書 ?ladde′ ????‾ ? 
重33 ?olypusofbladde ??∴1∴ ??? 
134 50 ?徘olypusofurethra ○葦霊訃霊享 ??重臆 ??? 重 
ntioned: 
50 ?ngiofibroma　of ?? ? ??? 
85 halaz o種　　..... ?? ???4 
50 ?y8t　bf　buttock　. ?? ???3 
154 ?yst,8ebace°us(vari° ?cations)‥‥.‥.‥....‥.. ?8 ? ???4 
60.2 50 ?ﾀ霊‡聖霊 ?? ? ??1 ? 重 
50 50 ?ibr()ma　of　thigh. ?早@bl重t章OCk ? ? ???z 重 
1S4 50 ?ipoma(variou§・lo ??3 ? 2 ???d 13 
やSnOtelsewherementioned)… 
与0 ?o調aof　 ctora ?宣　’ ???重 
154 ?p議m買薫i。uS ?d　n ? ???5 
97 85 ?olypu8　0f音nO8e　‥ ?? 2 ???2 ¥2 
重O7.2 60.2 ?e読gク3　T ?ｿ柳O′∫　れ0仁r〆r雄ed ?d 章 ?音 1 ???d 1 章 2 重 
SECTION　VIII 
章59 159 ?ONGENITALMALFORMÅTIONS 
Cleft　palate　……‥. ?
159 重王9 重59 ??l ??d ??d ま 
ー●　●・　　.・1 
159 1与9 1与9 I59 重59 重与9 159 1、59∴ ??’1 1 2 与 ? 2 1 ?重 ?? l 重 重 宣 4 1 5 
Undcscended　te§tide　. ?
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。ゼ ??@　! DISEASES ?O ?DIT ?dON　O ?　D工S ?HAR ?E ?焉 ?‡ ??i○○ ?y ?ﾏ 屋 ?d ??Q∴
露 202音 ??ﾈ ?ｩ ???V ?ｳ ?ﾇ ??
n蕊嵩嘉碧嵩とa ?CTIONIX INJURIES ? ?‾ 2 10 ??? 1 嘉 ??ﾍ ?ｫ 慧盈詣n霊。書誌論説 
競黒岩皿bers.誓: ?parentheses. 
Amputation,traumatic　of　phalanx(187-1),(188.7-1), ?2 ???4 
185 ?。n,u霊嵩　va.i。。8l。。。ti。n8).…..….…..……‥ ?5 ???∴は 
188 “202 ?bncu38ionofb富al皿 Cru§hofdigits.‥... ?? ? 重 ??? 3音 1 
重87 宣85音 ?isIocation$: DisIocationofelbowjoint………….‥l‥‥・‥・・ ?3 ?. ??? 
202 185音 ?isIocationofpat盗品.読了:……・・…・…….・ ?1 ?d ???d 1 
203 ?isIocationofheadofradius　…………………・・ ?2 ?音 ??? 
Di§locationoi8hould ?r(185-3)(188.き」)..‥‥‥..‥・ ?2 ??? 
202、 ?isl。。ati。nOfcartilage,kneeio:nt...…...……… ?6 ?音 1 ??? 1 
189 202 ??15 1 ? 6 l ???5 8 l 
Fractu「e8; Fractu「eofclavide ?置88-1),(202-I),(185-6)‥・‥・・・ 
202 185 185 ∴18き 重85 ?ｹraCue Fractureofcuneiformboneofhand....‥..‥.‥..‥・ ?章 1 13 2 3 ¥5 ?音 4 重9 -7∴ ??重 1 2 ??1 2Z 6 3 24 7 
F重actureo書femur( ?85-重7),(重88.3-2),(203-2),(202-宣) 
Fractureofhumerus Frac章u「eofmalIe01i ??生壁手?上空:?上:∵ 
185 202 ?ractureofmandible‥......‥....‥.‥‥.‥‥・・‥ rractureofmetacarpal3(202-2),(187-2),(1881.5-1), ?1 ∴1∴ l 1 ? 6 ’3 ???ｹl 7 音4 1 音重音 
Fr霊薬。f議ここ Fractureofnose ?(202-1),(187-1),(203ゼ)・・・‥ 
185 185 ?蕊謹言量詩篇∵誓..∴:::∵:∵:∵:::∴:::l ?∴　3: ? 7 ???m4 11 
202 ?霊蒜。p器a誓::‥.誓∴,...‾‥∴………‥l‥ ?J 重 ? ???音 3 
185 ?ra認諾精霊濁鵜)‥d需窃‥(1品f主::::: ?’　3 ? 13 ???z6 
l華 ?au F。.t.Of.adius綴nduii:.……….…..‥ ?? ??? 
Fractu「e°f　rib8(1854),(202-1),(188.34),(189-1), ?2 ? ???1 
185 ?r盈藍f蕊五・ ?? ???1 
188.3 ?ractureof§kull Ft　°ftibia( ?? 音l ? ??? 8 
54),(20㌻1),(重88.う-3)…・・・‥・ 
202 185 ?aCu「e Fractureoftoe. Fractureofulna ?? 1 ???2 1 
202 ?ractureofvertebr Cervical ?? ? ???d音 
重85 ??? ???5
∴1∴卵 ?angrene・管轄tic ?「aumatic・‥‥・‥‥‥・・‥‥・‥・ ? ?I ???ｹl音 l音音 
202 184 ?ncised　wounds　‥ ?2 ? ???dO 3 
202 ?､墓三露盤紫… ??A1 5 具 ? ???d3 音I 
音重84 重84 ?器三豊雪荒器。売y:∵二二.∴∴∴二二二∴二:二二∴:∵ ?1 ?音2 ??宣 ? 
重84 ?uncture　woundof ?器量’:::::∵::∴:二::∴:∴:: ?1 ??? 
重8き 203 ?､薄器‡霊蕊。 ?重 ? ???d 音2 
音重8与音音 重8与 ?T藍藻整 ?ffemu重……..‥‥・・‥‥‥‥ Ofacromion..…・‥……・・・… ?d ? ??? 1 
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D工SEASES ?R ?ﾕ ?ｾ え ?d 圭 老 ??雲 ??
露 ?霊 ?ｾ ○○ ??V ?d ⊂) ??電 
188.3 188.6 184 185 ?A繚悪霊;露盤盈8詑轟●講読∴ ? 2 ? 1 ? ? 1 重 l l 1 1 1 ?? 書 2 1 1 1 1 1 宣 1 ?d 重 2 1 
Tornin8ertionof　adductor　magnus…・…・…・……… 
重与4 154 重54 章54 159 154 1与4 ?@音SECT工ONX SPECIALSKINDISEASES ? 2 重 4音 l 1 1 I3 ? 宣 7 4 1 ??? 2 2 轟 ! 7 8 1 Callosity,Plantar8urfaceoffoot　……・.…………. 
訣悪罵孟宗蒜・二二二二二∴二∴∴∴:∴::∴:こ∴ 
音 
§ECTIONXI 
9重.1 91.2 151 9与 90 88 96 90 90 93 92 93 93、 ?ISEASES　OF　THE/CIRCULATORY　SYST囲VI 
I　　　　　　　　　　Aγき〆高の 
Aneurysm,lnOmmate　artery.・‥・………………‥・ ?2 1 1 ??? 重 裏 章 宣 1 2 ,l 2 1 1 14 
’Hear‡ 
Ve読∫ 
Thrombosii言nternalsaphenou8　…………・・……… 
SECTIONXII 
94 94 ←ヽ 58.2 58.2 6S.1 ?ISEASESOFTHELYMPHATICSYSTEM ? 3 音l¥ 1 、2 2 4 ? 2 1 1 1 1、 1 ??? 5 2 2 1 1音 !音 3 3 4 1 .3 1 1 Adenitisofcervicallymphnodes,‥‥.・‥・・‥・・・・・‥‥・ 
SECTIONXIII DISEASESOF∴THEBLOODANDBLOODFORMING 
ORGANS 
Leukemia,aCutelyiIIPhatic..・・……・・……l……・‥ 
65.重 84 60.2 60」 60.2 ?eukemia’Chronicmyeloid・・…・……・・・…‥…・… 
SECTION　XIV 
DISEASES　OFTHE　DUCTLESS　GLANDS 
T旬γOid　gla13d 
音 
SECTION　XV 
70 74音 73 、72 ?ISEASES　OF　THE　NERVOUS　SYSTEM 
.Bγa読 
漢 
漢 
Ce′′bγ0やわaIAβe〆j○○書∫ 
Me諦alAβ諦io伽 
PsychoneurosIS: 
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霊 ?ISEASES ? ?ND重 ?重ON　音 ?N音D工 ?CHAR ?E ?言 ? 号 ???n ?ﾜ 、喜 ?Z ?d 
章乏 ?~　曇 ?ﾈ ?V ?V ???ｸ ??
84 ?sychoneurosi8,unqualified　……・・・・・・・…‥..1、‥・● ?d 1 ? 2 ? 2 ? ? ? l ∴重 ? 
77 ?ex　hypochondriasis.‥1.………………‥,‥’..‥ ????ｹ重 
66 ∴了∴7∴ 84 ?s轟宝器al。。holi。 ??1 重 ?? l 重 
Mお“llのあeOα∫ 
Neuro81§,unqualified　……………〇・‥・‥‥・‥‥・‥ ? 5 
82 ?eura】gia,trigeminalP砂”川面‘∫ ??重 1 I 5, ?? 
82、 82 158 15音5 ?euritis,multiple　……‥..…‥....……...‥‥.. ?2 2 章 6 ??? 2 l = 
Mγ0♪優脇ie∫ 
SECTION　XVI 
DISEASES　OF　BONES,JOINTS, 
MUSCLES,TENDONS　AND　FASCIA 
Bolle∫　脇d　Carきるlage∫ 
Exo§tOSe§,Various　bone8..……〆.………‥....‥.. 
l琵 1与∴‾ ??yunio悪さc計rf・i・……・…………・……・・ ?fl ? ??? 
} 155 ?諸F諾等誓l::∴:.雪ぎ二二∴∴二∴:∵∵∵:∴∵ ? 1 ? “2 ???A裏 4 
重5与 ?ecrosisofcostalcartilage　……………………‥,. ? 重 l ???! 
1宰 1弱音 ?s認嵩s…・・……・・………・…・・ 　　　　。 ???? 
ofC器許謹書mpo　eg………’’……●’…“ ?】 1 5 重 ??? 重 重 6。 1 1音 
●　　　- 
●　　　　… ‘　OfFrontalbones　……..‥.…………‥..‥..‥ 
OfKnpc…………………….∴….し‥..‥. OfLeg(binenotspecified)…・."…………・…・・ ? 2 l ?d 2 1 重 1 重 l ???d 重 3 ,1 1 1 4 2 
8落雪話語書a甜譜bonc$・…………・・ 
.Perio§titis　of　tibia　…………….....‥.‥.‥‥‥‥ 
1き5 ?inusleading　tobon6　…………1.‥‥‥‥.....‥.‥ ?l ???d 
重き6 1∴与6∴ 重56音 52 ?@　DISEASES、OFJOINTS (Rheumatismandtuberculo8i8eXfePted) Adhesio誓ofjoints……………………:……… ? 6 ? 重 32 2 ??? 重音 4与 2 
舘藍(露盤n誓S,eXCePtdeformans)………・・ 
156 ∴1∴56∴ 156/ ?enuvalgum　andgenuvarum　……,..‥.‥‥‥.‥‥ ?d 2 4 重 ??1音 ???¥ 1 
Loosebodyinkneejoint.…………….…‥....‥. 
56 ?ordosis,lumbarspine........……………∴‥∴.. ?l 3 ??? 3 
73音 きく; 156 ?P霊悪霊*詰Withresidualparalysisoflegsand 
1重 重 ???1音 重音 
Snapping　knee、joint.……‥.………....‥....‥. 
156 158音 ?ynoviti3..…………‥,‥‥........‥‥.....‥.. OTHERDISEASESOFTHELOCOMOTORSYSTEM ?6 ???dO 重 
)怨磐ionstumpwithprojectingbone.………… ?1 
重!音8 重58 ?「sl亡18. i蕊壇,aCrOmial……;・∴………………… ? l ???3音 
重58 ?器i;;嵩三富halangea=Ol皿t‥・………・…・ ?2 ??? 2 
1与8 ?ursiti§,PrePatellar　……………….…….‥‥ ? ? ??? 
158音 ?ur§i鶴,Subdeltoid　………….....‥..…‥….‥ ?4 ??? 
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電 壱 崖 ???ｾ ???宦?岩 畳 ?d ?ｹ電 
露 ??､音 ?V ?V ?R ?ｸ ?M 
158音 ≡≡喜星 ?? 2 2 l 5 重O 2 2 ? 3 1 2 1 l 3 2 1 農 2 ‾3 ? 重 l ? 6 1 1 3 ∴l ?? ?d1 5 2 2 4 1と 3 重2 3 3 2 
Contraction　Duuytren’s 
Defo聖lltyOftoe,unquallfied…・・…・・…・・………・ 
1imitedmotionfollowingfracture　…・‥…・…‥…… 
宣58 1与8 重58 1∴58∴ ?　●・　●・● ?“ 9 ? 22 2 ??? 1 .32 3 
Strain　of,musde　non-traumatic　……………‥∴..‥ 
1与8 158 85 ?train豆terspinotls,nOn-traumatic.……………・・…・ ?重 1 14 ???d 重 24 
SECrION　XVII 
DISEÅSES　ANDINJURIES　OF　THE　EYE　ÅND　EAR 
DISEASES　OF　THE　EYE. 
Geれeγal 
Lタd∫ 
I54 8与 85 ??¥ 2 ? 4 ???d ! 6 
La諒棚l`幼少aγa飯∫ 
C　’　き● 
85 ?@　　　　　　0ね1αので1りa音 Conjunctivitis,aCute………………………….. ?重音 ??? 
85 8与 85 85 8与 85 ?terygium………..…‥.…‥.……….∴..‥‥ 　　　　　　音Coγ解の ??磨??3∴∴i6 1音 1 1 ???事 冒2 I 1 重 l 
ー　　　●　　　　　●　　　一 
L 
8S音 85 8与 85 ?q病J ?6 1∴ I ?､ 29 3 ?1 ?? 47 4 I 
Opaquecapsulefollowingtraumaticcataract‥‥.‥..‥. 　　　　　　I● 
85 85 85 85 さ5 85 ?^です ? 6 ¥4 ? 1 10 重 ! ??? 2 1 16 5 1 
l　　●・●　●　● 
β3′ebalI 
D最のγbaねでe∫OIMo房ol! 
●　　●　● 
DISEASES　OF　THE　EAR 
86 ?諦eγ1∽lAαdうtoγy　Ca′きal ? ? ??? Otitis xte重na・aCut9　……………二……・……… 
重55 155 ?@　　Meddl`・ea′al,dMa∫ioをd 総3盤寄cu;e認許章a霊。‥高………て‥・‥∴… 　　　　　　　d ?2 ?d0 I 5 ???2 宣 
埴5 ?as.。器;#害鳥器%蒜諾a#CeSSan　menlngltlS●・ ?d ???1 
重与5 ?astoiditis　chronic　……………∴‥………‥..‥ ? l ???7 
重55 ?astoiditi§chronicwithextra_duraland　eriべinu8∴abscess ????d 
155 重5与 ?ast。iditi§。h.。ni。Wi,h.。。u..。n.§u.Pu嵩v㌻㌫i,ism。dia. Mastoidit§8ub-aCute‥.‥‥‥...‥.‥‥‥..‥‥.‥... ??P重 ??重 重 
86 ?titismediaacute　…………‥.……………..‥ ? ???重2 
86 ?Otiti8mediaacutesuppurative…………・・……・… ?　　　重 ???10∴ 
12l
霊 ?ISEASES ?CONDITtoNONDISCHARGE で ???y ?ﾎ ?d 喜 ? 七 ?ｹ　寄 
串去 ?省 ???V ?V ?R ?ｸ ??
86 ?撃med与aacute8uPPurative#m譜d王nvoIvement・・ 　　　　　　　　　　　　　●t● ?f3 1 1 23 4 5 2 8 2 重 ? ? ? 6 ??A1 8 1 1∴ ? 重 
86 816 音86 86 97 十5与∴ 1よ子∴ 97 15与 1音きき ∴1∴き∴う ?ｹ　8鵠認諾謀議器窪詫瀞謹言∵: ?1 3 4 8 3 1 1重 ??? 
OtltlS.medla　Wlth　purulent　streptococcu9　Cerebrosplnal ????ｹl 書 26 8 5 2 重7 与 音2 
● 
SECTIONXVIII DISEASESOFTHENOSEANDÅCC屯ssORY 
SINUSEs 
Deviation.ofnasalseptum　‥………・………・・・… 
Hypertrophy　ofturbinate　……言……………‥.‥ 
● 
Sinusitisfrqntalandethmoidal……….……….‥.. ∴再5 109・ i83 ?inusitis　acute,8inus　not　§PeCified　……………….. ? 重 319 894 ???1 重 336 894 
SECTIONXIX DISRAsESOFTHEMOUTH,LIPS,CHEEK,PHARYNXタ 
TONSIILS　AND　PALÅTE 
認諾謹言吾霊評語諸悪詰・ま詩誌;::∵∵∵: 
1109 音IO9 109 重O9 音細O8 音lO8 1O9 ?怦ｫ霊詰i言・壷毒誌上:・……‥…・・…・ ? 2 13 2 1 ?d l 1 ?2 重 重 2 2 3 ?? 2 3 Iう 2 1 1 
.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　- 
SECTION　XX 
重08 重O’8音 喜O8 -重音O8 重’08 青08 =2 重IO ?ISEÅSESOFTHEJÅW,TEETHÅNDGUMS ? 3 5 ? 1 3 3 11 1 2 ??? 重 3 8 音重7 2 
lImbeddedroot§Ofteeth　‥...,‥..………‥,.‥‥.‥ 
Perl・aPicalinfection 
●■　　　-.　●　● 
SECT重ON　XX重 
音音Nocases. 
SECTION　XXII 
DISEASESOF　THEIEsOPHÅGUS 
C糾dioppasm　…・・‥・・・………‥………・.……. 
鵠 ?o[eignbodyinesophagu3….……..…….….…. ?d 3 ? ∴重 ??? 4 重 
SECTION　XXIII 
書26 重12 書音重2 =2 1宣2 重12 重重2 章書2 重l宣.1 =重.重 宣11.1 ?ISEASES　OF　THE　STOMACH ? 重 重 重 重 用 ???重 重 2 3 1 宣 3 重 21 5 重 
、　F　. 
G 
Hemate一瞥is(causeunknown)……………‥・…‥・ H 
N　　　●　　　’ 
Pl 
UIcerofstoTl誓h,Perforatlng…………‥…・・…… 
密 語 ? ?ONDITIONONDISCHARGE　< 
DISEASES ?y ? 言 ?R 書 之 ?d 羊 毛 ?ﾏ 屋 之 ?d 査 ?ｯ 
119 1書7 ?ECT工ONXX工V ?8 書47 ? ? ?^ ??、 ?与 149 
DISEASESOFTHEINTESTINES 
畿霊諾isi誓霊1∴∴:∴∴:∴∵∴:::::::::∵ 1置7 重17 重17 ?暑ﾞ言議叢藍二塁詰㌍ ?d8 20 5 198 ? 1 ?9 ?2 4 2 ?8 26 9 208 
117 117 ?ﾐ鷲津諾.;∵∴::∵:∴:∵∵∵∵::: ?戟@55 　2音 ? 3 ?3 3 ??0 8 
119 ?。nStl♀atlOn‥・…・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・…・……・・白い● ??¥重 ???
重19 ?ilata宅10nOfc○i卒・・;‥……・‥……・…・…‥…・ ?1 ?1 ?? 
119 ?IVertlCulltlS　Of　slgmOld　…………・・……・・・・…‥ ? ?i ??? 
I14　音 ?nterlt18,ChronlC.…・…・・‥…・………・………・ ????臆 
119 重重4 ?IStula,1feca上‥.‥‥..‥・‥‥・・・‥・・‥・‥‥・・‥・・・・ Gastroenteritis……………い......‥・‥‥・・・・・・・ ? ? ?1 ?? 
1宣8.2 ?bstruction言垂estinal…;……・÷……・………… ? ?驩ｹ ???ｽ 音l 
1重9 112.2 ?ﾞ書〇㌦忠霊t置。請謁a†∴∴:∴:::∴∴ ?ｵ　27 ?音 重 ?7 ?2’ 1 音3 10 ?9 
1重4 ?Icer　of　jejunum　……………………・∴・...‥‥ ???? ?? 3 
119 ?isceroptosis...‥‥・‥‥・・‥・‥・・・・・・・・・・・・‥・‥‥・ 
重24 ?@　　　SECTIONXXV DISEASESOFTHELIVERANDGALLDUCTS ? 9音 ?? ?? 13 Ådhesionsaboutgallbladder　……………・J...…・… 
重24 124 重24 ?c鵠畿薫藍詰:∴∴;∴∴:‥‥: ?ｹ23∴、 音　32“音 ?音4 4 ?与 4 1 I 3 ??5 46 
宣24 122 ?holelithiasistoinclude§tOneSinvariousduct8..‥・・・‥・ Cirrhosi8Ofliver・………・l……………‥.....・・ ?2音 2 ? 重 1ノ ??重 ?d6 4 重 
124 ?18caSeOfgallbladder.unquallfied.‥・・・‥・・・・・‥‥・‥ F’音lb“-. ? ???1音 
124 124 124 ?E嵩高・㌫㌫壷詰::::∴∵:∵∴: ? l ??? ??? 1 1 
124 ?cclusion　of　∞mmOn　duct　………′………・・……・ 
125 12与 ?@　SECTIONXXVI `DISEASESOFTHEPANCREAS ? 重 3 ??? 3 ?音 ∴与 ¥2 4 i,3 Cystofpancreas……………・・……・・‥・・・・・・:‥ Pancreatitisacute(toinclude2-hemorrhagic)..・‥・・‥‥ 
重25 重26 118.1 ?ancreatitis　chronic　…・・・…・・‥‥・・・‥‥・‥・・‥・・・・ 
SECTIONXXVII DISEASESOFTHEABDOMENANDPERITONEUMIN 
CENERAL 
鑑言霊。諾三幸dominal…………………●’∴:: 
重18.1 118.1 ?風?齦f蕊(結露。24S器霊盤も∵二∴∴∴ ? 111 ? 1 ?2 ?? 仕丁 27 
118.1 1書宣81 ?品言霊諸富宣言証言蒜轟轟●∴∴∴∴ ?4 音3 ?d ?重 2 ?書 ? 
1126 ?inu8,,abdominal……………………………・・ ?3 ??? 
重I9 ?@　　SECTIONXXVIII DISEASESOFTHERECTUMÅNDANUS ?ｹ9　音 ? ??? 1l 
1重9 ?fFistulaofanus　　　‥.,‥.....‥‥.‥...‥‥‥‥.‥ ? 
19 ?? ? ??4 
93 119 ?em。宕h。id8　…………………………....‥‥. ?8 1 ? ???4 1 
119 119 ??孖y㌢喜怒誓rani…………ゝ・…・・・…・… ? ?、上、 　2 ???1 4 音l 
119 ?Icerofrectum　‥‥.‥...‥....‥‥..‥‥‥..‥.‥.. ?重 
ECTIONXXIX Nocases. 
DISEASES ?O ?D重T ?ON　O ?　D重S ?HAR ?E ?
ゼ ?????ﾓ 。 ?i 昌 ?d ?
。幸 ?????空. ?_ I○○ ?????蜜 
議 ??百 一1 ???V ?V ?ﾛ ??
105 99.1 92 重O2 重02 ?ECT重ON　XXX ? 2 ?d 1 9 5 ? ? 裏音 2 ?? 2 重 重 ? 1 
DISEÅSESOFTHETRACHEAANDBRONCHI 
看 
SECTION　XXXI, 
DISEASES　OF　THE　LUNGS ???? 
Emboli8m,Pulmonary..…・…・…・…・・・・・・‥・…… 
SECTION　XXXII 
DISEASES　OF　THE　PLEURA　AND　MEDIASTINUM ????0 7 5 6 2 
SECTION　XXXIII 
重32 1∴3之∴ ?ISEASES　OF-THE’KIDNEY　ÅND　URETERl ? 3 宣0 、2 ?、 2 
αlic,renal‥…・…….・:……………………・・ 
重31 重31 131 128 129 132 重3重 ?ma　ur重a ?4 1 1 3 ?d 置 ol ?d2 7 2 5 I2 ??d7 7 l S I9 重4 
罵言露盤藍書誌竜㌫譲・嵐詰二∴∴∴∴: 
重31 宣" 重3重 131 ?ｿ霊。h詰　…●’……….’’………’…‥‥●… ? ¥1 重1 ? 3 2 10 ?13 2 重 IO ?重 重 8 ?1 5 与 21 
SECTION　XXXIV 
) 重32 音重33 霊33 133 重33 重音33 事33 ?ISEASES　OF　THE　BLADDER ? 3 1 ?d I8 宣 I 十 l ?12 与 2 ?? 34 重 賞 重 5 賞 
S巴CTION　XXXV 
重32 ?ISEÅSESOFTHEURETHRA,MALEANDFEMÅLE ?4 ??? Calculus　urethral……………………………. 
重34 ?arun議:ur。thral…..….…...…….….…..… ? ???11 
134 ?c章重°pion　°f　ureth章a　……………….‥‥.‥...‥. ? ???l 
重34 ?istula.urethr○○pC「inea重　……「……‥..‥‥....‥.‥ ??@1 ?O ??? 
134 ?trictureofuretllra.:……‥∴二・・…・・二・・‥……・・・ ? 25 ???巧 
134 重34 ?trlCtureOfureしhraWlthextravasatlOnOfurlne..……・・ ?3 重 7 ?4 2 ?? 7 重 314 
SECTION　XXXVI 
重36 章36 ?ISEASES　OF　THE　MALE　GENERATIVE　ORGANS 
P`加わ 
宣35 宣35 ?ro∫きat′ ?9 ? 10 ?5 ??z 62 
櫨ypertrophyofpro8tate　…‥......∴……,.‥‥‥‥‥ 
】36 93 136 重36 ?でγOtαm ?E25 7 5 3 ?ｹ2 5 l ?1 ??7 8 10 4 
T`∫寂Ie 
●　.　●　-　　　　　、 
Orchiti8　‥.‥.‥‥‥.‥‥..‥.‥...‥.....‥‥..‥. 
胃 ?COND ?T工ON ?N ?工SCH ?RGE ??
露 重41 重41 141 書4重音 141 1音40 1141 14重 138 置38 1事8 138 ?IS ?bASES ?_ ??○○ ??○○l 老 ?x ま ?x 豪 ?d Q ?f電 卓 
SECTIONXXXVII ?瞥 重 宣 1 1 69 2 1 3i音 2 7 24 小65 ? 3 1 3 2 6 重 1 5 1 2 1 3 1 1 2 2 2 重 l ? 1 1 ?d i 28 9 1 1∴ ?? 之 な 重 1 ? 6 I 1 73 4 重 34 .2 7 27 83 4 2 20 2 l 2 8 43 7 重2 3 26 有 重6 2 6 3 ’30 2 重 ! 1 1 9 置 6 9 重2 3 置 重 2 2 3 3 13 1 
DISEASESOFTHEFEMALEGENERATIVEORGANS 
G調鯛l 露盤五島C∴:∴ ?宸ﾅ房0郷l 
看 
看 
監豊器語霊豊島 難語富言㌫∵∴● ?L reofperineum......‥・‥‥ 
看 
音 
Fa 轟誤露呈Ⅹ∴::::: ?aの細be 
8 
看 
Salpingitis(acute　and　c ?ｹ 
γ 
14l 141 141 宣41 ?∵∴∴ ?4 2 重9 重 
(∫ 
14I 重41 141 ?nteflexion　of　uteru8.. ?章 8 38 
Endocervicitis　......‥ ?
141 141 ?ndometrltlS‥‥.‥‥ ErosionofcervlX　. ?? ?? 2 2 1 
141 宣41 重4I、 書41 ?ib「°Sis　of　ute富us　‥‥ ??0 2 24 4 
1. ?
Retroflexion　of　uterus ?
宣41 ?et富〇㌢rSionofuteru8・ ??2 1 
I4重 141 ?Icer　of　ccrvi∑..‥.‥ ?? 
a 
重4I ?t章e3i種　ofvagina ?2 
133-119 ?ystoceleandrectocele. ??6 ?? 音l 
重34.2 202 重4章 141 重43 143 ?祢a吉富Yaglnal・n‥ ??AI 87 3 ?? 4 
詣g㌔芋窪繋誓.∴ Adherentlclitori8‥‥.. 　SECT ?
りa 
NXXXVIII 
PUERPERAL　STATE 
Abortion　threatened ?
146 ?bces’elvic　followingm ?? 
143.3 書433 ?ﾔ謹g詣でu皿 ?? 8 ?? 
重48 ?ｼ謹告嵩蕊轟 ? ? ??2 
I48 ?富egnancycomplicated ?doidism　　　.　....‥ ? 
148 148 ?ｼ器‡害悪三悪雷撃 ?? ???ﾜ 
置音4(; 重45_3 ?{藍喜ぶt器誓 ??重 　3 
重48 ?oxaemiao書pregnanヂ ?? 
143.2 ?ECTION　XXXIX ?重2 
重42 ?ISEASES　OF　THE　BRE ?ST,MALE　AND　FEMALE ??@重 Mas.i,is,。hr。ni宰誓誓 ?alin　female) 
125
DIS巴ASES ???OND ?HTION ?N　D ?HSC照A ?GE ?
ゼ ?ｮ ???G ?ﾈ音 日 昌 さ ?ｰ ?ｾ 
雷 ?§ ???d ???C 
露 ?& ?ﾁ ?J ?V ?J ?ｸ 
20唇音.重 ?EC丁ION　XL ?d ?d ???乞 圧 ∴ま ??? 
ANAPHYLAXIS 
Shock,anaPhylactic(耽tanus　serum)…….`....…… 
S巴C丁重ON　XL重　、一　, 
黒 ?LL-DEFINEDORUNCLASSIFIEDDISEASES ????言 Gangrene,unqua脹d:……………・…・・……・‥ 
9(5 l音54 205タ2 205.2 ?▲←　も,　● ? 2 重 重 音l ? 3 ??? 音6 42 重音6 2 章 ∴1∴ 3 
20与.1 ? Woundspost-OPerative・granulation…‥,.…・・…・…・・ 
3与04 ?59 ?4 ?g392 ? ?d44 ?050′ 
ま飾
John Haynes Memorial Hospital
Classification of Diseases　+
January l tb December 31, 1925
き　- ??ISEAS田S ?CONDITIONON　DISCHARGE 焉号 ??O」 ?/∴ 電 ??二重 ・謹 ???ｭく 卓 
露 ??彊 ?D ○○く ま ?ﾃ 老 ?` 杏等 ?I 
109 94 重09 重、05・ 重OO ?b ?? 1 音6 1 3 ? I ? 2 1 ?音 ? ? ま 6 1 7 
∴∴:∵ ? 
重53 25 ?ｪ盤。ごf誓…" ? ?d 点 ???d 重3 
154 10 10 ?ermatltJS,Venenata‥ D“- ? ? 299 ??0 l ?7 ?d 338 
Iphthe重重a　………・: 
70音 23 ?鋲phal ?鶸,aCute　‥・・ ??dO ??I ?0 音I 
21 1き4 23.2 741 ?nC言語Iitis,letharglCa ? ?5 1 25 ??1 4 3 ? 29 1音 27 
親告霊。蕊i竺∴.・ ? 
!S4 重賞.2 宣1.1 ?mpetigo,COntagiosa.‥ ? ? 7 1 ????2 、7 1 
In組ue ?　pulmona ?plicati。n8・・‥‥…・・・‥‥ 
I24音 98 ?aundice 、Lar章l’t ?a章a「rhal.... 　t ?重 ????
4lし 155 ?T ?Cue..... strept°COCcic ?? 2 ??? 6 
7 24 ?st 音Meas Meni ?s　epidemic　cere ?nal ?d 96 1音 ?? ? ?d 宣04 重 
¥7重.li音 7重.重 ?ｭMen Men ?,pneumOCOCCi 8,Str印tOC○CCic ???1 ? 1 ? ? 1 
7重 ?eni血 ?pe∴undさtermi ?? ??章 I3 ? 
84 重29 ?enta Nephr ?寄書盤絆 議Only…‥・ ????1 2 
205.重 20与.2 86 ?odi Observ O亡itis ? ?d 1 ?7 4 1 重 ??7 与 重 
86 22 ?tlti8m Paralysis ?diawithmastoi ,infantile‥.‥ ?? 5 ??? 5 
10 ?aralysis,diphtheritic. ? ? ??? 
重3 ?arotitis,ePide血ic.‥. ? ?d2 ???z3 
章54 ?emphigus　ne○nat°rum. ? ???1 
重O重.重 重54 ?n翌m9nia,lobar.….. ? ??? ?1 
音8 98 ?風?請。藍a9e-ヲ) ? ?dl 482 重 ?? 1 ?重l 500 重 
62 章O9 重.1 1弱・ 9 ?据I語:・.∴ ? ?5 6 10 重- 19 ??2 工 4 ? 重5 6 重重 重 25 
T　h　d　f ? 
離謹言薄al:誓∴ ? 
1077 ? ?9 ?3 ?6 ?I87 
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C悪霊0岩盤phtheria :
畿露盤1ar
認諾p韻書a
冨詫言悪霊霊e
撥楽
譜謹露見ed
Sore th丁oat・ ulcerative’8ePtic
甘〇着aem l a
欝雷語d。g。ne.a.i。n
C謀議u霊eas les :
Otitis media and mastoiditi8
Orbital ab8CeSs ∴ l
Laryngeal　8tenOsis
Pneumonia, unqualified
Sinusitis
窪) C態詰‡SCarlet fe’er:
醗繋t, S
(4)　　　　Otitis media
緯　態‡1㌫d
総　　譜蕊
鵠　譲葉,a重y凪gi亡is
Complications of `whooping cough:
( 5 )　　　　Bro nchopneumonia
縦　Con’uls重0n8
0titi8　山edia
Pneumonia, lobar
罷業藍請書盤r。。g。
肥田
OPERATIONS
ま2鎧
????????????????????????? ???????????????????
?
????…???
Robinson Memorial
STATISTICAL TABLE
Number of patients under treatment-Mothers, 1957・ Infants-1723. Tota1 3,700
難語霊認諾豊al
Admitted postpartum
PRESENTATION S
.　88　　　Vertex, anterior left .
:弓∴詐盤諾盤藍r轄
.　3　　　Vertex, pOSterior right
熟言霊eSis・ graVidarum … ・
Jaundice, aCute Catarrhal… ‥
Laryngitis　‥‥.‥.‥‥.‥..‥
Miscarriage　‥‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥
Mitral insu鯖ciency　‥,‥.‥..
Mitral stenosis .‥‥‥..‥‥.
Myocarditis, chronic　‥‥. ‥ ‥
Nephritis of pregnancy…....
Neurasthenia ..‥..‥‥‥‥..
Otitis media　‥‥...‥‥.‥.‥
諾器i霊詰:∴:∵二二:
1,721
l,677
57
7
73
8
14
13
Premature separation of placenta
MORBIDITY
Aborticm, threatened　… … …　　5
Acne・ rOSaCea言…………‥　1
Anaemia, pemlC10uS. ‥ , … …　　1
盤,(悪罵?:∴∴　圭
Anaemja, unqualified　… …‥　　1
Bronchitis　……………….　　9
Cardiac insu鯖ciency　… … …　　2
Cardiac valvular disease, Chronic　2
艶話諾売品::∴:∴　さ
富ま器霊嵐蓑読・∴∴:字
Edema 。f lung.…………‥　　1
Enlargement of heart… … …　　1
富寵。,完㌫㌫・:∴:∴:: …
Fibromyoma of uterus… … ‥　　3
Gonorrhoea　……………‥　17
Hemophilia　……………‥　　1
Hemorrhage from vagina… ‥　　3
Hydatid mole ..………….　1
Hydramnios　……………‥　　2
Previous Caesarean section‥
Pyelitis ...‥‥....‥‥‥‥
Syphilis ...‥‥..‥.‥.‥‥
Tachycardia .‥.‥.‥‥‥..
許諾霊撞;誓†∴ ・l:
Tuberculosis of lung .‥...
UIcer, gaStric　………..‥
Varicose veins　‥..‥‥‥‥.
ACCIDENTS OF PARTURITION
Abdominal section .‥. ‥.
Abortion .‥..‥‥‥....‥
CoIporrhaphy .‥.‥.‥..‥
Dillatation of cervix uteri.
I)ilatation and curettag9..
Episiotomy .‥.‥‥‥‥.‥
Forcep s-
Mediu調.‥
Induced labor
Manual rotation
Myomectomy　‥
OPERATION S
82　　　Manual dilatation and podalic
l VerS重On　‥‥・‥‥‥・‥・・・・
32　　請託‾詩話。重∴ ∴ ∴ ∴
5　　　Perineorrhaphy　‥.. … …
9　　　Lacerations of perineum○
○1d ...‥.‥..‥‥‥‥.
諾　謹護誌詰
67　　　Trachelorrhaphy　… ‥ ‥ ‥
129
???????????????????????????????????? ? 。
MORBIDITY, POSTPARTUM
Abscesses-
Of arm .∴.……‥‥…・●o neck .‥‥ ‥.‥・・‥・‥
Of vulva .‥.‥・・‥‥・‥・‥
Acromastitis　………"‥・‥‥
Anaemia, SeCOndary. ‥ ・ ‥ ・ …
籠蕪‥∴∴
Cellulitis, Pelvic .‥……‥・・
諾善悪蕊a誓言∴∴:
Coryza .‥.‥‥‥・‥‥・‥‥・・
藍籍霊C霊前∴: ∴∴
Endocervicitis .‥‥..‥‥‥‥
監護蜜藍詰三;
監禁認諾鑑識詰‥’
gland .‥‥・‥‥・‥‥‥‥
Influenza　‥‥‥.‥‥.‥‥‥‥
Jaundice, aCute Catarrhal… eJ.
Abscesses, Superficial ….
Acidosis ..‥‥.‥.‥‥‥
Atalectasis .‥‥.‥‥.‥
Bronchopneumonia .. ‥ ‥
Burn, 1st degree, Of foot・
Cardiospasm .‥..‥‥‥
き盤∴::∴::
諾露盤謹。詰:
Cretinism .‥.‥‥.‥.‥
Dermatitis, unqualified ‥
Edema, neOnatOrum　‥ ・口
説落盤諾霊・::
Fracture of clavicle.. ‥ ‥
Harelip　‥‥‥‥・・・…・・
Heart disease, COngenita,1.
Hemophilia, neOna,tOrum.
Htmatoma of scalp.‥∴
龍emorrhage, Cerebral . ‥
Hemorrhage, neO町証oru調l
藍圭ま蕊蕊・::∴:
Laryngitis ..…・‥・‥‥・‥‥・
ま　鑑罵言認諾・∴∴:
14!　結語霊誓言∴∴∴;
Z Pharyngitis. acute .‥・‥‥・‥
5　　　Phlebitis　……………‥"‥
圭　言霊藍高誼・:∵::∴:∴
14　　　Premature delivery . ‥ "‥ ・ ・ ‥
言　説蒜霊諾意・∴:∴∴
圭　誤読聖霊∴:∴
1　　Retroversion of uterus‥ ・ … ‥1言　誤芋‥∴∵∵∴
5　　　Seborrhea　……‥.‥‥‥‥‥
4　　　Semi-involution of uterus ‥ …
Tonsilitis　……..‥.‥.‥‥..
2　　　Toxaemia of pregnancy. ‥ ・ ‥・
2　　　Tracheitis .‥.‥.‥・・‥・‥‥・
1　　Urticaria　‥.‥‥‥‥・‥‥‥‥
MOR岳IDITY, INFANT
::: …　覇諾諒
鞄諾誓ga蒜
諒恕器落・詰蒜二言:
1　　Ophthalmia, neOnatOrum, nOn置
1‡害欝窪詩聖∴:
5　　　Paronychia .‥‥.・‥‥‥・‥‥
2　　　Pemphigus　‥..‥‥‥‥・‥・‥
2　　　Phimosis .‥‥.‥...・‥‥‥‥
1　　Pylorospasm　‥‥‥・‥‥・‥‥
謡　謀議議書霊嘉子’::::
21　　　Thrush　‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥・‥‥
1　　Tongue tie .‥‥‥・‥・‥‥・‥
l Wris亡drop　……‥・・・‥・‥‥
cAUSES OF DEATH, MATERNAL
Place叫PraeVia with ante-Partum hemorrhage. … ・ … … ・ ‥ … … ‥ … ‥
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???????????????????????????????????
Peritonitis following Caesarean section
認諾盤諾叢&監豊富。1篤1OS・ Pregnahcy). … … ・ …
CAUSES OF STILLBIRTHS
Cerebral hemorrhage (D瓶cult labor)
Premature separation of placenta
Prolapse of cord
Stillborn (unqualified)
Torsion of cord
Toxaemia of pregnancy
CAUSESI OF DEATH, INFANTS
Cerebral hemorrhage
Congenital debility-
鈴詑霊t孟宗品と;
Hyperplasia of thymu§ gland
Infection of cord
Mal f ormations-
Cardiac (unqualified)
Spina bifida
Syphilis, COngenital
Out Patient Department
CLINIC VISITS
Arthritis, (7 months only) ….
Chest　………………,‥…
Children’s ..‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥
Corrective exercises .‥.‥...
Eye　‥….‥…‥‥‥
Gastro intestinal　…..
Genito urinary. ‥ ‥ ‥
Hay fever and asthma
H。a畳㌻盤霊執
Medical .‥.‥‥‥‥‥‥‥
Nervous .‥..‥‥‥‥‥‥
Opsonic　‥‥‥...‥‥‥‥.
Orthopaedic　………...‥
Physical examination (7
months only) .一‥.‥.‥
Post natal (5 months only)
Skin .‥
S櫨rgical
Throat .
Woman’s
???????
?????
??????????
???????????
??????
Clinic Days - 1926
Asthma, and Hay Fever… ‥l…∴ … … … ‥l∴ …Tuesday, Friday
Chest　∴………‥..‥,……l………………Tuesday, Friday
Child ren
Denta1
Ear .
Monday, Wednesday, Saturday
Wednesday, Saturday
Endocrine … …… ………… ……∴… … ・,‥Tuesday, Friday
Eye
Gastfo-Intestinal… … … … … ‥l… ‥ Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Genito-Urinary‥ Daily except Thursday and Tuesday from 5 to 7 P.M.
GynecoIogical …….i……音…… Daily
Heart.‥.……………….,…………………‥Wednesday
Hypersensitive F ri day
. Daily
Nervous. … … …… … … Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday
Nose and Throat.
Orthopedic
Physical Examination
Physiotherapy… ・ …
S urgi cal
Ante-Partum
Postpartum
Mchday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
Tuesday, Thur'Sday, Saturday
.Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday
ROBINSON MEMORIAL CLINICS
… … ・Daily
Monday
Surgical Fo11ow-uP… … … … ‥… … … ・Mon坤y, Second Friday
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MISCELLANEOUS

B工BL工OGRAPHY - EVANS MEMORIAL
RO嘗霊基盤。S
The Modem Hospital, Vol. XVIIIタNo. 4
April, 1922
The Standardization of Anesthetic Ether Together with the Analysis for and
Cur鳶・蕊neSth. & Analgesia, Vol. II’No. 3・ _ 104
with
F. H. McCRUDDEN
Metabolism ObservatiollS in Scleroderma
恥豊霊諸r諸口90, N〇・ 4, ‾ 121
Vital Function Studies
IⅡ. A Short Series of Tests for the Diagnosis of Disturbed Endocrine
B・罵豊翠淡190・ N〇・ 8・ ‾26
with
F. H. McCRUDDEN
Metabolism Observations in a Case of Urticaria Scripta
輩欝結露二重霊嵩諾叢苗鵠篭音盤r
加ith
E. P. PHELPS
Ether Studies
T ‡撥欝薫薄謝靖轟羅加
I. The Threshold of Tolerance in Normal Adults
Archiv. of Inter. Med., Vol. 34, - 388
September, 192牲
罷就器蒜sm 。f Gala。。S。
呈豊悪罵●寺請÷ 803
重924
with
H. L BANKS
M. D. ALCO門
書籍謹謹舘dr Car繭de
with
M. D. ALC○軍で
E. Mo鼠Ⅲ蘭ER
The Metabolism in Pregnancy
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IIA露盤端磐諾1ic Rate
with
R. S. HuNT
The Metabolism of Arthritis
I. The Influence of the High Frequency Current on Certain Phases of
Jou葦詰ま許Surgery‾Vol. VII’No. 1 ‾ 161
with
B. S. WIENER
The Relative Reducing Power of Some Common Sugars
Jouri翁Ier. Chem. Soc.’47 _ 1698
The Objective Determination of Gonad Failure in the Male
銅盤。‡醤u諸01. 192, No. 11 ‾ 477
with
喜.雷蒜R
W. C. GREENE
Vital Function Studies
藍s霊能よ藍y of Certain
Blood and Urine Findings and of the
B当霧S・ Jour・・ 192 ‾ 747
Vital Function Studies
I. An Analysis of the Dreyer Standards of Vital Capacity
Am短荘茹ysio重・・ 72 ‾ 436
The Metabolism of Galactose
III. The Influence on the Tolerance of Disturbed Endocrine Function
Abst. Proceed. Amer. SQC. Biol. Chem., Vol. VII, No. 1, - 48
1925
McCLURE, C. W.
with
A. S. WE甘MORE
Studies in Pancreatic Function
芸護詣欝欝隷書theIngestionofPure
December 14, 1922
象蕊sJ#叢n。r。ati。 Fun。ti。n
豊島認諾e藍碧清書詩聖誓富tS in PathoIogical Condi‾
B〇 ℃霊濠諸法187・ N〇・ 25・ ‾期
with
P. L. E. ScHABACKER
New Method for the Estimation of Peptic Activity of Gastric ContentsSu智諸宗等謹書結露N。.猟_少57
詫議藷篭嘉n豊豊Based upon Clinical Experience
Med・ Clin・ Of N. Amer., VoL 5, No. 5, - 1363
1922
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with
E. Mo取T工MER
The CholesteroI Content of Bile in Health and Disease I.
B. M. & S. Jour., Vol. 18& No. 17,葛633
Apri1 26, 1923
Observation on the Diagnosis of Gall Stones
Med. Clin. of N. Amer., Vol. 7, No. 3, - 783
Clin訃舘l鴇岩盤#蕊轟Digestion
January 10, 1924
with
O. C. MoN船GU玉
L. L. CAMPBELL
The Chenrical Reaction of Duodenal Contents
B・告発r擢・,宣淡190, N串‾ 237
with
O. C. MoNTAGUE
E. MoRⅢM日収
Pancreatic Function in the Absence of Free Hydrochloric Acid缶om the
B・聖篭霊蕗・・l凱聞N〇・ 9・ ‾ 357
with
O. C, MoNTAGUE
The悪露盤嵩豊笥QJ盤窪悠許ents Derived from Normal Man
April, 1924
with
宣豊麗。RE
L. REYN倣.DS
Studies in Pancreatic Function
Amer. Jour. Med. Sciences, No. 5, Vol. CLXVII - 649
May, 1924
with
E. VANCE
CholesteroI Content of Bile in Health and Disease
II. The CholesteroI Concentration of Duodenal ContelltS Derived from
Normal Persons and from Those with Disease Both of Hepaticland Non-
he畢器Jou重・・ Vol・ 19埴17・ - 765
with
E. VANC圏
Cholesterol in the Bile in Health and Disease
III. Effect of Magnesium Sulphate Lavage on CholesteroI Concentrat三on
and CoIor of Duodenal Contents, and on the SymptomatoIogy of Patients
W聾路盤擬91, N〇・ 17・ - 767
with
E. VANCE
W. C. GREENE
霊悪筆雲嘉I謙語窪霊薯ncentration of Bile Acids and of P料
135　　　　　　　　　　　　　1
B・盤の諦○謎Vo=92・ N〇・ 10・ ‾硯
with
E. VANCE
Studies in Liver Function
II. The Concentrations of alOlesterd’Bile Acids and Pigments of Duo-
denal Contents in Health and in Diseases of the Liver or its’Ducts
B・盤封○謎Vo=92, N〇・ 10・ ‾ 433
with
O. C. MoNTAGUE
L. L. CAMPBELL
Studies on the Mechanism of External Pancreatic Secretion
理経ふ拭誤01・既N〇・ 12・ ‾ 527
with
W. L. MENDENHALL
M. E. HuNTSINGER
The EValuation and Treatmeut of Disturbed Liver Function
J。ur蕊豊富舘・ Vo1 85・ 1537‾1540
with
M. E. HuNTSINGER
O. C. MoNTAGUE
Studies in Liver Function
IⅡ. Methods for Determining the FurfuroI Number and the Bilirubin
Concentration of Duodenal Contents
B. #n㍊謂2㌢ 1931; 1050
with
W. L. MENDENHALL
M. E. HuNTSINGER
Studies in I,iver Function
r#盤鵠霧指摘2繁Iulationof the BiliaryFtow
with
M. E. HuNTSINGE瞭
某誌‡ive. F。n。,i。n
V. Clinical Observations on the Evaluation and Treatment of Di§turbed
Liver Function
B書籍藍轟劣5, 193 ; 1054
LA警護窯業h and Fun。,.。n
B. M. & S. Jour., Vol. 19-1, No. 4, - 157
灘灘豊軸ure ln the Male
May, 1925
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Hea#討寵艦惑溺霧AspectsRO驚饗譜護葦∴1。n
DR欝欝誓盤1n ProgressIVe Deafness
1925
procedure for the Cure of Antral Fistulae
B・豊烹音笥淡19l, N〇・ 24・ ‾ 1123‾24
also
Dental Cosmos - LXVII - 244
1925
Acustic Lacunae
The播yngOSCOPe 」 35 _ 1
.es霊藷驚霊霊霊S 。y the Audi。m。,er N。. 2-A
An終業譲二霊筈。Sis
Trans. A. M. A.
section Laryn., Otol・ & Rhin・, Page 127
Department of ImmunoIogy
HO警護諾藍端部rum Treatment
with
L. M. A㍍DERSON
欝襲霊薬三
T。書誌親豊二塁芸0
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B・葦簿了務
IDepartment of Bacteriology and SeroIogy
BE鷲轟警霊∴,h 。f Mass
1920
The Problem of Research in Syphilis
Jour. Amer. Inst. Homceopathy, 14 - 622
Th。轍警TestI晋嵩誤写艶羅控訴Hospital
芸撥議書窮誤謬tive Wassermann Tests
V. The Wassermann Reaction in Di節erent Social Classes
Amer. Jour. Syphilis, Vol. VIII, No. 1,一117
Th。 Wa悪霊霊畿
IV. The Wassermann Test as a Criterion of Cure for Syphilis
B. M. & S. Jour., Vol. 190, 301
February 21, 1924
with
R. H. HoLMES
The Was呈ermam Test
XI. Mercurosal in the Treatment of Syphilis
Th。言認諾こ‡ Syphil’’9 ‾ 459
ⅩII. Sulpharsphenamin in the Treatment of Syphilis
Archiv. Dermat. & Syphil., 9 - 470
Th。 Wa$親書告。St
親#譜親s霊能孟諾霊Syphilis and Fetal Dea.ths in Women
Amer. Jour. Obstet. & Gyn., Vol. VHI, No. 1 - 22
Th。 Wa黒盈謹告,
ⅩIⅡ. The Effect of Intramuscular Inj,eCtion of Neo-Arsphenamin on the
Wasserinann Reaction
Archiv. Dermat. & Syphil,, Vol. 10, No. 5, - 601
November, 1924
I音. HuN富取
The Wassermann Test
VI. The Influence of Race and Nationality upon RQutine WassermamTests誌葦寵罷- 119
The Wassermam Test
VIII. The BIood Serum of Pregnant Women
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Am笥嘉r. Syphilis・ IX ‾ 132
The Wassermarm TestIX嵩怒藍漑葦豊tal Clinics
芸豊v豊警盤圭〕謹‡諦寄島謎the Wassennarm Reaction
Jmら1925
The Wassermann Test
XV. E儲ect of Bismuth on the Was§ermam Reaction in Patients Unre-
認諾嵩警護黒土穀
1925
The Wassermarm Test
VIII. The Influence of the Antigen upon the Wassermann Reaction in
盤認諾拒Ⅴ。1・ IX・ N〇・ 4
The Wassermam Reaction as an Index of the Therapeutic Efficiency o王
Ant藍整fI雅量。di。in。, V。,. IV, N。. 。∴ l∴∴　t
December, 1925
The Wassermarm Test
X. Wassermam Reaction in the Pre富nant Woman
Am璃Our. Syphilis, 9 ‾ 762
車hき絹警崇nam T。S,
ⅩIX. Sulpha,rSPhena,mine DermatitisR華磐露盤請mentS ’
Department of Pharmacology
WESSELHOEFT, C.
A董護誓譜欝EtlOlogy Mode of Transm】S_
三r輩艶欝器芸18
謹i謙語豊富n#豊㌢Pathy in a Serie§ Of 485 Hosp三tal Cases Ex-
Jour. Amer・ Inst・ Homoeopathy, VoI XIV No. 8
The Cur‡霊嵩三。i9Z Quinin。 in Malari。
Jour・ Amer. Inst. Homoeopathy, Vol. XVI, No. 6
December, 1923
MENDENHALL’W. L.
with
H. F. CAMP三尊e‡灘楽聖妙
A S‡豊議謹聖- 549
Department of PathoIogy
A認諾豊‡,認諾薄議書露盤C結露豊吉藷霊
Tremens
Jour. Nerv. & Ment. Dis,, Vol. LHI, No. 3
March, r兜1
工n譜i書POglycaemia as∴a Means of Resting and Improving Pancreatic
J. A. M. A,-83-1914
FU韓議欝羅l藍d Flbrlllary Meso一
Massachusetts Hom(roPathic Hospital
Aid Association
Pre読de融
MRS. HENRY M. PoLI,OCK
脇c e-P汚毒den毎
MRS. J. EMMONS BREGGS MRS. ARTHUR J. CROCKEⅢ
Trea鋤γer
MRS. RICHAR。 H. NoRTON
月ecording Secre青のrγ
MRS. EI)WARD S. CALDERWOOO
CorγeゆO砂d巌g Secγetarリ
MRS. C. WESLEY SEWALL
A udiタor　　　　　　、
M工SS HELENI HAT臼AWAY
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MRS. DAVID L. BELI)ING
MRS. HENRY M. EMMONS
MRS. HARRY J. LEE
MRS. EDWIN W. SMITH
MRS. WESLEY T. L班
MRS. FREDrmCK H. PRATT
MRS. W. D. RowLAN。
MRS. HELMU鵬I ULRICII
MRS. T. E. CHANDLER
MRS. WALでER CHASE
MRS. CECIL CLARK
MRS. SAMUEL ELLSWORTH
MRS. TALBor ALmIC遍
MRS. REGINALD W. BIRE)
MRS. FRANCIS L. BowMAN
MISS Ru曾H L. S. CH皿。
MRS. FREDERICK W. CoLBURN
MRS. CosTELI,O C. CbNV腿SE
MRS. FRED C. CooK
MRS. A. G. DuNCAN
MRS. FREDERICK L. EMERSON
Dir ector
D irector
Di rector
D irector
D irector
Director
Directo r
Di rector
Director
Di rector
Di rector
Director
LIFE MEMBERS
蕊密語と諾
MR. JACOB HI町INGER
MRS. EIJαI. B. MAYO
MISS EMILY L OsGcoD
MRS. FREDERICK D. STACKPOI.E
MRS. F. W. STEARNS
MRS. J. G. THORP
M工SS AMANDA W. TαRREY
MRS. FkEDERICK A. TuRNER
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??????
Mrs. Karl Adams
Mrs. Charles R. Adams
Miss A. Ahlborn
Mrs. H. C. Ahlbom
Mrs. H. S. Allen
Miss Jannette A11en
Miss Leslie Allen
藍s培y工鰻籠k
Mrs. E. Atkins Baldwin
Mrs. Hollis G. Batchelder
茶器鏡ぎ普謹警
Mrs. N. P. Be11ows
Mrs. L. B. Bidwell
Mrs. Stephen H. BIodgett
Miss Alice Bradley
Mrs. Ralph A. Brazee
Mrs. J. Emmons Briggs
Mrs. Percy G. Browne
Mrs. Lawrence Bullard
Mrs. John N. Burdakin
Mrs. C. W. Bush
Dr. Eliza B. Cahill
Miss Bertha Carvell
Mrs. E. S. Calderwood
M
M
M
M
M
S. H. Calderwood
W. H. Canterbury
Frederick W. Carmer
O. R. Chadwell
Thomas E. Chandler
Mrs. Elisabeth B. Chapman
Miss E. D. Chapman
Mrs. Walter S. Chase
Mrs. Wi11iam C. Chick
Mrs. Warren Child
盤誤認藍s
Mrs. A. B. Cray
Dr. Clarence Crane
Mrs. A. J. Crockett
Mrs. L. W. Crockett
Mrs. F. E. Cru楢
Mrs. Frank E. Cru鱈
Mrs. Arthur Cushin宵
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
h吐r
宝器詩誌三宮霊宝
Mrs. Charles A. Eaton
Mrs. John Elliott
Mrs. Samuel Ellsworth
詳言掌謹富er由
Harold Diehl
Charles B. Dlmk工ee
C. Henry Dobson
Nancy Dorr
鞘藍P諌如s
MEMBERS
Mrs. Henry M. Emmons
Mi s Eugenie J. Endres
盤台碧措藷ng
Mrs. J. C. V. Fisher
Mrs. Stetson Foster
Mrs. J. Sumner Fowler
Mrs. Walter F. Frederick
Mrs. LIoyd A, Frost
Mrs. Nathan H. Garrick
Dr. Clara E. Gary
Mrs. George B. Glidden
Miss Mary A. Haley
Mrs. Henry L. Hall
Mrs. Henry W. Halmer
Mrs. C, D. Harvey
Mrs. William D. Ha3±worth
Miss Helen B. Hathaway
Mis  FIorence A. Hayden
Mrs. H. D. Heath丘eld
M s. G. O. Henderson
Mrs. Henry H. Hi11
Mrs. Elizabeth Hirst
Mrs. H. E. Holbrook
Miss Mary S. Holbrook
Mrs. Sanford B. Hooker
Mrs. Charles T. Ho曙h
総監骨品蕊ghton
Mrs. Alberta D. Howard
Mrs. Charles T. Howard
Miss Helen Howard
Mrs. H. G. Hoyt
Mrs. James M. Hunnewell
Mrs. Charles R. Hunt
Miss Isabel F. Hyams
Mrs. Da,na W. Hyde
Miss Marion C. Jackson
盤叢諾叢n
Mrs. Arthur D. Jones
Mrs. Everett Jones
鵜苫詳嘉島es
Mrs. Hugh F. Kendall
Mrs. W. B. Lambert
豊島も色黒碧m
Mrs. Mark A. Lawton
Miss Mary B. Lawrence
Mrs. Bernard Lederman
Mrs. Harry J. Lee
Mrs. Wesley T. Lee
Mrs. Harold L Leland
Mrs. Charles Li錦er
Mrs. Hector E. Lynch
Mrs. H. S. Macomber
Mrs. Percy B. Mam
14l
餌rs. W. 0. Ma競組
盗宝篭e孟豊Sh
Miss Anna Maxwell
忍結語普籠嘉霊妙
Mrs. Elizabeth H. McLean
Miss Adelaide L. Merrill
Mrs. Walter L. Mendenha11
Mrs. M. C. Mills
Mrs. L. M. S. Miner
Dl.. N. Brooks Morrison
Mrs. N. Br○○ks Morrison
Mr. William F. Morse
Mrs. William F. Morse
盤講欝辛r・
Mrs. William D. Paine
Mr§. Charles H. Parker
Mrs. Roland O. Parris
藍認業苦とi誓ne
盗結龍‡s。n
鵠叢蓋誌
意密会尋常?料1。。k
誤認識嵩
Mrs. E. G. Preston
Frederick H. Pratt
籠藷欝t
態寵擬説
Mrs. William D. Rowland
Mrs. E. Pakenham Ruggle§
Mrs. E. A. Russell
Mrs.丸W. SaⅥyer
班
M
M
M
M
轟uis Scha書k
C. Wesley Sewa11
Harold F. Simon
Conrad Smith
Edwin W. Smith
Miss EIsie Smith
rs. Gedrge T. Smith
忠恕轟藷ざ嘉許
Miss Louise-Marie Spaulding
Mrs. Fred M. Steams
Mrs. Henry E. Sutherland
宝鑑豊誤認欝
Mrs. Wi11iam N.1 Swain
Miss Lila H. Swift
宝蕊きh霊譜癌。m。S
Mrs. W. K. S. Thomas
灘擬態
Mrs. Helmuth Ulrich
盤欝警告瀧讐ill
Mrs. Ross Vr○○調
Mrs. S. N. Vose
Mrs. Frederick L. Walker
Mrs. William H. Watters
Dr. Barnet M. Wein
Mr§. David W. We11s
Dr. David W. vells
Mrs. Conrad Wesselhoeft
Mrs. Walter Wesselhoeft
Mr. William F∵Wrhittemore
盤譜黒鳥幣藍d
Mr§. Herbert A. Wilson
Mrs. Franklin W Wood
Mrs. Nelson M. Wood
鵠諜繚血
Mrs. Ernest Yol章ng
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SchooI of Nursing
The SchooI o士Nursing of the Massachusetts Homcopathic Hoopital,
Boston, is conducted in a鎖Iiation with the SchooI of Educa,tion of
Boston University. The schooI was organized in 1885 and its a紺iation
With Boston University has just bee租forma11y completed. As a result
Of the a紺iation the student of nursing has available to her the resources
Of the SchooI of Medicine’the School of Education’and other depart-
ments of the University’aS Well as those of the Hospital.
The Department of Nursing offers two courses’One Of three years,
leading to the diploma from the Hospital and one of four years, leading
to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Education from the University
as well as the dipIoma. The preliminary course, and the technical
COurSes given by the Hospital’With several exceptions, are identical
in both cases. In addition to the regular Hospital courses, Students
enrolled for the degree begin in the first semester of study, tO take
COurSeS in the SchooI of Medicine which are credited to their degree.
The majority of courses in the SchooI of Education are taken in the
third and fourth years.
FACILITIES
Boston University is one of the large Universities of the United
States. It maintains the following departments : College of Liberal
Arts’College of Business Administra.tion, College of Practical Arts and
Letters’SchooI of TheoIogy’School of Law, School of Medicine,
SchooI of Education’SchooI of Religious Education and Social Service,
and Graduate School. Students enrolled in one depa.rtment may take
Certain courses in other departments and thus enrich their currioulum.
The SchooI of Education of Boston University was organized in
1918 to satisfy the demand for a fuller and better training of teachers・
It is concemed’nOt Only with the immediate problems of the teacher,
but it also endeavors to make the study of its students productive for
future administrative service.
Boston University SchooI of Medicine has arranged to give certain
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science courses to those enrolled for the degree. Students in the three
year course also use the laboratories of the School for their courses in
chemistry, BacterioIogy’Anatomy and PhysioIogy.
The libraries of both the SchooI of Edueation, and the SchooI of
Medicine are open to Stude証s in the Department of Nursmg.
The size of the hospital’and the abunda.nce o壬diversified material’
make it possible to conduct a we批ounded and balanced curriculum
without the necessity of ¥Sending students to oLher institutionlS for their
practical experience and instruction・
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
Students are admitted to the Department of Nursing twice a year
iri September and February. They may enroll for either the three-year
or the four-year COurSe. It is possible to enroll for the three-year COurSe,
and later be transferred to the four-year COurSe’but as the attainment
of the degree depends upon earmng a definite number of credits, there
i'S nO guarantee that a student, thus transferred, Can誓Cure the degrce
within the four calendar years. Every candidate must be at least
eighteen years of age. There is no maximum age limit’though pref-
erably the candidate should be under thirty-five.
The脇,ee一γeαγ CO鮪e・ Applicants for the three-year COurSe muSt
be graduates of High SchooIs or have received the fu11 equivalent・ A
certi丘cate of recommendation giving detailed information of High
SchooI study must be submitted"
The fouγ-yearl CO縮e er′脇degγee・ Applicants for this course mu’st
satisfy the entrance requrrements to the SchooI of Educa,tion’BostQn
University. They should have completed 15 units of preparatory work
in an approved secondary school. Such units must include.
English　.
Foreign language
M a七hematics
Elective　.
3 units
2 units
2 units
2 units
A second foreign language’Or history with science or science with
history.
Free units .  .  .  .  .  . 6 units
Any substantial subjects for which not less than one-half unit eamed
in one year is given towards the secondary school diploma.
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F最ES AND ExpENS曳S
No tuition fee is charged at present for either the three year or the
four-year CourSe. During the preliminary term the students furnish
their own uniforms, b叫textbooks are provided at this time and
throughout the course. When accepted into the School, all students are
fumished with the School uniform for the remainder of their time in
the School. Board, rOO調, and pla’in laundry are provided throughout.
No financial compensation is given. There are no expenses except those
Which are personal with the individual.
CouRSE OかINS骨RUCT宣ON
Three-Ye膨γ Co幼rぶe
Preliminary Period. 4 months一
会器器量謹皇鴬0艶壷詰
Elementary Materia Medica.... ‥..
Dietetics and Cookery
Practical Nursing induding
Supervised practice on wards.
J罵。:慧Ma.,。ria M。di。。
Nursing in Medical Diseases… ………… ‥ _.
謀議is
Diet in Disease
Soci訪　Service
盈ntermediate Year
Communicable Diseases
Surgical Discases
Surgical Specialties
O rthoped王c
認諾詫龍調T。曲調
An esthesi a
Pediatric Nursing and Infant Feeding‥‥..‥. ‥‥..
Obstetrical Nursing
Third Year-
Psychiatr王c Nursing
Modem Social Problems… …..,.
謙語工禁書S
骨ow-Y臼のr Courseヂ0γ Degγee
’Since the Department of Nursing is a part of the SchooI of Educa-
tion,, Students of nursing who wish to qualify for the degree must meet
the requirements of that schod. A total c;f 120 points must lbe eamed.
Å poi如⑪r SemeSter hour is the eredit given for class instruction one
年々5
?????‥???????????? ???
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?????? ??
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
??????????????? ???? ? ???
???? ???
hour a week for 15 weeks or one-half of the academic year. Thus a
class meeting three hours a week eams three points in the semester.
The degree course for nurses includes the greater part of the sub-
jects offered in the three-year COurSe’and in addition courses in the
schooI of Medicine and the Schoof of Education su範cient to obtain the
120 poiuts necessary for the degree・ At least 40 points must be taken in
the?chooI of Education. The remaining 80 points are divided between
an allowance of forty points for the practica,1 wo壷(such work to in-
clude certain courses which are definitely technical and applied to the
practical work), and 40 poiuts for courses in the hospital and in the
SchooI of Medicine. Detailed infomation concemmg COurSeS in the
School of Education may be secured by consulting their catalogue・ By
making use of the summer terms the last two years the student should
be able to complete the requirements within the four years.
Requests for the school,s catalogue・. apPlications for a.dmiision’
which may be ma.de at any time’and a11 inquiries should be addressed
to Miss Margaret Dieter, A.B・, R.N.’Who is Head of the School and
Superi紅tendent of Nurses.
ま4き
Graduates of SchooI of Nursing
A
A. Gertrnde A批tt〇・∴・…
Alice S. Abbott‥...‥‥‥.
去謹罷監霊:∴二言
Elizabeth Ha,milton Adams.
Rose M. Adams....‥.‥..
Wilhelmina Achenbach... ‥
Grace A. Aheam‥..‥‥‥
艶薫盤霊盈;
Lillian Maude A11anbrook‥
Annie Allen　……‥'‥‥.
擬罷業
鑑講碧。笠露盤: ∵
Anna Anderson .‥..‥.‥
Anna C. Ander§On‥ ‥. ‥‥
Arma Isabel Anderson… ‥.
Ellen Helen Anderson.. ‥.
鳶語合懇請s詰: ∴
Grace E. AnsIow‥. ‥ ‥
無為も笠蕊琵言:
Bessie I. Armstrong.‥.
諾霊。S A語S‡議こ
Lottie Atchinson .......
鯨‡ I語も畿誓∴
Dorothy Austin　‥‥・‥
Helen Elizabeth Bagg..
Marion C. Ball.‥‥..‥
Endora F. Bailey‥. ‥ ‥
Harriet Vining Bailey‥
Helen Bain ..‥.‥‥...
轟註詣雪謹言; : ∴ :
Harriet Vining Bailey‥
Anna May Baker‥ … ‥
Jennie Louise Ba11antyne
持諸富譜誓∴ : :
Isabe11e Barnes　‥.‥‥.
Li11ian Frances Barlow..
Ellena P. Barnum.‥‥.
Anna Barrett　……‥′..
Elizabeth R. Barrett. ‥.
Lucile Barrett　‥‥‥‥.
Ethel Starr Barrows‥ ‥
Stella Bird Barry.. …… … ….1922
Tessie Mary Barry… … … ….1917
Thelma Stevens Bartlett… … ‥1919
GraCe Marie Bascom…… … ‥19116
Eva. M. Batchelder.‥.‥...‥ ‥1912
L ura M. Baxter………......1904
Myra L. Bea,Cham … … … ….190音7
Katheryn Valerie Beal........‥1891
Mary Perkins Beal… …… …189'1
Alice E. Bea.rce…………....1913
Susan Alice Beaumont… … ….1924
Clara L. Beckwith… … … … ‥1914
監託諾霊童壷完売:∴ ∴弦
1orraine Evangeline Benard….1897
Mildred Clark Bernard… … …1926
警護欝艶詰護
畿d去藷1藷‡融: : ∴ :雷裳
FIorence Ethel Bla,nChard… …. 1921
議盤認諾尋畿
Eldora E. Bligh‥.‥‥‥
艶孟諸n諾盤誓雪: :
Carlotta Bond .‥.‥...
Esther FIora Bond‥..‥
Freda Roalston Bohd.. ‥
Marie Bool ..‥....‥..
苫蒜悔霊謹告:
Annie Bowers　‥.‥‥.‥
欝龍∵ ;
Florence Somers Brehant
Marion Theckla Breck. ‥
Laura Brievogal ‥ ‥. …
諸悪薯富霊㌍ :
監霊s菩g書誌n: ∴二:
1 902
1919
1903
1銃渇
1 921
1919
1909
1 924
1919
1902
18卵
192与
1913
1 896
1921
1姥O
1912
1 920
1910
1 92与
1 90与
Ruth Wilhelmina Britton… ‥. ‥ 1919
Mary Brock　………………1913
藍轟宣言守護
Etta Viola Brown… … … … ‥1923
Kathryn Brown …∴………‥1896
Li11a M. Brown…………….1901
Mabe重MacDonald Brown… ….1919
Mattie Williams Brown… … …1902
重47
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剛ore競Ce A. Cd関).
1918∴∴　Mary B. Coburn‥
1921　　　Louise M. Coe....
王※　盤豊富轄・;
露　盤清く謹嵩二言:∴:
1925　　　Frances E. Cde.,‥‥.‥‥
採　譜1ご盤嘉e蒜壷:;
Agnes:Evangeline Comeau.Frances Burnside. …… … … ・1909
Gertrude M. Butterfield… … ・.1910
Beatrice E. Buxton… … … ….1925
Grace Dean Buzzell..。… … …1916
騨めy J.音Buzzell… … … ……・1914
討d重主e B脚W録音‥‥‥.‥・・・‥‥
Sara Davi§ Brown‥‥‥‥ ・・ ‥
能書王詫言誼i∴ ∴ : :
誤認豊智証詰∴: ∴
Alice Marion Burditt… … ・ ‥
圏thel瞳elma B勘rgess音. … …音・ ・
曲inia皿　Burns .‥‥‥.・‥・・‥
Mabel Louise Bums.‥・‥‥‥
C
Charlotte C盆d押e重l …... ‥
CatheriHe Cahill . ‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Helen Elizabeth Callahan.
填elen W. Cair撹S‥‥.‥‥
FIorence E. Caldwell. ‥ ‥
Maud G. Ca.1dweIl‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Allie Elizabeth Cameroh. ,了‥.
ChristineL T. Campbe11. ‥ …..
Eli2a Hane Campbe1l… …. ‥
慈託三幸詫品∴ :∴: :
Helen F. Carr………....‥.
Elizabeth Gertrude C如niffe. ‥
Frahces Mildred Carey. ‥
諾欝掌等雪
盤‡苦く窯藍:∴: :
雑器晋篭‡謹∴∴
Catherine W. Cavannah..
Violet Elizabeth Cave.. ‥.
Bessie A. Cawthorne.. _ ‥
諾認諾言;
Åda, R. Chase.‥.‥‥.‥.
A. Belle Cheney...‥.‥‥
Inez Louise Chester.... ‥
Geneva Madalene Child‥
Pau喜王ne M. Childs.....‥.
Mary Stevens Churchi11 …
Ethe重lMarguerite Chute. ,
Eleanor Claire .‥‥‥‥‥
圭藩欝籍言
Marian P. Clark……‥.
Sa11ie Clearwater　‥.. ‥ ‥
藍壇u誌S藍志士:
彊藷盤業論詰;∴:
宣48
Ethel M  Co調n‥‥‥‥
F青°renCe M. α調ors..
Myrtle Eviline Conrad.
L. Hortense Ccmway‥
Mario皿C○○k .‥..‥..
Mariも競C○○ke　…..‥.
鑑三高窓鶉詰
Mary C. Corey..…‥..1‥・・
Edith L. Cousins…...)‥∴.
Nd重ie ‾噺. αⅥ掲調.‥,..‥.‥
EIveria ’EstCIIa Cragin… ‥.
Margare子J. Crawford… …
Catherine Cray . ‥..
護温.謡言∴
Mary E. Creed.‥‥.
Edith G. Creesy. ‥ ‥
1少18
‥‥..‥1902
……‥1917
……‥1009
. J… ‥,.1898
Ruth E. M. Crittendon. ‥.
Bertha Crosby.‥‥‥‥‥
Florence B. Crosby.‥ ‥ ‥
Lot土ise W÷ Crosby. …….
Celia M. Crosse‥1..1.‥.‥
Alice Irene Cu11en.‥‥..
Frances M. Cu11en. ‥ ‥ ‥.
認諾邑諾意・∴::
Lena G. Currier‥‥‥‥‥
鶉轟・
Dorothy M. Cutts….‥‥
籠富叢誓言∴
Alice Davis .‥‥.‥‥‥.
Mattie Davis .‥‥..‥‥.
Bessie Deane　‥.‥.‥‥‥
AIma E. Dean‥.‥.‥.‥
畿e尋盤六二∴
Pa,uline L. Dencklau‥・. ‥.
Rose Devaney .‥.…‥..
盤諾i才・露を・ : ∵ ∴
Mildred E. Doane..…‥.
??????????????????????
????????????
???????????????
Mrs. Lillian ‘B. Dinsmore.
Rebecca Dodd .‥.‥.‥‥
藍霊・蔀艶話;:∴
Emily Dorion　………,‥
Ge脱vieve Dow .‥...‥‥
Lina V. Downs..‥..‥.‥
Adelia M∴Drake‥ ‥‥. ‥
Maude I, Drummond‥ ‥ ‥
Margaret M. Dumphy….
龍霊岩盤缶詰:∴二
Dena L. Dunlap∴……..
Genevieve A. Dunn... ‥ ‥
Georgia Durant .‥‥‥‥
エsabel Durgin　‥‥‥‥.‥
Constance E. Devan‥ ‥ ‥
Helen F. Dyson....‥‥‥
E
He重e調′Eames　…....‥.‥
GladysI w. Earl…..‥…
Nina E.gan　‥‥‥‥‥‥
Dorcas K. Edgerton‥ ‥..
Cora E. Edwards.‥‥‥‥
護謙喜怒善言
Li11ian M. Elkins..‥...‥
Alice E11is　………...‥
Emma A. Ellison.‥..‥‥
Nettie B. E11ison.‥.‥.‥
Eva N. Ellsworth. ‥ ‥. ‥.
Emma H. Eme章son.‥‥‥
Alice N. Emery…‥.‥‥
Katherine S. Emery.. ….
Edith K. Emmerson.‥‥.
Esther C. Erickson. ‥ ‥ ‥
Ethel L. Emst.‥‥.‥.‥
Mabel M. Ennis.‥‥‥‥
Madeline M. Estes‥ ‥.. ‥
Alice, M. Evans..‥‥‥‥
Marion F. Evans.
Idla May Evans‥.
諾藍n三・品豊
F
Marion D. Fairbanks. ‥
Florence Farnha膜　‥. ‥
Harriet H. Farnum‥. ‥
Helen B. Faulkner.‥‥
Phronie M. Faulkner. ‥
Milldred ‘Faught . ‥. ‥.
E±hd W. Fanjoy.. … ‥
課業軍法n隷書: :
Harriet Filmore .‥..‥
Daisy A. Finlay…‥.‥
Wilhelmina V. Fischer‥
Anna Fisher .‥‥‥‥‥
宣49
… ‥1887
… ‥1916
… ‥1899
…‥1913
…‥l排狐
….,1906
… ‥18少5
…..1890
…‥1905
… ‥1923
… ‥189ケ
… ‥1925
… ‥1908
.‥,.1901
… ‥1912
… ‥1923
… ‥1923
… ‥宣908
…..1少18
.、. .1909
… ‥ 1888
… ‥1925
… ‥1907
… ‥宣898
…..1912
… ‥1893
 ‥190き
… ‥1906
…‥1907
.….1少15
… ‥音1911
… ‥1902
‥.‥1914
… ‥1925
… ‥1919
… ‥1少17
… ‥1908
… ‥1899
… ‥1922
… 1915
‥...1920
… ‥1916
… ‥1924
.‥. 1921
…‥1919
.….1908
.‥言重918
‥ ..1923
… ‥1005
… ‥1897
… ‥ 1906
… ‥宣903
…,.1925
… ‥1919
… 1896
Maud E. Fisher‥.‥...
蓋諾.韓三言
鍔島欝∴
Ma暮jo轟Folger ‥…..
…諾蒜も富詫言二言
Harriet E. Forbes‥‥..
Floかe丘ce ←Ford .‥ ‥ ‥ ‥
Sara ’E. Ford.‥‥.‥..
Nellie Foskett　‥.‥‥‥
Elizまbeth ‘S. Foss.‥....
Charlotte W. Fowler. ‥
Mary F. Fowler.‥‥‥.
Ne良ie M. Fox...‥‥‥
Christie A. Fraser‥ ‥ ‥
Eunice P. Freemin. ‥ ‥
轍elen L. Freeman... ‥.
Mary M∴Freemari.. ‥ ‥
Susie ’M. Freeman‥ ‥ ‥
Aunie French　‥‥.‥..
Susan M. French‥ ‥.‥
Verlie ’E. French. ‥. ‥.
Laura G. Frost‥..‥..
Mildred W. Fuller‥ ‥ ‥
Marion S. Fu11er...‥‥
Rowena O. Fuuer.‥‥.
Abbie ‘Fu11erton . ‥ ‥‥
Alice A. Fulton.‥‥‥.
HQlen A. Fdlton.‥.‥..
G
Mimie Gaまlagher　‥ ….
Arma G. Gallivan.‥‥.
An帆ie M. Gammon‥.‥
驚喜一・謀誓∴ ;
Nettie , S. Gates‥..‥..
Mabelle A. Gay…‥.‥
Florence C. Gray..‥.‥
Isabel P. Gibbs.‥‥‥.
Isabelle P. Gibdy‥.‥..
Beatrice L. Gi節ord. ◆. ‥
Mildred Gifford .‥‥..
Wanita R. Giles‥.,‥..
嵩鵠二霊欝∵
Vera W. Gil職脅n‥.‥‥
言落i盤蜜高言: ∵
Pauline M∴Goldsmith‥.
Alice P. Goedwin… ・∴ ・
Alice H. Gould‥..‥‥
音E棚創a J. Go扉d,‥.‥‥
二田attieし. Go鴫ld.‥…‥
蕊詣・㌔竜三発言: ∴
??????????????????????????????
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Helen Grant　……,‥
艶認諾㌫‡震え主: : :
FIorence C. Gri飴n‥ ‥.
Helen Griffin ..‥‥.‥
Alys Griswold..….‥
Margarita Groitt . ‥ ‥
Frances A. Groves‥ ‥
Mary E. Gummerson‥
H
Helen Haaser　‥‥‥‥
欝藍書g乱: : ∵
Ella. Hamilton　‥ ‥. ‥.
Anna HammQnd.‥‥.
Grace A. Hanly‥‥.‥
圭藍詫晋語壷読:
Edna Hatmah　‥‥‥‥
Ora B. Hannah‥‥‥.
Patrice Harmegan... ‥
Alma N. Hansen..‥‥
Mary Hanway .‥‥..
Edith M. Hardy..‥‥.
Olive C. Hargraves‥..
Lena A. Harradan. ‥ ‥
Alice M. Harrington. ‥
Kathryn A. Harris‥ ‥
Marguerite E. Harris ‥
Bernice Harrison .‥‥
Louise M. Hart....‥.
Ma.ry L. Hart....‥.‥
Alice M. Hartshom‥ ‥
Helen L. Hartshorn...
Annie Hartwell .,‥‥
Jehnie V. Hartwe11.. ‥
Bessie S. Hartendel....
Mabelle Harvey ...‥.
Phebe A. Harvey.‥...
FIorence L. Haskins. ‥
Madalene A. Haskedt..
Mary W. Ha,Stings‥ ‥
Mary H. Hatfield‥...
Emily E. Hathaway. ‥
Mae E. Hayden‥...‥
Clementine J. Hayes...
Hattie T. Hayward. ‥.
結語嵩㌫:∵∴
Catherine Henry　‥ …
Nellie G. Herrick.‥..
Catherine L. Hickey…
認許.豊i繋ぎ雪: :
Florence M. Higgins‥.
隷語意鞘三笠∴:
Da王sy E. Hilton…….
Lうda H. Hines…….,
Helen L. Hind§……,
. ‥1899　　　Bemice E. H圭tchcock.
….1910　　　Lucy H9dges ,.....‥
….1918　　　Mrs. Alma Holbrook.
….1907　　　Bessie Holden.‥..‥
….1923　　Irene Hollings ....‥
… ‥1903
… ‥1892
… ‥18少5
… ‥1906
Esther M. Holteen‥
Grace P. Holmes.‥
Olive B. Hosford.‥
Alice G. Hoskins.. ‥
藍。ぎ整藍s∴ :
Hazel I. Houston‥ ‥
Jessie E. Hovey. ….
宝器n豊詣㌫∴
Mary A. Howe‥...
Thelma I. Howe.‥.
Alice M. Howland‥
Marjorie V. Howlett
Lucy Hoxie　‥.‥‥.
Flora J.
Hazel D.
Ethel A.
FIorence
Grace R.
Anna H.
Kathryn
Mabe重　G.
Mary H.
Ida Hutsel ..‥.
Elizabeth Hynes
Vera G. Hyrtle.
鵠‡嵩譜藍:∵
Ne11ie M. Irving‥ ‥.
、T
Marion L. Jackson..
E. Maude Jacobs.‥.
Hannah C. Jacobson.
誰某宮窪と六
書宮詣詳言: :
Myrah E. Jerauld. ‥
Bertha L. Johnson. ‥
Cora M. Johnson‥ ‥
Ethel R. Johnson....
F宣orence M. Johnson.
Freda O. Johnson. ‥
Harriet B. Johnson..
書誌霊告J葦諾
Isabel M. Johnson...
Mabe置　S. Johnson‥.
能書葦誌・∴:
Nellie M. Johnston‥
E錆e M. Jo調es…...
Helen M. Jones‥‥.
150
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????????????????
????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Marion L. Jo血es……‥..
Faustena M. Jordan...‥ ‥
Catherine E. Joy
Rose E. Judge.
Electa E. Katan.‥....‥
Carrie Wilder Keene. ‥.
宣rene H. Keene.‥.......
認諾・詣e盤料::: ::
Anna M. Kerr.‥‥...‥
Gertrude Kerr　……‥.
Helen B. Kidder‥‥‥‥
Lillian M, Kilbourne.‥.
Alice M. Kimball…….
Clara P. Kimba11..…‥.
.‥i914
....192l
….1922
… …1893
Mildrcd C. Kimball‥.‥‥. ‥
恕F譜藍㌫∴:∵∴∴
Gertrude M. Knowlton‥... ‥
Eleanor Koehler　‥...‥‥...
Elizabeth M. Kunde.。...‥..
L
Helen Laing　‥‥‥.‥‥..‥
Mary A.轟ke‥....‥‥.‥..
Annie L. Lamb‥.....‥.‥.
Annie M. Lamson……‥,..
講豊∴;∴
Flora V. L種uderbe調… ….1
Emma M. La Freniere…‥,
Clara E. La皿gelle…… …..
Gladys W. Langille… … … ,
Gertrude E. Larkin..
Hope H. Lassen‥・‥
Aileen E. Lawrence.
盤S甘藍??
工息櫨ra M. Lawson. ‥
Marie Leadbetter ...
Hilda M. Leaman...
Grace M. Leavey.‥
Lillian　轟e　‥‥‥‥
Sarah C. Lee‥.‥‥
Sarah F. Lefferts. ‥
Elizabeth Lieber　‥ ‥.‥.
Esther Leonard　‥.‥....
Fannie S. Lewis‥.‥‥.
Marion Lewis .‥.‥.‥.
Kar重ine H. Libby‥‥..‥
Lillian E. Lindberg. ‥. ‥
Alice Lindsay　‥‥..‥‥
Gertrude Linnell . ‥‥. ‥
Li置lian B. Linnell.‥‥..
Addie A. Locke‥...‥‥
Mrs. Eleanor K. Loomis.
Anna B. Lown‥........
…窪まu王藷∴ ∴:
肥り
Edith G. Lyman…‥.
Mary Lyons　‥...‥‥.
M
Mary MacDonald ..‥
Laura B. MacDonald ‥
Katherine MacEachran
Louise S. MacKnight‥
藍。霊草璃謝よお
M. Annie MacLeod‥ ‥
Elizabeth MacLeod ...
諒鑑a生葦認証:
Li11y E. Magnusson‥ ‥
Lucina Maier　‥‥‥.‥
Hazel E. Makepeace‥.
Sophia C. Malcolm. ‥.
Ethel B. Manning..‥.
aara F. Mansfield‥. ‥
Theodosia Manwe11 . ‥
罵轟岩盤計:∴;
Anna L. Marsh...‥‥
Barbara D. Marshall. ‥
Charlotta, MafShall ...
Ethel B. Marshal書...‥
Hattie L. Martin......
諜龍‡慰霊∵:∵:
Ruth S. Martinson.....
Crissie A. Mathews...
Gertrude Mathews . ‥.
Ama R. Maxwell…..
盤諦畿欝。言
Mrs. Helen M. McClannin
雷忠霊蕊謡誉∴ :
諾意嵩隷喜∴
Grace I. McKay...‥‥‥
惑藍と盤・:∵:∴
副izabeth McKechnie　‥ ‥
Sadie McKenna　…‥,.‥
Melissa McKennon　‥ ‥‥
Vida K. McLaren...‥...
Arma L. McLean.‥‥.‥.
Annie M. McLeam......
Elizabeth McLermon ...‥.
Susan E. McLeod.‥
Mary E. McManus‥
蕊謡法器’誓
Laura G. Meader.‥.
Isabel Melvin.‥.‥.
Ada C. Merrill…‥,
FIorence Merrill　‥ ‥
Helen L. Merrill‥ ‥
..‥1少1?
… 1少10
… ‥1903
…‥1917
… ‥1907
… ‥1922
… ‥1922
… ‥1922
…..1901
… ‥1896
… ‥1901
… ‥1923
???????????????
???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
露語n豊豊藍:∵
畿慧講三豊r? ∴
Hilda. Meyer　…‥.‥
喜謹a豊艶諸∴ : :
Hattie A. Mi11er.‥..
Annie E. Mi11s‥...‥
Elizabeth H. Mills.. ‥
鵠藷豊能藍;
Edith Mcmroe .‥‥..
Hele調　Monroe　‥...‥
豊盈豊・罵0: ∴
Emma C. Morey‥.‥
Zelma. Morey ‥‥..‥
Annie O. Morgan..‥
Ethel B. Morri11‥ ‥..
轟轄n蒜悪霊∴
Be廿lah N. Morrison‥
Madalene E. Morton..
Alice H. Morse.…..
Hilda E. Moses..‥..
Nettie I. Moses‥ ∴. ‥
Florence M. Mosher‥
Madeline G. Mosher‥
Bessie M. Mowatt. ‥.
宝許諾h藍盤:: :
Rachel A. Munroe. ‥.
Carrie L. Nash.‥....
艶呈罷薯で:∵
Carrie P. NofWOOd. ,
O
Bnen　し. 0,Brien..‥.
轟轟,血
A調a T. 01son‥‥‥.
Gla.dys R. Osbome. ‥
P
Abbie M. Packard‥.
宣da G. Packard.‥..‥
醒薗:甜
… 1914
‥. ‥1907
… ‥1913
… ‥1894
… ‥1910
… ‥1919
… ‥1924
.“‥1918
… ‥1923
Annie P. Parsons‥.
Gcorgia H. Paton‥ ‥
Anna C.1 Patterson‥
Anna M. 1PawIowski.
Beatrice E. Payne‥.
Clara, B. Peck‥.‥.
Abbi(e S. Pembef. ∴.
Bertha Pember… ・, ‥
Bertha　′Perkins .1.‥
護持謹書:∴
Ethel M. Perry…∴
Grace W. Perry.∴.
Maud E. Perry‥…
畿‡轟工謙語言
Evelyn B. Petrie.. ‥
Marion G. Petrie‥ ‥
Jennie Phee ……..
Margaret Phee　‥. ‥
Grace E. Phelps‥...
Alice E. Phillips… ‥
Bertha M. Pilling... ‥ ‥.
Bertha E. Pimey.‥‥‥.
Gla命s M. Piper……..
Anna M. Pitfield.‥‥‥.
Eva L. Plunkett‥.‥.‥
Alice M. Poole‥‥‥‥‥
Mrs. Margaret C, Poole.
Francis S. Porter‥...‥
去君島豊:::∵:∵:二
Zoe L. Powers………..
Esther L. Priestley. … ‥
Q
C重ara Q耽ri劃………‥音…‥.1917
R
Dina Ramstead .
Marian L. Rand‥
Emma W. Rankin
Susan Raper　‥..
認諾晋蒜;
. 1916∴∴∴Florence H. Reed. ‥
1918　　　Sarah C. Reed‥.‥
.1920　　　Alice Reeves　‥.‥.
Dorothea W. Rice..
:1タ14　艶㌫霊葉需品::
. 1906∴∴∴Lora M. Richardson
1915　　　Wilhelmina Rittman
.1905　　ノEdith L. Robbins...
:宣卿　籠詑譜蕊:
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1911
1 920
1 905
1少11
1912
1 8少3
???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????
?????
1923　　　Clara R Soule‥..‥‥
1908　　　Eliza,beth C. Southard.
1915　　　Helen Spear .‥..‥‥
難　語黒点龍三:∵:
援　護託等懇請:∴
1922　　　Emilie L. Stamers… ・ '
畿　認許昔s諾㌍::
滋∴揺譜・講話∴::
1895　　　Nellie Statham　‥ ‥ ‥
Cynthia Steeves言… ・
駁izabet互S. Ste寄henson.
Irene Stevens ..‥...‥
Gra,Ce Stewart .‥‥.‥
E鯨e R. Steinhour‥.‥.
Harriet L. Stevison. ‥ ‥
Mrs. Ama R. Stinson. ‥
Harriet L. Stinson‥.‥.
Sylvia O. Stockton.・ …
Herberta L. Stockwe11‥
Emma王I. Stolte.‥...‥
Isabella P. Stone.‥‥..
認霊宝謙1i∴∴
欝誓書苫諾壷∴ : :
Carrie M. Sweetland‥ ‥
Laura K. Sylvester. ‥ ‥
器謹・;鮮∴
豊謹言二豊㌢∵:∴:∵
Ruth D. Tavender… ‥ ,
Annie Taylor .‥‥‥.‥
Beulah Taylor　‥‥‥.‥
Frances W. Taylor. ‥.
Hden L. E. Taylor.‥
Helene ‘M. Taylor‥ ‥ ・
難業○許諾説d ∵ :
Caroline M. Thompson.
Lola I. Thompson...‥
Marjorie L. Thompson
Weltha B. Thompson‥
Marion E. Thoma,S‥..
Mildred G. Thorne‥ ‥
Elea.nor L. Theirlow. ‥
Elizabeth J. Tisdale‥.
E11a F. Tingley‥..‥‥
Grace E. Tobin‥‥...
Lena A. Tobin‥‥‥‥
Clemmis Todd .‥‥‥
Helen Toomey ‥‥‥‥
Mary T. Tooge‥‥・‥
FIora L. Robinson.. ‥ ‥ ‥
Harriet. L.1 Robinson. ‥ ‥.
Georgia F., Roberts. ‥・・ ‥
FIorence E. Rogers‥ ‥ ・
01ive M, Rol鼻inson.‥. ・
艶も罵言;:∴
盤。三善n諒∴二: :
EIsie Ruefli ..‥‥.‥‥
E血ma A.I Ruel.‥..‥‥
Katie E. Rull‥一‥‥‥・
Caroline E. Ryder.‥ ・‥
S
Anna C. Sampson‥‥‥
Ethel F. Sampson.‥‥・
Hazel Sampson ..‥‥‥
書架霊箪認諾㌫∴
監霊亭書誌: ∴
LOuise W. Sawyer… ‥ l
整葦農薬亨
Kate G. Sc,Ott‥...‥‥
Mildred A. Scrivens. ‥
E11a M. Severance. ‥..
Grace E. Shadman.‥.
Harriet G. Shaw‥..‥
Naomi S. Shaw‥.‥‥
Ⅴ語雷品謹:†∴ ;
Arma L. Sheehan.‥‥
認諾護喜
Ruth Hazel Sherman‥
Ruth I, Shurtle衛.‥.‥
盛業早謹言:∴:
Cora R. Simpson. ‥ ‥
讃藍∴
Ruth H. Smart‥..・・
Bessie M. Smith.‥.‥
Charlotte A. Smith…
Edith G. Smith…‥'
Fern Smith∴...…・・
Gertrude A. Smith. ‥ '
Margaret E. Smith‥ l
Marion P. Smith….,
Mercy H. Smith‥‥
Mildred R. Smith‥.
Ida T. Snow‥‥‥‥
Marv L. Snow‥‥‥
1917
1919
1919
1少10
1922
1920
1918
土898
1904
1919
1897
1917
1896
190与
1917
i王921
19音26
1918
1915
工92l
1898
1898
. 1924
1918
.1917
. 1893
. 1903
. 1922
. 1894
. 192与
. 192与
.1923
. 1909
.1917
. 1892
. 1902
. 18音97
。1917
. 1907
.1少18
. 1921
. 1Q22
‥ 1909
Grace M. Soper……… …… ・1904　　Marion A. Totman
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Susan E. Tracy….......…‥1898
欝意識詰;;詰諾
Alice Tucker ..1……………1紗5
Nellie U. Tufts…….…‥.....1918
Wilhelmina A. Tyler… ….... ‥1922
密語㌢謀議::∴:∵∵∵畿
Dorothy Tyler ‥む…… ……・1917
Carola C. Ulrich...,………..1915
欝鞋∴‥撥
Gertrude M. Van der Brock‥...1923
Belle D. Van Wart………….1896
Charlotte D. Vamey.. ……….1923
Sabina Vamey　…………….1910
Emma S. Vary…………….1916
Aimee W. Vibber…… …… ‥1896
Teresa A. Vincent…… ….....1909
Lucy J. Voshelle…… … ……1895
舘嘉瑠涙:∵∵∵∵∵灘
W
Mary E. Wade……………‥1889
Doris B. Waitt.,………‥....1916
Mrs. Margaret P. Waitt…….,1894
Arma Walsh　………………1914
EIsie B. Walker… …… … ….1919
Margaret S. Walker… … … ‥.1921
Ruth Walker　………。
Janet C. Wallace…….
Sarah Wallen　……‥,
Elizabeth B. Ward.‥..
淡紫∴三
轟叢菩琵幸三;
Isabel S. Watson‥.‥‥
|ola I. Webber....‥‥
Phyllis L. Webber.‥ ‥
落語雅言艦蕊: :
Alice G. Weeks‥‥‥..
Edith C. Welch.‥.‥‥
Flora A. Wel重ington
諾霊晋等晶黒ず:
Mary E. Wentworth
Isabel L. West‥.‥
Orene L. West.‥..
Muriel E. Wheeler.
Marian Wheelock .
EIsie M. Whitcomb.
Clara C. Wellington..
Evelyn M.、 Wellington
Mary P. White………(
L. Grace Whittock… ….
Mae R. Whitman..‥...‥
藍藷薯嘉濫誓㍗: :
Jessie H. Whitney‥…‥
Anna L  Whiton.‥.‥.‥.
Frances Wkynott .. ….‥
讃筈緒言
Aleida Wilder　……‥.
Blanche Wildes .‥..‥.
Ida V. Wilkinson‥ ‥‥
藍藍豊豊前i詫言
FIorence R. Willis.-. …
AIpha L. Wilson‥..‥.
FIora M. Wilson‥‥...
FIorence L. Wilson‥ ‥.
Harriet L. Wilson.. ‥..
Lillie Wilson ..‥‥‥.
Adelaide C. Wingate. ‥
.1915　　Ama L. Wingate…..
….1924　　　Pearl C. Winn..‥‥‥
.1909　　　Helen M. WinsIow.. ‥
….1915　　　Rose E. Winton‥ ‥ ‥.
….1919　　　Catherine J. Wiseman.
….1894　　　Anna E. Wolfers.. ‥‥
….1888　　　Lena E. Woods‥.‥‥
.‥1890　　　Sadie E. Wbod.‥...‥
…1911　　Emma C. Wright.‥. ‥
…1897　　　Haze重B. Wright. … ‥
...19ま3　　　　　　　　　　　　　Y
. ‥1916　　　Elizabcth S音. Young. …
….1922　　Ethel E. Young…. …
….1925　　　FIorence M. 1 Young…
....19(ゆ　　　Grace C. Young..…..
∴:欝　轟講・諸富∴;
1与4
1897
1921
1925
1924
1923
1919
??
??????????????????????
??????????????????????


As to the urgent needs of血e Hospital’See inside of
front cover.
Form , Of Bequest
I give and bequeath to the Massachusetts HbmceOPathic Hospi-
tal, a COrPOration established under the laws of the Commonwealth
Of Massachusetts, the sum oL----------叶-・---------do11ars’tO
be applied to the use and purposes ofl the CorpQration.
*F。壷of Bequest for a “Permanent Free Bed’’
I give and bequeath to the Massachusetts Homceopathic Hbspi-
tal, a COrPOration established under the laws of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, the, Sum of-r-----一---一----輸二一一dollars’tO
be applied to the establishment and endowment bf a uPermanent
Free Bed・・ to be known ahd de‘Sig鵬ted as the----・置-・-南・------
Free Bed.
*Soo page 55 for血餌皿atio叫in富喝a富dあo F富ee Bed8・
手中
